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Abstract
This thesis is concerned with the use of diversely polarized antennas in an array

system as the advantage of this array architecture over a uniformly polarized

array is on its capability to separate multiple signals based on their polarization

characteristics. Overall system performance is substantially improved due to an

extra degree of signal discrimination. In this thesis, the aim is to address and

explore several issues regarding an employment of the diversely polarized antennas

in order to assess the array performance and its characteristics.

First of all, the geometrical properties of the array manifold associated with

polarization-sensitive array are explored from the di¤erential geometry perspec-

tive. The fact that the array manifold incorporates all information about the

array and signal environments allows it to completely characterize the whole sys-

tem. In this work, a new mathematical framework is proposed to analyze three-

parameter diversely polarized manifold, where important notations to describe

the local characteristics of the manifold are provided.

Second, issues regarding the presence of uncertainties in polarization-sensitive

arrays are investigated. The array system considered so far is assumed to be free

from errors and uncertainties. However, in practice, the system performance is

a¤ected considerably by various types of uncertainties that are deviated from the

assumed conditions. A framework based on the sensitivity analysis of manifold

shape property is presented to evaluate the array robustness to uncertainties. In

addition, a novel calibration method is proposed utilizing the concept of diversely

polarized manifold.

Third, problems regarding the presence of manifold ambiguities are addressed.

Manifold ambiguity is an undesirable situation often encountered when there ex-

ists linear dependence amongst array response vectors. This study is aimed to

investigate issues regarding the identi�cation, classi�cation, as well as the erad-

ication of some types of ambiguities. A general framework to identify diversely

polarized manifold ambiguity is presented, followed by two novel techniques to

resolve ambiguities.

Finally, issues regarding the use of polarization-sensitive antennas in CDMA-

based systems are addressed. The framework is essentially based on an inte-

gration of polarization-sensitive antennas, space-time array processing, and the

spread-spectrum multiple access technology. First, the properties of Polarization-

Spatio-Temporal ARray (Polar-STAR) manifold is investigated based on a direct

relationship with the diversely polarized manifold. Then, the array�s ultimate

detection capabilities are presented. Finally, a self calibration method for a

polarization-sensitive asynchronous DS-CDMA system is proposed.
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Notation

N Set of natural numbers

Z Set of integer numbers

R Field of real numbers

C Field of complex numbers

a; A Scalar

a; A Column Vector
_A� Partial derivative of vector A with respect to variable �

A;A Matrix

jAj Absolute value

kAk Euclidian norm of vector A

kAk Frobenius norm of matrix A
Ay Pseudo inverse of the matrix A
exp(A) Element by element exponential of vector A

(�)T Transpose

(�)H Hermitian


 Kronecker product

� Hadamard product

� Hadamard division

b�c Round down to integerc(�) Nominal parameterf(�) Parameter error

0N (N � 1) vector of all zeros
1N (N � 1) vector of all ones
OM�N (M �N) matrix of all zeros

IN (N �N) identity matrix

L [A] Linear subspace spanned by the columns of A
PA Projection operator onto L [A]
P?A Complementary projection operator onto L [A]
det(A) Determinant of A
trace(A) Trace of A
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Recent advancements in wireless telecommunication have brought the world of in-

formation, entertainment and communication together, and transformed the ways

in which we live, work, and play to a greater degree than ever before. Wireless

technology has evolved over the years from the �rst attempts to transmit a wire-

less message across the Atlantic by Marconi in 1901, to the latest development

that aims to interconnect all wireless devices and technologies into a single all-

IP seamless platform. Applications such as mobile phone, wireless LAN, satellite

television, GPS navigation system, and automated highways are just a few names

that are currently driving the wireless revolution, and have a great in�uence in

our lifestyle.

1.1 Array Signal Processing

The demand for wireless communication has been surging at tremendous rate.

According to the latest �gure in 2007, the total number of mobile phone sub-

scribers in the world has reached 3.3 billion, which marks half of the world�s

population. As the demands, both in terms of the number of subscribers and the

quality of services, keep increasing at the sky high, researchers, engineers, and

network operators are facing with a number of challenges in order to meet these

expectations.

The use of multiple antennas to improve the performance of wireless links is

known to hold a key for a success of the present and the future wireless networks.

The presence of multiple antennas adds an extra dimension - space, which helps

to enhance the system performance substantially. Figure 1.1 illustrates some

of the antenna array applications ranging from the mobile, satellite, and radar

communications, to biomedical applications.

Antenna array system is not a new concept, and in fact, its �rst use was dated

back to Marconi�s radio development in the early 1900s, where steerable antenna

17
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 1.1: Practical antenna array systems, (a) The mobile base station, (b)
The Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA) telescope project in Chile, (c)
MIMO router, (d) Electroencephalography (EEG) sensor array, (e)-(f) Phased-
array antennas to support the Airborne Synthetic Aperature Radar (AIRSAR)
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array was used to mitigate cochannel interference. Its potential did not get fully

exploited, however, due to the lack of advanced signal processing at that time.

It applications in wireless communication were found again in the early 1990s,

when it was shown that the channel capacity of radio link can be signi�cantly

improved if multiple antennas are employed [3].

An employment of multiple antennas at a mobile base station was �rst intro-

duced via the technique known as a cell sectorization, where each cell is sectorized

into three sectors of 120�:With a transmitted energy being more penetrated only

within a sector, the cochannel interference is reduced and the capacity is con-

sequently improved. The concept is further adopted for a more sophisticated

system known as smart antennas.

The development of smart antenna systems emphasizes the importance of

array processing techniques, where sophisticated signal processing is employed

to control a radiation pattern within the sector coverage, such that the beam

can point toward the desired users while reject all the other unwanted interfer-

ence. The systems can be classi�ed into two classes, namely a switched-beam and

adaptive-array systems. For switched-beam systems, an appropriate beam is cho-

sen from a set of prede�ned patterns within a sector. Whereas, for adaptive-array

systems, the radiation pattern is chosen in accordance to a design criterion such

that the mainlobe of the beam can accurately point toward the desired signal

while simultaneously suppress all the interference.

At present, the use of multiple antennas has been employed at both ends of

the transmitter and receiver, known as Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO).

It is an area that currently has gained a vast amount of research interest. In

fact, the MIMO technology has already been chosen as a core component for

the development of the third-generation UMTS, and CDMA 2000, as well as the

4G-LTE.

The advancements in array signal processing techniques are the main driving

force behind this success. Array signal processing is a branch of signal processing

that involves the manipulation of data signals induced on the array elements to

extract information of interest in the array environment. Its main uses in the

early days were focused in radar, sonar, and satellite communications, before

later adopted for wireless communications [4]. Three main areas in the �eld of

array processing are detection, parameter estimation, and reception [5].

In the array detection, the aim is to uniquely estimate the total number of

signals in the environment. Majority of existing techniques are derived according

to the eigendecomposition of the received signals�second order statistics, where

the number of sources is determined based on the estimated dimensionality of the

noise subspace. Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [6] and MinimumDescription

Length (MDL) [7], [8] are amongst the most commonly used methods.
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The second area in array processing deals with the estimation of channel

parameters, such as Directions�of�Arrival (DOAs), signal powers, noise power,

etc. Conventionally, the parameters can be obtained using the methods such as

the Bartlett method [9], and Capon�s Minimum Variance Distortionless Response

(MVDR) estimator [10] that explore the signal correlation properties. However, it

is later shown that subspace-based Direction Finding (DF) techniques are much

more powerful. The MUltiple SIgnal Classi�cation (MUSIC) algorithm pro-

posed by Schmidt [11] was a major breakthrough. The concept exploits the eigen

structure of the signal�s covariance matrix in search for a set of array response

vectors that lies in the signal subspace. The algorithm exhibits a high resolution

performance and is asymptotically unbiased. Other methods in MUSIC family

are

� Root-MUSIC that �nds DOAs of uniform linear array based on the roots

of polynomial [12],

� Constrained-MUSIC that uses known DOAs to improve the estimation of
the unknown [13], and

� Beam-Space MUSIC, where the data is preprocessed before applying MU-
SIC to improve the accuracy [14].

The Estimation of Signal Parameters via Resolution Invariance Technique

(ESPRIT) is another popular subspace-type DF technique, where the parameters

are estimated through exploiting the properties of identical subarray structure

[15].

The last area of array processing concerns the reception. The purpose is to

obtain a method that can separate a desired signal from the unwanted cochan-

nel interference and noise. This operation is often referred to as a beamforming

method, or spatial �ltering. The output of a beamformer is the weighted com-

bination of the received signal, where its weights are carefully chosen according

to a performance criterion, e.g. to have desirable peaks and nulls in the array

pattern.

A conventional beamformer (known as the delay-and-sum beamformer) has

all its weights of equal magnitude that the phases are selected to steer the ar-

ray in a particular direction. The process is very similar to steering the array

mechanically, except that this is done electronically. A more sophisticated beam-

forming technique is known as adaptive beamformer, where a weight vector is self-

adjusted to optimize the prescribed objective functions. Adaptive beamforming

techniques can be categorized as either DOA-based, or temporal-reference-based

[16]. In DOA-based beamforming, the direction of the desired signal is required

to form a weight vector. For example, in Capon�s MVDR beamformer [17], the
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weights are designed based on minimizing the output power, subject to a unit

gain response along the look direction. In contrast, a temporal-reference-based

beamforming technique requires a reference signal (training sequence) in order to

adaptively adjust a weight vector.

1.2 Polarization-Sensitive Antenna Array Sys-

tem

Polarization is a property of transverse electromagnetic wave that describes the

orientation of its oscillations, on the plane that is perpendicular to the direction

of propagation.

Conventionally, most array processing techniques are derived according to the

use of uniformly polarized antenna array, where the polarizations of the received

signals are assumed to be perfectly aligned with respect to the orientation of the

sensors. This assumption is rarely met in general due to the condition of the

propagation channel either caused by re�ection, di¤raction, or scattering within

the propagation channel. It is shown that the performance of an array system

can be signi�cantly enhanced when polarization-sensitive antennas are employed

[18].

The use of polarization-sensitive arrays to enhance the estimation performance

has been initially examined in radar and remote sensing applications [19] before

adopting to wireless communication systems in [20] and [21]. Initially, Lee and

Yeh showed that the diversity gain brought by the polarization is comparable to

the one brought by spatial diversity, while requiring less physical space [20]. The

polarization also provides an extra degree of signal discrimination allowing sig-

nals to be distinguished on the basis of polarization, in addition to DOA. Several

DF algorithms including MUSIC were generalized to handle diversely polarized

antenna arrays in [21], where the improvement was observed when the algorithms

were used to resolve bearings of two closely-spaced sources. Other existing meth-

ods include Root-MUSIC [22], [23], Higher-Order MUSIC [24], ESPRIT [25], [26],

[27], and subspace �tting [28].

The use of electromagnetic vector sensors was �rst introduced in [29], where

the term "vector sensor" is to denote a set of six spatially colocated antennas

distinctively measuring all three electrical �eld components and three magnetic

�eld components of the incident wave �eld. The main advantage of the vector

sensors is due to the fact that the observability of DOAs is maximized when

the complete electromagnetic information is measured. This allows arrays to

have smaller aperture while maintaining the performance, and achieve a superior

performance even in a fading condition.
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The use of electromagnetic vector antenna array in radar systems has been re-

cently studied, where the polarmetric diversity is used to improve the estimation,

detection, and tracking of the target/environment [30]. With polarimetric diver-

sity, the radars can transmit and receive waveforms using di¤erent polarizations,

which enhance radar capabilities due to the fact that the polarization provides

another signal descriptor, in addition to time, bearing, and frequency, to separate

the target from the clutter/environment. In [31] and [32], the adaptive designs of

radar polarization waveforms to match the polarimetric aspect of the target and

environment are discussed. Applications of vector sensors are also found in sonar

[33], and seismic exploration [34].

In spite of achieving a superior performance, the main drawback that often

limits the use of vector sensors in practical systems is due to a high implementa-

tion costs, design di¢ culty, and the computational complexity. To compromise

with this limitation, distributed vector sensors are introduced, where the antennas

are implemented to measure only a partial components of the �elds. Examples of

these distributed vector sensors include Co-centered Orthogonal Loop and Dipole

(COLD), loop triad, tripole, and crossed-dipole [35], [36], [37], [38]. Figure 1.2

illustrates examples of vector sensor, tripole, and crossed-dipole that are used in

practical applications.

In this thesis, an array consisting of tripole antennas is chosen as a compromise

between a scalar sensor and a full vector sensor. A tripole antenna consists of

a set of three mutually perpendicular dipoles that can be used to measure all

three components of the electric �eld. Comparing to a polarization-insensitive

array, the system performance is enhanced, while the implementation cost and

the complexity are relatively reasonable.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.2: Examples of polarization-sensitive antennas in practical systems, (a)
vector sensor, (b) tripole, (c) crossed-dipole [1]
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1.3 Thesis Organization

Polarization-sensitive antenna arrays can signi�cantly enhance the overall system

performance, and can be a promising approach in wireless communication espe-

cially when the demand for reliable wireless links keeps growing at the sky high.

In this thesis, instead of following the path the majority of the research in the

area has taken, it is aimed to analyze the array systems from a very fundamen-

tal perspective in order to really understand its performance and characteristics.

Various issues will be examined from both the theoretical and the practical per-

spectives. An organization for the rest of the thesis is given as follows, where

Figure 1.3 shows a diagram of the thesis outline.

In Chapter 2, an overview of polarization-sensitive antenna array sys-
tem shall be provided. The characteristic of signal polarization and its parame-

trization are �rst discussed, followed by the signal modelling of diversely polarized

antenna arrays.

In Chapter 3, the geometrical shape and properties of diversely polar-
ized array manifold will be explored from the di¤erential geometry perspective.
Array manifold is de�ned as the locus of all array response vectors over the set of

signal parameters. Because many array processing concepts and algorithms are

derived based on the properties of the manifold, a thorough understanding on

the shape and behavior of the manifold is essential. In this chapter a mathemat-

ical framework based on the di¤erential geometry is proposed to investigate the

three-parameter array manifold. Various notations such as lengths of the curves,

and volume are introduced to describe the local characteristic of the manifold. It

will be shown that the properties of diversely polarized manifold are crucial for

the analysis of many issues in array processing, in which several points will be

assessed in the subsequent chapters.

In Chapter 4, the problem of uncertainties in the polarization-sensitive
array systems is considered. The array systems considered so far are assumed
to be free from errors and perturbations, and the results are based on error-

free conditions. However, these conditions can hardly be satis�ed in practical

systems due to the inaccuracy of measurement, physical condition of antennas,

as well as the environment. It is seen that the performance can get severely

degraded when the assumed conditions are altered due to uncertainties. This

chapter essentially explores the problem from two di¤erent perspectives. The �rst

part is aimed to assess the signi�cance of antenna positioning with respect to the

performance variation in the presence of uncertainties. The sensitivity analysis

test is carried out using the diversely polarized array manifold shape property

to examine the "importance" of each antenna in the array as well as evaluating

the array�s overall robustness. Whereas, in the second part of the chapter, a
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novel self array calibration technique is proposed to minimize the e¤ect of array

uncertainties such that the system performance can be restored.

In Chapter 5, problems regarding the presence of manifold ambiguities in
polarization-sensitive antenna arrays are addressed. A manifoldly ambigu-
ous situation is encountered when there exists a linear dependence amongst array

response vectors in the signal subspace. This is an undesirable e¤ect due to the

fact that subspace-based direction-�nding algorithms are derived based on an as-

sumption of linear independence amongst the array response vectors. When an

ambiguity occurs, spurious extra peaks will show up in the DOA spectrum caus-

ing a confusion to decide which bearings the signals were actually impinged from.

For these aforementioned reasons, the �rst part of this chapter is dedicated to

an identi�cation and classi�cation of ambiguities in polarization-sensitive arrays.

Then, novel techniques are proposed to resolve the presence of ambiguities such

that a correct set of DOAs can be identi�ed.

In Chapter 6, the use of multiple polarization-sensitive antennas in
Direct-Sequence (DS)- Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) systems
are investigated. The framework is essentially an integration of polarization-

sensitive antennas, space-time array processing, and the spread-spectrum multi-

ple access technology. Several issues will be assessed. First of all, the concept

of Polarization-Space-Time ARray (Polar-STAR) manifold that is modelled ac-

cording to the polarization-space-time contributions of the received signal is in-

troduced. Its properties are then analyzed based on the use of three-parameter

di¤erential geometry framework proposed in Chapter 3. Next, the array�s ul-

timate detection capability is studied. Finally, a self array calibration method

is proposed for a polarization-sensitive asynchronous DS-CDMA system in the

presence of multipath. The method is essentially an extension of the calibration

technique proposed in Chapter 4 with further generalization to use the informa-

tion of the obtained path delay to aid the calibration process. The concept of

Polar-STAR manifold will be utilized as well as the characteristic of the signal

polarization.

The �nal chapter gives the research summaries, list of contributions, as
well as the recommendations for future research directions.
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Figure 1.3: An organization of the thesis



Chapter 2

Diversely Polarized Antenna
Arrays

To provide a framework for the analysis in subsequent chapters, the background

regarding the signal modelling in diversely polarized antenna arrays is pre-
sented in this chapter. To proceed, the basic principles of electromagnetic wave

propagation are �rst introduced, where the signal polarization that describes the

wave�s oscillations is provided. Di¤erent states of polarization are then de�ned

according to the shape of this oscillation on the plane that is perpendicular to the

direction of propagation. Based on this characteristic, the signal modelling asso-

ciated with a single polarization-sensitive antenna is provided before extending

it to the modelling of diversely polarized antenna array.

2.1 Polarization of Electromagnetic Waves

Transverse Electromagnetic (TEM) wave propagation consists of two parts, the

electric and magnetic �eld components, which oscillate in phase perpendicular to

each other and perpendicular to the direction of propagation. Behaving in accor-

dance with the Maxwell�s equations, the oscillation of the electric �eld induces a

magnetic �eld, which the magnetic �eld itself oscillates to regenerate the electric

�eld and so on. These oscillations between the two �elds then store energy which

is carried along the direction of propagation [39].

Figure 2.1 illustrates the propagation of electromagnetic wave with respect

to a single polarization-sensitive antenna located at a reference point. In this

�gure, the electric and magnetic �eld components are oscillating on the plane

described by the unit vectors u�; and u�; where the plane is perpendicular to

the direction of propagation along the direction ur: In this spherical coordinate

system, the parameter � denotes an azimuth angle, measured anticlockwise from

the positive x-axis, while � represents an elevation angle, measured anticlockwise

26
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x

yz 

Figure 2.1: Geometry of the TEM wave propagating to a single antenna located
at the reference point. The electric and magnetic �eld components are oscillating
on the plane described by the unit vectors u�; and u�; while the vector ur denotes
the direction of propagation.

from the x-y plane, as shown in the �gure. The signal polarization is essentially

the wave property that describes an alignment of the �eld oscillations in the plane

perpendicular to the propagation.

Using a spherical coordinate system formed by the directional unit vectors ur;

u�; and u�; the electric �eld component vector q can be written as

q = E� u� + E� u�; (2.1)

where E� and E� denote the �eld strengths along the vectors u� and u� respec-

tively. The amplitude of the �eld is given byq =qE2� + E2� (2.2)

It should be noted that the magnetic �eld component can be expressed in the

same fashion, but 90� out of phase. For the sake of simplicity, only electric �eld

is considered here.

To characterize the �eld oscillation, the polarization ratio is de�ned as the

ratio between E� and E� [2]; given as

polarization ratio , E�
E�

= tan  exp(j�); (2.3)

where the parameters 0 �  � �=2 and �� � � < � denote the auxiliary

polarization angle and the polarization phase di¤erence respectively. Through

observing the polarization ratio, di¤erent states of polarization can be de�ned,

as shown in Figure 2.2.
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The signal is said to be in a linear polarization state if the polarization ratio is

constant at anytime (i.e. the �eld vector moves back and forth along a line). This

includes vertical (E� = 0); and horizontal (E� = 0) polarizations. Meanwhile, the

signal is in circular polarization state if the components E� and E� share the same

magnitude but 90� out of phase. The �eld vector remains constant in length, but

circularly rotates around the polarization plane. In the most general cases, the

signal is in elliptical polarization state, where the components E� and E� do not

have the same magnitude. A signal can be either left-hand or right-hand polarized

depending on the rotation direction of the �eld [39].

It should be noted that only a completely polarized wave, where the polar-

ization state is �xed at all time, is considered in this thesis. The modulation

of random noise onto a carrier wave can �uctuate the components E� and E�
[39]. If the resultant �eld is completely uncorrelated, the wave is said to be com-

pletely unpolarized. Meanwhile, the wave is partially polarized, where the �eld is

expressed as the sum of the completely polarized and completely unpolarized.

2.2 Parameterizing Signal Polarization

There are several ways to parameterize the state of polarization. First, it can

be represented using the parameters (; �); as shown in Equation (2.3). Alterna-

tively, it can be described using the ellipticity � and orientation � [2], as shown

in Figure 2.3, where an ellipse may be enlarged to a circle or reduced to a line

depending on the ellipticity �; de�ned as

� = tan�1
�
minor axis
major axis

�
(2.4)

The value of the parameter � is ��=4 � � � �=4, with the � sign to indicate

the direction of the �eld rotation. The ellipticity of zero (� = 0) represents a

linear polarization, while � = ��=4 denotes circular polarization. Meanwhile, the
orientation angle of the ellipse � is de�ned within the interval 0 � � < �:

The relationship between (�; �) and (; �) is geometrically shown through

Poincare�spherical description in [2]. The parametrization is based on a one-to-

one mapping between the parameters (�; �) and a point (; �) on a unit sphere

described by the longitude 2� and latitude 2�, as shown in Figure 2.4. If the

polarization ratio is written in the form tan  exp(j�); then, using formulae of

spherical trigonometry, it can be shown that the relationships between the para-

meters (; �) and (�; �) are given by [2]

cos(2) = cos(2�) cos(2�) (2.5)

tan(�) = tan(2�) csc(2�) (2.6)
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Figure 2.2: Di¤erent states of polarization (1a) vertical (1b) horizontal (2a) right-
hand circular (2b) left-hand circular (3a) right-hand elliptical (3b) left-hand el-
liptical

Figure 2.3: Representation of polarization ellipse using ellipticity � and orienta-
tion � parameters.
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Figure 2.4: Poincare�spherical representation as described in [2] illustrating the
relationships between (; �) and (�; �) on a unit sphere. The following points on
the sphere represent the horizontal (H), vertical (V), left-hand circular (LHC),
and right-hand circular (RHC) polarizations accordingly.

and the inverse relationships are

tan(2�) = tan(2) cos � (2.7)

sin(2�) = sin(2) sin � (2.8)

2.3 Signal Modelling with respect to a Single

Tripole Antenna

At this point, an expression of the �eld vector q in Equation (2.1) is based on

the spherical coordinate system, where the two components along the vectors u�;

and u� are expressed as

E� =
q cos  (2.9)

E� =
q sin  exp(j�) (2.10)

Suppose a single tripole antenna is located at the reference point as shown in

Figure 2.1, where the three orthogonal dipoles are aligned along the x-, y-, and

z- axes respectively. To measure the �eld components along the x-, y-, and z-

axes, the �eld vector q needs to be transformed from the spherical (ur; u�; u�) to
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cartesian coordinate system of (ux; uy; uz); where it can be shown that

q(�) = [Ex; Ey; Ez]
T 2 C3�1 (2.11)

=
q(�) ��� sin � cos  � cos � sin� sin ej��ux

+
�
cos � cos  � sin � sin� sin ej�

�
uy

+
�
cos� sin ej�

�
uz
�

(2.12)

with Ex; Ey; Ez denote the �eld strengths along the directions ux; uy; and uz of the

x�; y�; and z� coordinate system respectively, and the vector �= [�; �; ; �]T

represents the set of signal parameters.

An expression of the �eld component vector q(�) in Equation (2.12) can be

further written in the more compact form as

q(�) =

0B@� sin � � cos � sin�
cos � � sin � sin�
0 cos�

1CA
| {z }

 
cos 

sin  ej�

!
| {z } (2.13)

T(�; �) p(; �);

where

T(�; �) =

0B@� sin � � cos � sin�
cos � � sin � sin�
0 cos�

1CA ; and (2.14)

p(; �) =

 
cos 

sin  ej�

!
(2.15)

Using this expression, the �eld component vector can be described by the multi-

plication of two terms, where the matrix T is only a function of the direction-of-
arrival (�; �); and the vector p is solely a function of the polarization parameters

(; �):

At the moment, let assume that there is only source present in the envi-

ronment, and the signal is propagating in a nonconductive, homogeneous, and

isotropic medium. Based on an expression of the �eld component vector in Equa-

tion (2.13), the signal arrived at the tripole antenna can be modelled as

x1(t) =
h
�
1
(�; �)� exp

�
j 

1
(�; �)

�
� q(�)

i
m(t) + n(t) 2 C3�1 (2.16)

where the vector x1(t) = [x
x
1(t); x

y
1(t); x

z
1(t)]

T denotes the components with re-

spect to the x-, y-, and z- dipoles respectively. The subscript (�)1 is used as an
index for the �rst antenna (there is only one antenna in this case, but will later be

extended to multiple antennas). The vectors �
1
(�; �) and  

1
(�; �) are accounted
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for the magnitudes and phases of the complex gain in the direction (�; �), given

in the form

�
1
(�; �) = [�x1(�; �); �

y
1(�; �); �

z
1(�; �)]

T (2.17)

 
1
(�; �) = [ x1(�; �);  

y
1(�; �);  

z
1(�; �)]

T (2.18)

In addition,m(t) denotes the baseband transmitted signal, the vector n(t) 2 C3�1

represents the complex additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean

and variance �2; and the operator � represents the Hadamard product (element-
by-element).

2.4 Signal Modelling with respect to a Tripole

Antenna Array

Consider now an array system consisting of N tripole antennas, located at

r = [rx; ry;rz]
T 2 R3�N (2.19)

measured in half wavelenghs. The array centroid is taken as the array reference

point (0; 0; 0), where the vectors rx;ry; and rz denote column vectors containing

the position of the elements respectively. The array coordinate is depicted in

Figure 2.5. Co-channel narrow band point sources are assumed to arrive from

the array far-�eld, i.e. the range is much larger than 2la=�; where la is the array�s

aperture and � is the wavelength. Hence, the plane wave propagation assumption

holds.

Suppose a plane wave is impinging on the array from the direction (�; �); and

the antennas are being isotropic, then a spatial manifold vector which de�nes the

array complex response can be expressed as

a(�; �) = exp
�
�j rT k(�; �)

	
2 CN�1 (2.20)

where k(�; �) = �[cos � cos�; sin � cos�; sin�]T 2 R3�1 is the wave number vector

pointing toward the emitter at azimuth � and elevation �: Subsequently, a spatio-

polar manifold vector associated with the tripole array is given by

A(�) = a(�; �)
 q(�) 2 C3N�1 (2.21)

where the operator 
 represent the Kronecker product, and the vector q denotes
the electric �eld components induced on each dipole as shown in Equation (2.13).

The polarized manifold vector A(�) can be also expressed as

A(�) = [a(�; �)
 I3]T(�; �)p(; �)| {z } (2.22)

q(�)
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Figure 2.5: A cartesian coordinate system of a polarization-sensitive array with
respect to an incoming signal from the direction (�; �)

Suppose the array is operating in the presence of M sources, then the baseband

received signal vector x(t) 2 C3N�1,

x(t) = [xx1 (t) ; x
y
1 (t) ; x

z
1 (t) ; : : : ; x

x
N (t) ; x

y
N (t) ; x

z
N (t)]

T ; 2 C3N�1 (2.23)

where the vector element xqp denotes the output signal from the qth dipole of the

pth antenna, q 2 fx; y; zg ; and p 2 f1; : : : ; Ng ; can be modelled as

x(t) =
MX
i=1

A(�i)mi(t) + n(t); (2.24)

The expression of the received signal x(t) can be further written in a more compact

form as

x(t) = A m(t) + n(t); 2 C3N�1 (2.25)

where the matrix A and the vector m(t) are given by

A = [A(�1); A(�2); : : : ; A(�M)]; 2 C3N�M (2.26)

m(t) = [m1(t);m2(t); : : : ;mM(t)]
T 2 RM�1 (2.27)
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2.5 Summary

An overview of polarization-sensitive antenna array systems is presented in this

chapter. The aim is to provide readers with basic backgrounds of the subject

before proceeding to the main technical chapters. In the �rst part of the chapter,

the wave�s properties and the characteristics of the signal polarization were in-

troduced. Di¤erent states of polarization were parameterized either by using the

polarization ratio (; �); or the ellipticity and the orientation parameters (�; �):

The relationship between (; �) and (�; �) was shown using Poincare�spherical

description. Then, the signal modelling with respect to a single tripole antenna

was presented. It was shown that the �eld component vector q(�) that measures

the �eld strengths along each dipole of a tripole can be expressed by a multi-

plication of two terms T, and p; where the matrix T is only a function of the
direction-of-arrival (�; �); and the vector p is solely a function of the polarization

parameters (; �): The modelling was then extended for a tripole antenna array.



Chapter 3

Di¤erential Geometry of
Diversely Polarized Array
Manifold

Array manifold, by de�nition, is the locus of all array response vectors (man-

ifold vectors) over the set of signal parameters. The fact that it incorporates

all information about the array and signal environments enables the manifold

to completely characterize the system. In this chapter, a class of array man-

ifolds associated with polarization-sensitive antenna arrays will be investigated

from the di¤erential geometry perspective. Since it is well known that the array

performance is directly related to the characteristics/properties of the manifold,

the analysis of this associated array manifold should provide us with an essential

understanding of the array system from the very fundamental perspective.

An organization for the rest of the chapter is given as follows. In Section 3.1,

the signi�cance of array manifold concept in array processing applications is �rst

presented, followed by a review of array manifold curves and surfaces in Section

3.2. Then, in Section 3.3, a new mathematical framework associated with a three-

parameter array manifold is proposed, where the analysis of a three-parameter

diversely polarized array manifold is provided in Section 3.4. Based on the pre-

sented framework, a survey in Section 3.5 will outline how these results can be

used in the subsequent chapters. In particular, one of the manifold�s intrinsic pa-

rameters known as the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient will be speci�cally examined

in Section 3.6 to investigate the relationships between array con�gurations and

the geometrical shape of this manifold. The signi�cance of this coe¢ cient will

be revealed in Chapter 6 as it is related to the array�s ultimate performance in

terms of the detection capability. The chapter is �nally concluded in Section 3.7.

35
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3.1 Signi�cance of the Array Manifold in Array

Processing Applications

The geometric properties of an array manifold are known to be crucially important

in characterizing/determining the performance of an array. For this reason, the

concept of an array manifold has been widely employed in various areas of array

processing, as shown in Figure 3.1.

� Subspace-type Direction-Finding Algorithms. The fundamental con-
cept of subspace-type direction-�nding algorithms is based on a search over

an array manifold to �nd a set of array response vectors that lie in the sig-

nal subspace. This technique is, at present, considered the most powerful

method for a signal parameter estimation. Examples for these algorithms

are MUSIC [40], and ESPRIT [41].

� Array�s Detection and Resolution Capabilities. The array�s detection
and resolution capabilities represent the ability of an array to correctly es-

timate the number of sources, and to distinctively obtain signal parameters

for signals located close together in space. It has been shown that these

array performance bounds are directly related to the geometrical shape of

the manifold. In [42], it is shown that the bounds can be obtained using

an approximation method on the very small segment of a manifold curve

to reveal the shape in the local neighborhood. Then, in [43], the detection

threshold is derived using a manifold surface parameter. (This issue will be

further examined in Chapter 6 for the performance bound associated with

polarization-sensitive antenna arrays.)

� Superresolution Array Design. A study in [44] has shown that intrinsic
properties of the array manifold can be used in an array design application

to �nd an optimum sensor placement that maximizes the prescribed perfor-

mance levels such as the array�s detection and resolution, and Cramer-Rao

bounds on error variance.

� Array Uncertainty Analysis. In [45], the e¤ect of position uncertainty
on the performance degradation of the channel parameter estimation is

expressed in terms of the manifold�s intrinsic parameters. Based on this

analysis, the result can be used to design an array that is robust to the

geometrical uncertainty.

� Array Ambiguities. The shape of the array manifold has also shown to
have a direct impact in the presence of manifold ambiguities [46].
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Geometric properties of
array manifold

Array uncertainty
analysis

Subspacetype DF
algorithm

Superresolution array
design

Array ambiguities

Array’s detection/
resolution performances

Figure 3.1: Array processing applications based on the geometric properties of
an array manifold.

3.2 Review of Array Manifolds

Suppose (x1; x1; : : : ; xn) denotes a set of generic signal parameters (direction,

frequency, polarization, etc) and the vector h represents a general expression of

a manifold vector, then an n-parameter array manifold vector can be de�ned as

a mapping f f�g from the signal parameters (x1; x1; : : : ; xn) to a vector h in a

multi-dimensional complex space,

�
x1 2 R1; x2 2 R1; : : : ; xn 2 R1

� ff�g��! h(x1; x2; : : : ; xn) 2 CN ; (3.1)

where the function f f�g is assumed to be known based on a precise array position
and the directional characteristics of the antennas.

For a single-parameter array manifold, an array response vector can be rep-

resented through the mapping,�
x1 2 R1

� ff�g��! h(x1) 2 CN ; (3.2)

Whereas for a two-parameter array manifold, an array response vector is found

through, �
x1 2 R1; x2 2 R1

� ff�g��! h (x1; x2) 2 CN (3.3)

The locus of these manifold vectors over the whole set of signal parameters

de�nes a "continuum" (also known as a geometrical object) embedded in the

complex space, which is referred to as an array manifold.

For the case of a single parameter, the locus of these manifold vectors rep-

resents a curve, while the locus of two-parameter manifold vectors represents a
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surface, both embedded in a multi-dimensional complex space. These array man-

ifolds have already been extensively studies in [5], and will be reviewed next. For

a more detailed treatment, readers are referred to [5]. It should be noted that the

vector symbol h used here represents a general class of array response vectors.

Di¤erent vector symbols will be later used for a more speci�c type of manifold,

for instance, the symbols

� a is for a spatial manifold vector;

� A is for a diversely polarized manifold vector, and

� h is for a Polarization�Spatial-Temporal-ARray (Polar-STAR) manifold vec-
tor (see Chapter 6).

3.2.1 Array Manifold Curves

The locus of all single-parameter array response vectors h(x1) 2 CN ;8x1 2 
x1 ;
where 
x1 denotes the parameter space of x1; represents a manifold curve A,
embedded in an N -dimensional complex space. It is formally de�ned as

A ,
�
h(x1) 2 CN ;8x1 : x1 2 
x1

	
; (3.4)

where an illustration of the curve is shown in Figure 3.2. For the curve to be

properly de�ned, the "regularity" condition of the curve must be satis�ed, that

is
_h(x1) ,

dh

dx1
6= 0; 8x1 2 
x1 : (3.5)

In other words, the tangent vector _h(x1) must exist at all points on the curve.

A "dot" is used to denote vector derivative with respect to the parameter x1. It

should be pointed out that x1 is a generic signal parameter, which can represent

any signal parameter, for instance, the direction of arrival, carrier frequency,

polarization, or the source�s velocity.

In order to characterize the shape of the manifold curve, the following para-

meters are considered essential,

� the arclength s(x1);

� the rate-of-change of arclength _s(x1);

� the set of curvatures of the manifold curve �i(s) for i = 1; 2; : : : ; which

forms the Cartan matrix C(s):
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origin

manifold curve

=

Figure 3.2: An illustration of manifold curve A in N -dimensional complex space.

The most basic parameter that characterizes the geometry of the curve is

the arc length, which represents the actual physical length of a segment on the

manifold curve in CN : It is de�ned as

s(x1) ,
Z x1

0

 _h(x1) dx1 (3.6)

Meanwhile, the rate-of-change of arclength _s(x1) is given by

_s(x1) =
 _h(x1) : (3.7)

In addition, to analyze the properties at each point on the curve, that is

parameterized in terms of the arclength s; it is important to de�ne an ortho-

normal system of coordinates ui(s), together with a set of curvatures �i(s) for

i = 1; 2; : : : ; along the curve. It has been shown that these coordinate vectors

can be written in the form of the Cartan matrix C(s), where

C(s) =

26666666664

0; ��1(s); 0; : : : 0; 0

�1(s); 0; ��2(s); : : : 0; 0

0; �2(s); 0; : : : 0; 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

...

0; 0; 0; : : : 0; ��d�1(s)
0; 0; 0; : : : �d�1(s) 0

37777777775
; (3.8)

The parameter �i(s) for i = 1; : : : ; d and d � 2N denotes the set of non-zero

curvatures. The �rst curvature (also known as the principal curvature) of the

manifold curve at s is de�ned as �1(s) , kh00(s)k =
d2h(s)ds2

 ;where a "prime"
is used to denote a di¤erentiation with respect to s: This parameter essentially
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measures how fast the curve gets pulled away from the tangent line, and is known

to be the most important one.

Suppose an array manifold is expressed as a function of an azimuth direction

(x1 = �), in a conventional polarization-insensitive linear array. A spatial mani-

fold vector a(�) with respect to an azimuth � can be written as

a(�) = exp
�
�j�rx cos �

�
; 2 CN�1 (3.9)

where the �eld-of-view 
� is restricted to


� = f� : � 2 [0�; 180�)g :

The locus of these manifold vectors a(�);8� 2 
� forms a curve embedded in an
N -dimensional complex space. The analysis in [5] has shown that the manifold

curve�s curvature is constant and identical at any point on the curve indicating

that the curve has a hyperhelical shape, embedded in an N -dimensional complex

space.

3.2.2 Array Manifold Surfaces

An array manifold surfaceM is de�ned as the locus of all two-parameter array

response vectors h (x1; x2) ;8x1; x2 over the parameter space 
x1x2 : It is de�ned
as

M ,
�
h (x1; x2) 2 CN ;8(x1; x2) : x1; x2 2 
x1x2

	
To ensure that the surface is properly de�ned, the tangent plane, formed by the

tangent vectors _hx1 =
@h
@x1

and _hx2 =
@h
@x2
; must exist at all points on the sur-

face. The method to analyze the manifold surfaces is based on the use of surface

di¤erential geometry [5]. The following parameters are considered essential.

� the manifold metric G; and

� the Gaussian curvature KG:

The array manifold metricG; which represents the fundamental building block
of the intrinsic parameters, is de�ned as

G =

 
gx1x1 gx1x2
gx2x1 gx2x2

!
(3.10)

=

0@  _hx12 ; Re
n
_h
H

x1
_hx2

o
Re
n
_h
H

x2
_hx1

o
;

 _hx22
1A (3.11)

where each element gxixj ;8i; j 2 f1; 2g can be computed as gxixj = Re
n
_h
H

xi
_hxj

o
:

The manifold metric is known to be a very important parameter to characterize
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the geometry of the surface. It is seen that most of the intrinsic parameters,

such as length of curve on the surface, or surface segment area, are all derived

according to this parameter. For instance, the area of a segmentW on the surface

of a manifoldM can be expressed as

area =
ZZ
W

p
det(G) dx1dx2 (3.12)

Another important parameter to describe the local shape of a manifold surface

is the Gaussian curvature KG; de�ned as

KG (x1; x2) = �
1p
det(G)

0B@d(
p
det(G)
gx1x1

�x2x1x2)

dx1
�
d(

p
det(G)
gx1x1

�x2x1x1)

dx2

1CA (3.13)

where �x2x1x2 ;�
x2
x1x1

denote the elements of the Christo¤el symbol metrices of the

second kind (more detail can be found in [5]). The sign of the curvatureKG(x1; x2)

provides an indication of the surface shape whether it is elliptic (if KG > 0);

hyperbolic (if KG < 0); or parabolic or planar (if KG = 0:)

Suppose an array manifold vector is expressed as a function of an azimuth-

elevation direction (�; �); then the spatial manifold surface M can be formally

de�ned as

M =
�
a (�; �) 2 CN ;8(�; �) : �; � 2 
��

	
: (3.14)

where an illustration of the manifold surface is shown in Figure 3.3. For a planar

array, the �eld-of-view 
�� gives a full 360� azimuth with half elevation space,

i.e.


�� = f(�; �) : � 2 [0�; 360�) ; � = [0�; 90�)g

It has been shown that the Gaussian curvature KG corresponding to the spatial

manifold surface of a planar array is equal to zero at all points on the manifold

surface [5].

3.3 Di¤erential Geometry of Three-Parameter

Array Manifold

In this chapter, it is aimed to investigate the geometrical properties of the array

manifold associated with a polarization-sensitive array. The fact that this class

of array manifold is a function of both the direction and polarization implies that

the manifold is a function of more than two parameters. With an assumption that

all signals are arrived from the same elevation (i.e. � is �xed, say �0), hence, the

corresponding diversely polarized array manifold can be expressed as a function

of three parameters (�; ; �): To the best of our knowledge, an investigative study
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origin

Figure 3.3: An illustration of a spatial manifold surfaceM parameterized by the
variables (�; �) embedded in an N -dimensional complex space.

of three-parameter array manifold has not been considered anywhere before, and

hence is our objective in this chapter [47].

To proceed, a new mathematical framework based on the di¤erential geometry

of three-parameter array manifold will be �rst presented in this section before

applying to the analysis of the diversely polarized manifold in Section 3.4. The

three-parameter array manifold V is now de�ned as follows.

V =
�
h(x1; x2; x3) 2 CN ;8(x1; x2; x3) 2 
x1x2x3

	
(3.15)

where 
x1x2x3 denotes the parameter space for (x1; x2; x3): With an extension

to three-parameter array manifold, it is clear that a manifold surface previously

considered can now be viewed as just a single slice of a "volume" embedded in

the multi-dimensional complex space.

3.3.1 Regular Parametric Representation

The di¤erential geometry presented in this chapter can only be applied to a

class of array manifold associated with Riemannian geometry. To describe in

the simplest form, Riemannian manifold is a class of array manifold, where each

point on the manifold is properly de�ned with a smooth transition from point to

point throughout the manifold. An analogy would be if a coin is placed on the

manifold, it should be able to move smoothly to any point on the manifold, and

these points are well de�ned. To put in a formal presentation, the following two

conditions are provided [48].

De�nition 1 A di¤erentiable manifold is a type of topological manifold with a
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globally de�ned di¤erential structure. A di¤erentiability class is a classi�cation

of function according to the properties of their derivatives. The function is said

to be of class-k if all, up to the kth, derivatives exist and are continuous.

An array manifold is said to be smooth if it is a di¤erentiable manifold of

class�1, i.e. it has derivatives of all orders. The smooth manifold condition
is de�ned to ensure that the tangent space runs smoothly from point to point

throughout the manifold.

De�nition 2 A vector function h(x1; x2; x3) is a regular parametric representation
of the manifold V if and only if 8(x1; x2; x3) 2 
x1x2x3 ; the derivatives

_hx1 =
@h

@x1
; _hx2 =

@h

@x2
; and _hx3 =

@h

@x3

exist, are continuous, and non-zero with

rank
nh
_hx1 ;

_hx2 ;
_hx3

io
= 3

The regular parametric representation condition ensures that the tangent vec-

tors _hx1 ;
_hx2 ;

_hx3 exist everywhere on the manifold, are linearly independent, and

constitute the valid covariant basis.

3.3.2 Intrinsic Parameters

Given that the three-parameter array manifold satis�es the above conditions,

the following intrinsic parameters that characterize the properties of the array

manifold can be presented,

� the (3� 3) manifold metric G;

� the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient I,

� the length of curve, and the manifold volume segment

The most fundamental building block for our analysis is an expression of the

manifold metric, de�ned as

G = RefJHjacJjacg (3.16)

=

0B@gx1x1 ; gx1x2 ; gx1x3
gx2x1 ; gx2x2 ; gx2x3
gx3x1 ; gx3x2 ; gx3x3

1CA ; (3.17)

where the Jacobean matrix Jjac; is the matrix whose columns contain the tangent
vectors

Jjac =
h
_hx1 ;

_hx2 ;
_hx3

i
2 CN�3 (3.18)
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Each metric element gxixj ;8i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g can be computed by gxixj =Re
n
_h
H

xi
_hxj

o
:

Meanwhile, the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient I of the array manifold, which
essentially represents the distance between two neighboring points h(x1; x2; x3)

and h(x1 + dx1; x2 + dx2; x3 + dx3) on the manifold, is de�ned by

I , kdhk2 (3.19)

=
 _hx1dx1 + _hx2dx2 + _hx3dx32 (3.20)

= dxTGdx (3.21)

where the vector dx = [dx1; dx2; dx3]T : It should be pointed out that an expression

of the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient shown here is similar to the one previously

derived using the surface di¤erential geometry, except that the dimension of the

metric is now (3� 3); rather than (2� 2):
In addition, other intrinsic parameters, such as angles, lengths of the curves,

areas, and volumes can be de�ned, either in terms of the Jacobean matrix Jjac,
the metric G, or its inverse G�1. For example, the length of curve between any
two points on the manifold at time t1 and t2 where h (x1 (t) ; x2 (t) ; x3 (t)) with

t1 < t < t2 is given by

length of curve =

t2Z
t1

dh
dt

 dt = t2Z
t1

s
dx

dt

T

G
dx

dt
dt (3.22)

=

t2Z
t1

r
I
dt2

dt; (3.23)

and the manifold volume segment is de�ned as

vol =
ZZZ
D

p
det(G) dx1dx2dx3; (3.24)

Based on this framework, it can be adopted to analyze the geometric prop-

erties of three-parameter diversely polarized array manifold, as will be shown

next.

3.4 Geometric Properties of Diversely Polarized

Array Manifold

Assume that the signals are impinging from the same elevation (i.e. � is �xed at

�0), then a polarized array manifold vector A 2 C3N corresponding to a signal

from an azimuth �; and the polarization (; �) can be expressed as

A(�) = [a(�)
 I3] T(�)p(; �)| {z } (3.25)

q(�)
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where � = [�; ; �]T represents the path�s propagation state, a(�) is a spatial
manifold vector; and

T(�) =

0B@� sin � � cos � sin�0
cos � � sin � sin�0
0 cos�0

1CA ;

p(; �) =

 
cos 

sin  ej�

!

The three-parameter diversely polarized array manifold V is formed as

V =
�
A(�; ; �) 2 C3N ;8(�; ; �) 2 


	
; (3.26)

where the �eld-of-view 
 is restricted to


 = f(�; ; �) : � 2 [0�; 360�) ;  2 [0�; 90�] ; � 2 [�180�; 180�)g (3.27)

It is important to note that the framework presented here is based on the

analysis of three-parameter manifold, however it can be extended to a class of

four-parameter array manifold (i.e. varying �), as long as the prescribed condi-

tions in Section 3.3.1 are satis�ed. With the number of parameters is restricted

to three, the mathematical derivations are greatly simpli�ed.

3.4.1 Regular Parametric Representation

To proceed, it is essential to �rst check whether the three-parameter diversely

polarized array manifold considered in this section has a Riemannian geometry.

In order to do that, the prescribed conditions in Section 3.3.1 need to be evaluated.

First, it is straightforward to see that the manifold vector A(�; ; �) has deriv-

atives of all orders and are continuous. Hence, it satis�es the smooth condition

of the di¤erentiable manifold. Next, it is also simple to show that the regular

parametric representation condition of the manifold is satis�ed. To prove, let

de�ne the tangent vectors with respect to the parameters �; ; and �,

_A� , @A

@�
=
�
(a
 I3) _T� + (·a� 
 I3)T

�
p (3.28)

_A , @A

@
= (a
 I3)T _p (3.29)

_A� , @A

@�
= (a
 I3)T _p� (3.30)

These tangent vectors are non-zero and continuous throughout the manifold. In

addition, these tangent vectors are linearly independent as it can be shown using

the proof by contradiction.
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Suppose the vectors _A�; _A; _A� are linearly dependent, then there exist a non-

zero vector c = [c1; c2; c3]
T satisfying the condition,h

_A�; _A; _A�

i
c = 0 (3.31)

Consider the elements (3i+ 1)th and (3j + 1)th of this column vector on the left

hand side of Equation (3.31), i; j 2 f1; : : : ; Ng; which can be written as,

f (ri;�) = row3i+1
h
_A�; _A; _A�

i
c = 0

f
�
rj;�

�
= row3j+1

h
_A�; _A; _A�

i
c = 0

where the vectors ri; and rj denote the positions of the i
th and jth antennas

respectively. Obviously, these elements are functions of the antenna positions;

and it is extremely unlikely to have the array con�gured in such a way that all

of these vector elements 8i; j 2 f1; : : : ; Ng in Equation (3.31) are equal to zero
at the same time. As a result, using the proof by contradiction, it is shown that

these tangent vectors are linearly independent.

3.4.2 Intrinsic Parameters

Since the diversely polarized manifold satis�es both conditions of the Riemannian

manifold, the framework in Section 3.3 can be applied. First and foremost, the

diversely polarized manifold metric G can be de�ned. It is given as

G = RefJHjacJjacg (3.32)

=

0B@g�� g� g��

g� g g�

g�� g� g��

1CA ; (3.33)

where Jjac is the Jacobean matrix whose columns contain the tangent vectors,

Jjac =
h
_A�; _A; _A�

i
2 C3N�3 (3.34)

Each element of the metric gij;8i; j 2 f�; ; �g can be found by gij = Re
n
_A
H

i
_Aj

o
:

To compute a closed-form expression of the manifold metric, it involves a sum

of matrix multiplications, each comprising of a;T; p; and their derivatives. For
instance, the element g�� can be written in the form

g�� = Re
n
_A
H

�
_A�

o
= Re

�h�
(a
 I3) _T� + (·a� 
 I3)T

�
p
iH h�

(a
 I3) _T� + (·a� 
 I3)T
�
p
i�

= Re
n
pH
h
_TH� (a
 I3)

H (a
 I3) _T� + _TH� (a
 I3)
H (·a� 
 I3)T

+ TH (·a� 
 I3)
H (a
 I3) _T� + TH (·a� 
 I3)

H (·a� 
 I3)T
i
p
o
;
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while the element g� is expressed as,

g� = Re

�h�
(a
 I3) _T� + (·a� 
 I3)T

�
p
iH h

(a
 I3)T _p
i�

= Re
n
pH
h
_TH� (a
 I3)

H (a
 I3)T+ TH (·a� 
 I3)
H (a
 I3)T

i
_p


o
The detailed derivation of this manifold metric can be found in Appendix 3A,

where it is shown that the closed-form expression of the metric elements are given

by

g�� = _k
T

� rr
T _k� +N

�
cos2  + sin2 �0 sin

2 
�

(3.35)

g� = N sin�0 cos � (3.36)

g�� = �N
2
sin�0 sin 2 sin � (3.37)

g = N (3.38)

g� = 0 (3.39)

g�� = N sin2  (3.40)

Based on an expression of this diversely polarized manifold metric, it can be used

to compute other intrinsic parameters as summarized in Table 3.1.

For a special case when �0 = 0�; the metric G is greatly simpli�ed. This is

due to the fact that all the o¤-diagonal elements of the metric G are a function of
sin �0: Hence, when �0 = 0

�; these elements become zero and the metric is given

in the form,

G=

0B@g��; 0; 0

0; g; 0

0; 0; g��

1CA ; (3.41)

and the determinant is simpli�ed to

detG = g��gg�� (3.42)

In Appendix 3B, another class of diversely polarized array manifold associated

with the parameters (�; �; ) is investigated, given that � is �xed.

3.5 Applications of Diversely Polarized Mani-

fold in this Thesis

With respect to the modelling of three-parameter diversely polarized array mani-

fold, its properties and characteristics can be adopted for the analysis in the later

part of the thesis. Figure 3.4 illustrates a diagram of how this framework can be

applied in the subsequent chapters.
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manifold metric G =

0@g�� g� g��
g� g g�
g�� g� g��

1A
determinant of metric det (G) = g��gg�� � gg

2
�� � g��g

2
�

�rst fundamental coe¢ cient I = dxTGdx; where dx = [d�; d; d�]T

length of curve length =

t2Z
t1

q
I
dt2
dt

manifold volume segment vol =
RRR
D

p
detG d�dd�

Table 3.1: Intrinsic parameters associated with three-parameter diversely polar-
ized array manifold

� In the following section, the analysis of the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient
I associated with three-parameter diversely polarized manifold will be pre-
sented. The signi�cance of this parameter should be emphasized because,

in Chapter 6, it will be shown that the array�s ultimate detection capability

can be expressed in terms of I.

� In Chapter 4, the rate-of-change of the manifold volume
p
detG will

be used as a criterion to evaluate the levels of robustness for di¤erent array

con�gurations. In the presence of uncertainties, the array manifold will be

deviated from the modelled condition. The analysis carried out in Chapter

4 is derived based on the concept that, for a "good" array con�guration, it

should maintain a satisfying level of robustness (i.e. the minimum deviation

of the manifold volume) even when the uncertainties occur.

� In Chapter 5, an identi�cation of diversely polarized manifold ambiguities
will be investigated through the analysis of the corresponding manifold
curve. In addition, it will be shown that if a set of polarization satis�es a
certain condition, then more ambiguities can also be obtained.

� In Chapter 6, the proposed framework of the three-parameter diversely
polarized array manifold will be used to analyze the geometric properties

of the Polar-STAR manifold. Instead of deriving a new framework to
speci�cally analyze this class of manifold, it is shown that its properties can

be analyzed through a complex mapping function of the polarized manifold

presented in this chapter.
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Threeparameter diversely
polarized array manifold

Diversely polarized array
manifold ambiguities

(Chapter 5)

Array’s detection in
polarizationsensitive system

(Chapter 6)

Array robustness to
uncertainties (Chapter 4)

Analysis of PolarSTAR
manifold (Chapter 6)

Analysis of the first
fundamental coefficient

Figure 3.4: An outline of how the concept of diversely polarized array manifold
can be used in the subsequent chapters.

3.6 Analysis of the First Fundamental Coe¢ -

cient

In this section, the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient I which is a parameter that
represents the distance between two neighboring points on the manifold is being

examined in detail. As shown in Section 3.4, the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient

can be expressed in terms of the manifold metric G, which is a function of array
geometry r; the number of antennas N; as well as the signal parameters (�; ; �):

It will be later shown in Chapter 6 that this coe¢ cient is fundamentally
related to the array performance especially for the array�s ultimate
detection capability. For this aforementioned reason, the analysis of the �rst
fundamental coe¢ cient with respect to di¤erent arrays and signal scenarios will

be analyzed in this section.

To begin, let us �rst consider the parameter I with respect to di¤erent uniform
linear tripole arrays, as shown in Figure 3.5 and the positions are given in Table

3.2. For the purpose of comparison, it is assumed that the sources are left-hand

circularly polarized (; �) = (45�; 90�) with the elevation � = 0�: Furthermore, let

assume that the vector �x = [��;�;��]T = [1�; 1�; 1�]T : The �rst three arrays

(ULA1; ULA2;and ULA3) are chosen to consist of the same number of antennas,

but di¤erent array apertures, la; where la;1 = 2la;2 = 0:5la;3: The subscript la;i
denotes the aperture of ith array. Whereas the arrays ULA1; ULA4; and ULA5
share the same array aperture, but di¤erent number of antennas, where they
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0 1 2 3123

ULA1

ULA2

ULA3

ULA4

ULA5

x

x

x

x

x

Figure 3.5: Con�gurations of �ve uniform linear tripoles, where the positions are
listed in Table 3.2.

consist of 4, 6, and 3 antennas respectively.

The �rst fundamental coe¢ cient with respect to the azimuth direction is plot-

ted in Figure 3.6. Several points can be observed. First, the �rst fundamental

coe¢ cient for all arrays share the same common that the plots have the maximum

at broadside and minimum when the emitters are from the end �re. This explains

why two closely located sources can be resolved better at the broadside rather

than at the end �re. Second, as expected, the plots corresponding to the arrays

with larger apertures will have higher magnitudes as compared to the same array

con�guration with smaller apertures. Meanwhile, with the same array aperture,

the coe¢ cients will be larger for the arrays that consists of more elements. Fi-

nally, at the end �re, the curves corresponding to ULA1; the ULA2;and ULA3
intersect at the same point in spite of having di¤erent apertures. This is because,

from the end �re, these three arrays look like a single antenna and the expression

of I no longer contain the array geometry.
Let us now examine the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient of the manifold with

respect to the three-dimensional antenna arrays. Two di¤erent antenna arrays

are chosen for comparison; the �rst one is an 8-element cube array rcube, where

each tripole antenna is placed at the corner of the cube, whereas the second array

is an 6-element arbitrary array rarb. The position of these two arrays are given

as
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Array N position rx la

ULA1 4 [�1:5;�0:5; 0:5; 1:5]T 3

ULA2 4 [�0:75;�0:25; 0:25; 0:75]T 1:5

ULA3 4 [�3:0;�1:0; 1:0; 3:0]T 6

ULA4 6 [�1:5;�0:9;�0:3; 0:3; 0:9; 1:5]T 3

ULA5 3 [�1:5; 0; 1:5]T 3

Table 3.2: Array positions of �ve uniform linear arrays
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Figure 3.6: The �rst fundamental coe¢ cient of the diversely polarized array
manifold with respect to azimuth direction � for �ve di¤erent uniform linear
arrays listed in Table 3.2 with [��;�;��]T = [1�; 1�; 1�]T .
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rcube =

0B@0:5; �0:5; �0:5; 0:5; 0:5; �0:5; �0:5; 0:5

0:5; 0:5; �0:5; �0:5; 0:5; 0:5; �0:5; �0:5
0:5; 0:5; 0:5; 0:5; �0:5; �0:5; �0:5; �0:5

1CA (3.43)

rarb =

0B@�0:03; 0:94; �0:73; �0:14; 0:78; �0:83;
�0:26; �0:13; �0:14; 0:67; 0:01; �0:14;
�0:98; 0:49; �0:12; 0:86; �0:08; �0:17;

1CA (3.44)

The cube array rcube is known to be a grid array as it can be shown that

rcuber
T
cube = c

2I3; where c is a constant. (3.45)

Again, the vector �x is assumed to be �x = [��;�;��]T = [1�; 1�; 1�]T : The

results are shown in Figures 3.7 - 3.11 with the details as follows.

� In Figures 3.7 - 3.9: The surface plots of the coe¢ cient I with respect to
the array rcube are presented,

�Figure 3.7: a surface as a function of (; �); where � = 0�

�Figure 3.8(a): a surface as a function of (; �); where (�; �) = (90�; 30�)

�Figure 3.8(b): a surface as a function of (�; ); where (�; �) = (30�; 90�)

�Figure 3.9(a): a surface as a function of (�; �); where (�; ) = (30�; 45�)

�Figure 3.9(b): a surface as a function of (�; �); where (; �) = (45�; 90�)

� In Figures 3.10 - 3.11: The surface plots of the coe¢ cient I with respect to
the array rarb are presented,

�Figure 3.10(a): a surface as a function of (; �); where (�; �) = (90�; 30�)

�Figure 3.10(b): a surface as a function of (�; ); where (�; �) = (30�; 90�)

�Figure 3.11(a): a surface as a function of (�; �); where (�; ) = (30�; 45�)

�Figure 3.11(b): a surface as a function of (�; �); where (; �) = (45�; 90�)

Let us �rst observe the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient with respect to the array

rcube when � = 0�: It is observed that the coe¢ cient I is uniformly constant for
all azimuth directions � and polarization (; �): To assess this, let consider an

expression of I, where it can be shown that

I = dxTGdx (3.46)

= [1�; 1�; 1�]G [1�; 1�; 1�]T (3.47)
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For � = 0�; the manifold metric G can be written in the form as shown in

Equation (3.41), hence, the coe¢ cient I can be simpli�ed to

I =
� �

180

�2
(g�� + g + g��) (3.48)

Given that the array rcube is a grid array with the property shown in Equation

(3.45), this gives

I =
� �

180

�2 �
_k
T

� rcuber
T
cube

_k� + 2N
�

(3.49)

=
� �

180

�2 �
c2�2 + 2N

�
(3.50)

Hence, the coe¢ cient I is independent of the parameters (�; ; �): It, however,
should be noted that this result is rather subjective as it only happens with a

grid array when � = 0�:

When the elevation � 6= 0�; the results are di¤erent as shown in Figures

3.8-3.9. According to these plots, the coe¢ cient I seems to be

� larger when the parameter � is close to 0�, or  is close to 0�, 90�; i.e. linear
polarization

� smaller when  is close to 45�; (given that the parameter � is �xed at 90�)
i.e. circular polarization.

This implies that the distance between two points on the manifold is further

apart when it is in a linear polarization, and closer together when it is in circular

polarization state. In Figure 3.9(b), the coe¢ cient is plotted as a function of

(�; �): This corresponding coe¢ cient is derived according to the three-parameter

diversely polarized manifold expressed as a function of (�; �; ); where � is �xed

at � = 90�: The closed-form expression of the manifold metric was shown in

Appendix 3B. From this �gure, it is observed that the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient

is independent of �, and is monotonically decreasing with �: To explain the result,

let us recall an expression of the manifold metric shown in Appendix 3B, where

it is seen that the metric elements are related to the signal parameters (�; �) via

the terms _k
T

� rcuber
T
cube

_k�;
_k
T

�rcuber
T
cube

_k�; and _k
T

� rcuber
T
cube

_k�: Because, for a grid

array, the position matrix rcuberTcube can be written in a diagonal form as shown

in Equation (3.45), hence these terms can be simpli�ed to

_k
T

� rcuber
T
cube

_k� = c2�2 cos2 � (3.51)

_k
T

�rcuber
T
cube

_k� = c2�2 (3.52)

_k
T

� rcuber
T
cube

_k� = 0 (3.53)

As a result, the expression of the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient is no longer contain

a function of azimuth �: In addition, the parameter I can be arranged into the
form that consists of the term cos2 �:
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Figure 3.7: The surface plot of the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient I with respect
to the three-dimensional cube array shown in Equation (3.43), [��;�;��]T =
[1�; 1�; 1�]T where � = 0�:

Meanwhile, the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient with respect to the array rarb are

shown in Figures 3.10 - 3.11. Some similarities can be observed. For example, the

coe¢ cient is maximized when it is in linear polarization state, and minimized in

circular polarization. In contrast, the coe¢ cient changes according to the value

of �: This shows that the coe¢ cient can be varied subjectively depending on

the array geometry, the number of antennas, as well as other array and signal

parameters.
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(a) (�; �) = (90�; 30�)

(b) (�; �) = (30�; 90�)

Figure 3.8: The surface plots of the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient I with respect
to the three-dimensional cube array shown in Equation (3.43), [��;�;��]T =
[1�; 1�; 1�]T ,where the surfaces are functions of : (a) (; �) with (�; �) = (90�; 30�),
and (b) (�; ) with (�; �) = (30�; 90�).
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(a) (�; ) = (30�; 45�)

(b) (; �) = (45�; 90�)

Figure 3.9: The surface plots of the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient I with respect
to the three-dimensional cube array shown in Equation (3.43), [��;�;��]T =
[1�; 1�; 1�]T , where the surfaces are functions of : (a) (�; �) with (�; ) = (30�; 45�),
and (b) (�; �) with (; �) = (45�; 90�)
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(a) (�; �) = (90�; 30�)

(b) (�; �) = (30�; 90�)

Figure 3.10: The surface plots of the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient I with respect to
the three-dimensional arbitrary array shown in Equation (3.44), [��;�;��]T =
[1�; 1�; 1�]T , where the surfaces are functions of : (a) (; �) with (�; �) = (90�; 30�),
and (b) (�; ) with (�; �) = (30�; 90�)
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(a) (�; ) = (30�; 45�)

(b) (; �) = (45�; 90�)

Figure 3.11: The surface plots of the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient I with respect to
the three-dimensional arbitrary array shown in Equation (3.44), [��;�;��]T =
[1�; 1�; 1�]T , where the surfaces are functions of : (a) (�; �) with (�; ) = (30�; 45�),
and (b) (�; �) with (; �) = (45�; 90�)
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3.7 Summary

An investigative study of diversely polarized array manifold was presented in this

chapter. The aim was to analyze the basic intrinsic geometry of the manifold in

order to gain a more understanding of its local behaviors. The fact that this class

of array manifold is a function of both the direction and polarization implies that

the manifold is a function of more than two parameters. With an assumption

that signals are arrived from the same elevation, a new mathematical framework

based on the di¤erential geometry of three-parameter manifold was proposed,

where various intrinsic parameters to characterize the geometry of the manifold

were de�ned. Based on this framework, it was shown that the concept of diversely

polarized array manifold can be applied in various areas of array processing; some

will be explored in the subsequent chapters. In particular, the �rst fundamental

coe¢ cient of the polarized manifold I was examined in details as it will be shown
that the array�s ultimate detection capability can be expressed in this form.
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Appendix 3A. Derivation of (�; ; �)-ManifoldMet-

ric

Recall that an expression for the manifold metric associated with the three-

parameter (�; ; �) array manifold can be given by,

G =

0B@g�� g� g��

g� g g�

g�� g� g��

1CA (3.54)

where each element of the metric gij;8i; j 2 f�; ; �g can be expressed as gij =
Re
n
_A
H

i
_Aj

o
:

To �nd the closed-form expression of the metric G; which is useful for the
analysis of its intrinsic properties, the derivation of each metric element involves

a sum of matrix and vector multiplications, each comprising of a;T; p; and their
derivatives. For the sake of simplicity, let us de�ne the matrixM and its derivative

as

M = a
 I3
M� = a� 
 I3

Table 3.3 summarizes the important properties of these multiplications. The

metric elements can be found as follows.

MHM = NI3 THT = I2

MH _M� = O3 TH _T� = sin�

�
0 �1
1 0

�
_MH
� M = O3 _TH� T = sin�

�
0 1
�1 0

�
_MH
�
_M� =

�
_k
H

� rr
T _k�

�
I3 _TH� _T� =

�
1 0
0 sin2 �

�

pH _p


= 0 _pH

_p
�

= j sin  cos 

pH _p
�

= j sin2  _pH
�
p = �j sin2 

_pH

p = 0 _pH

�
_p


= j sin  cos 

_pH

_p


= 1 _pH
�
_p
�

= sin2 

Table 3.3: Important properties and relationships with respect to the matrices
M;T; p.
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The element g�� can be computed as,

g�� = Re

�h
(M _T� + _M�T)p

iH h
(M _T� + _M�T)p

i�
(3.55)

= Re
n
pH
h
_TH� MHM _T� + _TH� MH _M�T (3.56)

+ TH _MH
� M _T� + TH _MH

�
_M�T

i
p
o

= Re
n
pH
h
_TH� MHM _T� + TH _MH

�
_M�T

i
p
o

(3.57)

= _k
T

� rr
T _k� +N

�
cos2  + sin2 �0 sin

2 
�

(3.58)

The element g� can be computed as,

g� = Re

�h�
M _T� + _M�T

�
p
iH h

MT _p


i�
(3.59)

= Re
n
pH
h
_TH� MHMT+ TH _MH

� MT
i
_p


o
(3.60)

= Re
n
pH
h
_TH� MHMT

i
_p


o
(3.61)

= N sin�0 cos � (3.62)

The element g�� can be computed as,

g�� = Re

�h�
M _T� + _M�T

�
p
iH h

MT _p
�

i�
(3.63)

= Re
n
pH
h
_TH� MHMT+ TH _MH

� MT
i
_p
�

o
(3.64)

= Re
n
pH
h
_TH� MHMT

i
_p
�

o
(3.65)

= �N
2
sin�0 sin 2 sin � (3.66)

The element g can be computed as,

g = Re

�h
MT _p



iH h
MT _p



i�
(3.67)

= Re
n
pH


�
THMHMT

�
_p


o
(3.68)

= N (3.69)

The element g� can be computed as,

g� = Re

�h
MT _p



iH h
MT _p

�

i�
(3.70)

= Re
n
pH


�
THMHMT

�
_p
�

o
(3.71)

= 0 (3.72)

The element g�� can be computed as,

g�� = Re

�h
MT _p

�

iH h
MT _p

�

i�
(3.73)

= Re
n
pH
�

�
THMHMT

�
_p
�

o
(3.74)

= N sin2  (3.75)
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To summarize, the metric elements are expressed as

g�� = _k
T

� rr
T _k� +N

�
cos2  + sin2 �0 sin

2 
�

(3.76)

g� = g� = N sin�0 cos � (3.77)

g�� = g�� = �
N

2
sin�0 sin 2 sin � (3.78)

g = N (3.79)

g� = g� = 0 (3.80)

g�� = N sin2  (3.81)

Appendix 3B. Derivation of the Diversely Polar-

ized Manifold Metric as a Function of (�; �; )

The di¤erential geometry of three-parameter array manifold with respect to the

parameters (�; �; ) is presented in this section. Assume that the polarization pa-

rameter � is �xed (i.e. � = �0), then the corresponding three-parameter diversely

polarized array manifold V is formed as

V =
�
A(�; �; ) 2 C3N ;8(�; �; ) 2 


	
(3.82)

To proceed, the two prescribed conditions listed in Section 3.3.1 must be �rst

veri�ed to ensure that this class of manifold is proper to analyze. The proof can be

carried in a similar fashion as shown in Section 3.4 for the (�; ; �)-framework, in

which it is straightforward to show that this manifold V satis�es both conditions.
Given that a matrix M is de�ned as M = a
 I3; the tangent vectors, which

form the Jacobean matric Jjac,

Jjac =
�
_A�; _A�; _A

�
; 2 C3N�3 (3.83)

can be expressed as

_A� , @A

@�
= (M _T� + _M�T)p (3.84)

_A� , @A

@�
= (M _T� + _M�T)p (3.85)

_A , @A

@
=MT _p


(3.86)

Subsequently, the manifold metric corresponding to the (�; �; ) array manifold

is de�ned as

G = RefJHjacJjacg (3.87)

=

0B@g�� g�� g�

g�� g�� g�

g� g� g

1CA ; (3.88)
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where each element gij;8i; j 2 f�; �; g ; can be computed by gij = Re
n
_A
H

i
_Aj

o
:

To �nd the closed-form expression of the metric G; the derivation of each metric
element involves a sum of matrix and vector multiplications, each comprising of

M;T; p; and their derivatives. In addition to the properties already listed in Table
3.3 in Appendix 3A, more properties of these matrix and vector multiplications

are shown in Table 3.4. The closed-form derivations for each metric element are

now provided.

MH _M� = O3 TH _T� = O2
_MH
�M = O3 _TH� T = O2
_MH
�
_M� =

�
_k
H

� rr
T _k�

�
I3 _TH� _T� =

�
0; 0
0; 1

�
_MH
�
_M� =

�
_k
H

� rr
T _k�

�
I3 _TH� _T� =

�
0; cos�
0; 0

�
_MH
�
_M� =

�
_k
H

� rr
T _k�

�
I3 _TH� _T� =

�
0; 0

cos�; 0

�

Table 3.4: Important properties and relationships with respect to the matrices
M;T; p.

The element g�� can be computed as,

g�� = Re
n
_A
H

�
_A�

o
= Re

�h
(M _T� + _M�T)p

iH h
(M _T� + _M�T)p

i�
(3.89)

= Re
n
pH
h
_TH�MHM _T� + _TH�MH _M�T (3.90)

+ TH _MH
�M _T� + TH _MH

�
_M�T

i
p
o

= Re
n
pH
h
_TH�MHM _T� + TH _MH

�
_M�T

i
p
o

(3.91)

= N sin2  + _k
T

�rr
T _k� (3.92)

The element g�� can be computed as,

g�� = Re
n
_A
H

�
_A�

o
(3.93)

= Re

�h
(M _T� + _M�T)p

iH h
(M _T� + _M�T)p

i�
(3.94)

= Re
n
pH
h
_TH� MHM _T� + _TH� MH _M�T (3.95)

+ TH _MH
� M _T� + TH _MH

�
_M�T

i
p
o

= Re
n
pH
h
_TH� MHM _T� + TH _MH

�
_M�T

i
p
o

(3.96)

=
N

2
sin 2 cos �0 cos�+

_k
T

� rr
T _k�; (3.97)
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while the element g� is expressed as,

g� = Re

�h
(M _T� + _M�T)p

iH h
MT _p



i�
(3.98)

= Re
n
pH
h
_TH�MHMT+ TH _MH

�MT
i
_p


o
(3.99)

= Re
n
pH
h
_TH�MHMT

i
_p


o
= 0 (3.100)

The derivations for the elements g��; g�;and g have already been provided in

Appendix 3A. Hence, to summarize, the metric elements with respect to the

(�; �; ) manifold are given by

g�� = _k
T

� rr
T _k� +N

�
cos2  + sin2 � sin2 

�
(3.101)

g�� = g�� =
N

2
sin 2 cos �0 cos�+

_k
T

� rr
T _k� (3.102)

g� = g� = N sin� cos �0 (3.103)

g�� = N sin2  + _k
T

�rr
T _k� (3.104)

g� = g� = 0 (3.105)

g = N (3.106)



Chapter 4

Array Uncertainties and
Calibration Technique

Issues regarding the presence of array uncertainties in diversely polarized antenna

arrays are addressed in this chapter. The array system considered so far is as-

sumed to be free from errors and perturbations, and the results are based on

error-free conditions. However, the e¤ect on uncertainties can hardly be avoided

in practice due to the measurement inaccuracy, physical conditions of antennas,

as well as the changing channel environment. It is shown that the performance

can get severely deteriorated if the assumed conditions are altered.

In this chapter, it is aimed to explore the e¤ects of array uncertainties from two

di¤erent but interrelated perspectives. First, the impact of array con�guration

on the array robustness to uncertainties will be investigated. As it is well
known that a good array con�guration should have a high degree of robustness

when the uncertainties occur, this issue will be evaluated using the sensitivity

analysis framework on the diversely polarized manifold geometry. On the other

hand, the second part of the chapter is concerned with the derivation of a novel

array calibration method for a polarization-based antenna array system to

minimize the e¤ect of uncertainties

4.1 Introductory Background

For subspace-based direction-�nding techniques to achieve high-resolution para-

meter estimation performance, the characterization of the array must be precisely

known in order to form an accurate array manifold. Depending on the degree

of array manifold deviation caused by uncertainties and perturbations, severe

performance degradation may encounter. As shown in Figure 4.1, the MUSIC

spectrum is signi�cantly altered both in terms of the resolution and accuracy

when a uniform linear array of 5 antenna elements, with half wavelength in-

65
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of the MUSIC spectrums before and after calibration for
a ULA of 5 elements with half wavelength intersensor spacing in the presence of
position error within 0.1 half wavelength.

tersensor spacing, is operating in the presence of position error, within 0.1 half

wavelength of the nominal location. How to suppress or, at least minimize, the

e¤ect of uncertainties is essentially an objective in this chapter.

Early research in the area is mainly concerned with the analysis of performance

deteriorations due to the presence of uncertainties [49], [50], [51]. For instance, in

[49], the theoretical expression for DOA estimation error is derived in accordance

to the degree of parameter variations. The output signal-to-interference ratio

(SIR) and the signal-to-noise ratio are then presented in [50] to compare the

performance between fully calibrated and uncalibrated arrays. Meanwhile, in

[45], the e¤ect of array uncertainties are analyzed from the di¤erential geometry

perspective, where it is shown that the DOA estimation error can be written in

a closed-form expression of the intrinsic manifold parameters.

To minimize the e¤ect of uncertainties, majority of the work is focused on

deriving sophisticated calibration techniques to e¤ectively suppress the array er-

rors. These methods can be classi�ed into two main categories depending on the

requirement of the signal information.

A pilot calibration is referred to a class of calibration techniques that requires

the presence of signal information in order to estimate the array parameters. For
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example, in [52], the use of a single pilot source with a known position is proposed

to calibrate the array in the presence of position error. In [53], the method based

on the use of three time-disjoint pilot sources is presented to simultaneously

estimate the location, gain, and phase. The technique is then extended to cover

the mutual coupling e¤ect in [54]. The pilot calibration is known to be very

e¤ective and simple to implement. It particularly suits in an array environment

where the pilot signals can be easily obtained.

On the other hand, a class of self calibration methods does not require the

availability of signal information. Both array and signal parameters can be si-

multaneously estimated through e¤ective iterative processing techniques. For

instance, the criteria such as the maximum likelihood [55], and the maximum a

posteriori (MAP) [56] are proposed. An advantage of self calibration methods

is from the fact that the availability of pilot signals is not required. The com-

putational complexity is, however, often be an issue since the signal parameters

are not known in advance and need to be estimated. The method involves an

iterative processing, rather than the one-step procedure as in a pilot calibration.

For a conventional polarization-insensitive CDMA-based system, several self

calibration techniques are proposed dealing with gain and phase uncertainties in

[57], [58], and the mutual coupling in [59]. These methods are all assumed the

availability of the desired user�s code sequence. In [60], a combination of pilot and

self calibration, known as a hybrid method, is presented to globally handle the

location, gain and phase, mutual coupling, as well as the multipaths. Whereas for

a polarization-sensitive antenna array, a direction��nding technique is proposed

with respect to the manifold perturbations in the context of an airborne array

[61], [62], [63].

In this chapter, the issue of array uncertainties will be examined from two

perspectives.

� The Array Robustness to Uncertainties. It is well known that an

array con�guration plays an essential role in the overall array performance.

This includes the ability to maintain a reliable performance even when the

array is a¤ected by uncertainties. From an array design perspective, a

question is on how to design an array such that the e¤ect of uncertainties

is minimized. In Section 4.2, the sensitivity analysis framework shall be

used to analyze the robusti�cation of di¤erent array con�gurations. In ad-

dition, the signi�cance of individual antennas that contribute to the overall

performance of the array will be discussed, where the concept of "Sensor

Importance Function" [64] will be introduced. The function criterion is

based on an expression of the rate-of-change of three-parameter diversely

polarized manifold volume
p
detG previously examined in Chapter 3.
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� Array Calibration. In Section 4.3, a novel array calibration technique for
a polarization-sensitive array will be proposed. Unlike in Section 4.2 that

the emphasis is on the signi�cance of array�s robustness to uncertainties,

this section is aimed to derive a method that can e¤ectively calibrate the

system such that the uncertainties are suppressed. The method presented

in this work utilizes the concept of diversely polarized array manifold as

well as the characteristic of the signal polarization.

It should be noted that although these two issues seem to approach the uncer-

tainty problem from di¤erent perspectives, they are interrelated. This is due to

the fact that the concept of sensor importance function can be used to analyze the

signi�cance of individual antenna in the array. As a consequence, a calibration

process can selectively give priority to the antennas with higher sensitivity since

the array performance will be depended more on this set of antennas.

4.2 The Array Robustness to Uncertainties

From an array design�s perspective, it is desirable to have an array that can

maintain a considerably superior performance even when it is a¤ected by the

presence of uncertainties. Di¤erent arrays are known to have di¤erent degrees of

resistance to uncertainties, and the array with the �optimum�con�guration will

be more robust than the others. For this reason, the issue of array robustness

will be assessed in this section emphasizing on the signi�cance of array geometry

to the overall array performance. The framework based on the analysis of array

manifold property will be presented next.

4.2.1 Sensitivity Analysis Functions

The use of di¤erential geometry to analyze the geometrical properties of diversely

polarized array manifold was presented in Chapter 3, where the associated array

manifold vector can be written as

A(�) = a(�)
 q(�); (4.1)

where the parameter set � represents � = [�; ; �]T : To describe the intrinsic

geometry of the manifold, the volume element is de�ned as

vol =

ZZZ
D

p
detG d�dd� (4.2)

According to this expression, the term
p
detG d�dd� represents an in�nites-

imally small volume on the array manifold, which is a function of the array
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characteristics as well as the signal parameters (�; ; �). In the presence of array

uncertainties, this manifold volume will be deviated from the modelled condition.

Using the sensitivity analysis framework proposed in this section, the overall array

performance in terms of the robustness to uncertainties can be de�ned.

Let de�ne a performance criterion � according to the rate-of-change of the

manifold volume as

�(�; r) ,
p
detG; (4.3)

The proposed framework is based on the sensitivity analysis of the cost function

� with respect to small perturbations from the array position r =
�
rx; ry; rz

�T
.

The following parameters shall be addressed here,

� the absolute S�r and relative S
�

r sensitivity matrices,

� the absolute �� and relative ��
�
performance errors, and

� the overall array sensitivity �.

Using the framework provided in [65], an Absolute Sensitivity matrix of �
with respect to the position r can be de�ned as

S�r ,
@�

@r

����
r

=

�
@�

@r1
; : : : ;

@�

@rN

�����
r

2 C3�N (4.4)

where each column of this matrix S�rp ;8p 2 f1; : : : ; Ng represents the absolute
sensitivity with respect to the pth antenna, given that rp denote the position

vector. Meanwhile, the analysis can be assessed in relative forms, where the

Relative Sensitivity S�r is given by

S�r ,
h
S�r1 ;S

�

r2
; : : : ;S�rN

i
= 1

�

�
r � S�r

	
2 C3�N (4.5)

with � denotes the Hadamard multiplication (element by element). The matrix
S�r is often referred to as the Sensor Importance Function. This concept
was �rst introduced in [64], where the name comes from the fact that the sum

of all elements in each column of the matrix S�r represents the distribution of
relative sensitivities amongst the antennas. The antennas with higher sensitivities

certainly have more impact on the array�s overall performance.

On the other hand, an Absolute Error, ��; is a parameter that represents
a performance error encountered from the position uncertainty �r: It is de�ned

as

�� =

NX
p=1

S� T
rp
�rp = Trace

�
S� Tr �r

�
; (4.6)

where the vector �rp is the p
th column of the parameter error matrix �r; and

Trace(�) denotes the matrix trace operation.
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Subsequently, an overall array sensitivity can be given by

� , E
��

��
�

�2�
(4.7)

where E{�} denotes the expectation, and ��
�
represents the relative perfor-

mance error. The parameter � is essentially referred to as a performance indi-
cator in terms of an array robustness to uncertainties. It can be used as a
�gure of merit for the comparison of di¤erent array geometries.

It should be emphasized the main di¤erences between the work presented here

and the previous work proposed in [64]. In [64], the sensitivity framework was

derived based on the rate-of-change of the spatial manifold surface area (two pa-

rameters), where the manifold was de�ned as a function of an azimuth-elevation

direction. The framework was adopted to examine the signi�cance of sensor posi-

tioning with respect to polarization-insensitive arrays. In contrast, the framework

presented in this chapter is derived according to the concept of three-parameters

diversely polarized array manifold, where the manifold is expressed as a func-

tion of the direction � as well as the polarization parameters (; �): The nota-

tion of volume is used instead of area and the analysis will be provided for the

polarization-sensitive tripole antenna arrays.

4.2.2 Sensor Importance Function S�r and Overall Array
Sensitivity �

The derivation for sensor importance function S�r and overall array sensitivity
� are now presented. Let recall an expression of the diversely polarized array

manifold metric G de�ned as,

G =

0B@g��; g�; g��

g�; g; g�

g��; g�; g��

1CA ; (4.8)

where the metric elements can be found in Chapter 3. Because the elements

g� = g� = 0; the metric determinant can be written in the form,

detG =g��gg�� � gg
2
�� � g��g

2
� (4.9)

To derive an absolute manifold sensitivity matrix with respect to the array posi-

tion r, the matrix S�r can be given as

S�r ,
@�

@r
=

@

@r

np
detG

o
=
1

2�
SdetGr ;2 C3�N (4.10)

where the matrix SdetGr is given by

Sdet(G)r =
@

@r
fdetGg (4.11)
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Using an expression of detG shown in Equation (4.9), the sensitivity matrix

Sdet(G)r can be expressed as

Sdet(G)r = g��gSg��r + g��g��Sgr + gg��Sg��r (4.12)

�2
�
gg��S

g��
r + g��g�S

g�
r

�
�
�
g2��Sgr + g2�Sg��r

�
At the �rst glance, an expression of the matrix Sdet(G)r seems complex. However,

it is, in fact, much simpler when realizing that only the element g�� is a function

of the array position r; and therefore, the matrix Sdet(G)r in Equation (4.12) can

be simpli�ed to

SdetGr = gg��Sg��r (4.13)

This implies that the sensitivity with respect to the parameter detG can be

written in terms of the sensitivity of g��; where it can be expressed as,

Sg��r =
@

@r

n
Re
n
_A
H

�
_A�

oo
(4.14)

=
@

@r

n
Re
n
pH
h
_TH� (a
 I3)

H (a
 I3) _T� + _TH� (a
 I3)
H (·a� 
 I3)T

+ TH (·a� 
 I3)
H (a
 I3) _T� + TH (·a� 
 I3)

H (·a� 
 I3)T
i
p
oo

;

Following the simpli�cation, the closed-form expression of Sg��r can �nally be given

in the form,

Sg��r = 2 _k�
_k
T

� r (4.15)

Substitute this expression of Sg��r into Equation (4.13), this gives

Sdet(G)r = 2gg�� _k�
_k
T

� r (4.16)

Eventually, by substituting Sdet(G)r into Equation (4.10), the absolute sensitivity

matrix S�r can be found,

S�r = 1p
detGgg��

_k�
_k
T

� r (4.17)

4.2.2.1 Sensor Importance Function

Subsequently, the relative sensitivity matrix of � with respect to r can be com-

puted as

S�r =
1

�

�
r� S�r

	
=
1

�

�
r�

�
1

2�
SdetGr

��
(4.18)

=
1

2

1

detG
�
r� SdetGr

	
| {z } = 1

2
SdetGr ; (4.19)

SdetGr

This matrix S�r is known as the sensor importance function, where it repre-

sents the relative sensitivity with respect to the array position.
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4.2.2.2 Overall Array Sensitivity

In addition, the overall array sensitivity can be given as

� = E

(�
��

�

�2)
(4.20)

=
1

�2
E
n�
Trace

�
S� T
r �r

��2o
(4.21)

Assume that the parameter error �r is normally distributed with the mean 0 and

variance �2r; then the overall array sensitivity � can be simpli�ed to

� = �2r
�2
Trace

�
S� Tr S�r

�
(4.22)

4.2.3 Simulation Studies

The proposed sensor importance function S�r and the overall sensitivity criterion
� are examined in this section.

For the purpose of comparisons, both three-dimensional and two-dimensional

array systems consisting with N = 8 antenna elements are considered. The

position are listed in Table 4.1 and the con�gurations are shown in Figure 4.2.

To ensure a fair comparison, the array positions are chosen such that the array

apertures are equal for every case.

First of all, the overall array sensitivity � with respect to di¤erent array con-

�gurations are presented in Table 4.2. It is assumed that the parameter error �r

is normally distributed with zero mean and variance �2r = 0:01: For the purpose

of comparisons, the results are provided for the following cases.

First, the comparison of � for di¤erent array con�gurations (each con�gured

with the same type of antennas) is provided. It is clear that the three-dimensional

arrays are much more robust to the uncertainties than the planar arrays are.

Amongst the 3D arrays, the overall sensitivities with respect to the Cube and

Distorted Cube arrays are relatively close to each others with the array Distorted

Cube is slightly better. For the planar arrays, the UCA is shown to be the best

followed by the Square, Triangular, and the Cross arrays respectively. It should be

pointed out that the expression of the sensitivity matrix is a function of (�; ; �);

and, hence, the obtained results are based on the average values over the entire

parameter set,


 = f(�; ; �) : � 2 [0�; 360�) ;  2 [0�; 90�] ; � 2 [�180�; 180�)g

Second, the comparison of � for the same array con�gurations but each con-

�gured with di¤erent antenna types, i.e. vertically polarized dipoles, crossed

dipoles, and tripoles is presented. The result in Table 4.2 illustrates that the
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Array r = [r1; r2; : : : ; rN ]
T

Cube (3D)

0@0:5 �0:5 �0:5 0:5 0:5 �0:5 �0:5 0:5
0:5 0:5 �0:5 �0:5 0:5 0:5 �0:5 �0:5
0:5 0:5 0:5 0:5 �0:5 �0:5 �0:5 �0:5

1A � 2q2
3

Double Conoid
(3D)

0@1 0:5 �0:5 �1 �0:5 0:5 0 0

0
p
3=2

p
3=2 0 �

p
3=2 �

p
3=2 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0
p
2 �

p
2

1A
Distorted Cube

(3D)

0@ 1 �1 �1 1 1 0 �1 0
1 1 �1 �1 0 1 0 �1

�0:5 �0:5 �0:5 �0:5 0:5 0:5 0:5 0:5

1A � p3
Uniform Circular

(UCA,2D)

0@p2 1 0 �1 �
p
2 �1 0 1

0 1
p
2 1 0 �1 �

p
2 �1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1A

Square (2D)

0@1 1 0 �1 �1 �1 0 1
0 1 1 1 0 �1 �1 �1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1A

Cross (2D)

0@3 1 0 0 �1 �3 0 0
0 0 1 3 0 0 �1 �3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1A � p2=3

Triangle (2D)

0@0 0:5 1 1:5 2 2:5 3 1:5

0
p
3=2

p
3 3

p
3=2

p
3
p
3=2 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1A
Table 4.1: The positions of the three-dimensional and two-dimensional arrays
used in the simulation
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Figure 4.2: Three-dimensional and two-dimensional tripole antenna arrays, where
the positions are listed in Table 4.1
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arrays consisting of tripole antennas are much more robust to uncertainties than

the same con�gurations but con�gured with crossed dipoles and vertical dipole

antennas. For instance, the robustness level of the Cube array is double, in
terms of �, when the tripoles are used as compared to the vertical dipoles. This

demonstrates another bene�t for using diversely polarized antennas in the array

systems.

Array Tripole Crossed dipoles Vertical dipoles

Cube 0.080 0.108 0.159
Double Conoid 0.092 0.122 0.187
Distorted Cube 0.079 0.107 0.158

UCA 0.348 0.559 2.481
Square 0.444 0.695 3.276
Cross 0.582 0.888 4.408
Triangle 0.444 0.691 3.254

Table 4.2: Comparison of the overall array sensitivities � for di¤erent array con-
�gurations of Figure 4.2, each consisting of vertical dipoles, crossed dipoles, and
tripoles.

Meanwhile, Figures 4.3 and 4.4 illustrate the average sensor importance func-

tions with respect to the three-dimensional and two-dimensional arrays respec-

tively. The results are shown using a bar graph, where each bar denotes the

sum of each column in the matrix S�r: The antenna�s order is sorted through the
column�s index of the position matrix, and is also shown in Figure 4.2.

First, consider the result associated with the three-dimensional arrays in Fig-

ure 4.3. For the Cube array, the relative sensitivities are uniform throughout

implying that all antennas are equally important. This agrees with our expec-

tation as the antennas are laid out uniformly through the space. In contrast for

the Double Conoid array, the last two antennas are the most important. This

is due to the fact that, as seen in the array con�guration, these two antennas

are placed on the z-axis with the same distance away from the x-y plane. While

the other six antennas remain on the plane, these two antennas take on the high

signi�cance of the importance function. Finally, for the Distorted Cube array, the

�rst four antennas are equally important and are more sensitive to the remaining

four antennas. This array can be viewed as a combination of two antenna groups.

The �rst group consists of the antennas f1; 2; 3; 4g that lie in the lower plane;
while the second group consists of antennas f5; 6; 7; 8g lying on the upper plane.
It is observed that within the same group, antennas are spread out uniformly,

so the importance is uniformly distributed. Meanwhile the group f1; 2; 3; 4g is
relatively more important due to the fact that they are the outer antennas of the
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array.

Now, consider the sensor importance function with respect to the planar ar-

rays in Figure 4.4. Several points can be observed according to the �gure. First,

as expected, every antenna in the UCA is equally important. Whereas for the

Square, Cross, and Triangle arrays, the outer antennas are shown to be more

important than the inner ones. For example, the antennas f2; 4; 6; 8g are more
important in the square array, and the antennas f1; 4; 6; 8g are more important in
the cross array. For the triangular array it can be seen that the antennas f1; 4; 7g
are amongst the most sensitive sensors although the antenna f4g is slightly less
sensitive than the other two. This is because the neighborhoods of the antenna

f4g i.e.f3; 5g are relatively closer as compared to the neighborhoods of the an-
tenna f1g and f7g; i.e. f2; 8g and f6; 8g accordingly. Therefore the "importance"
of the antenna f4g is distributed to its neighboring antennas more making it less
important.

On the other hand, Figure 4.5 shows the relative sensitivity with respect

to each dipole of the �rst antenna in the uniform circular array. The result

is shown for di¤erent polarization states (varying  with � = 90�) for (�; �) =

(45�; 30�). As seen from the �gure, the signi�cance of each dipole is also depended

on the polarization state. For example, when  = 0�; which represents horizontal

polarization, the x-; and y- dipoles are equally important, and are more important

than the z- dipole. As the parameter  increases, the polarization state starts

to change from being horizontal to elliptical, and, gradually the z- dipole has

become more and more important. At  = 90�;where the signal is in vertical

polarization, the signi�cance of the z- dipole is more important than x-; and y-

dipoles. The dipoles x-; and y- are equally important for all cases.
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Figure 4.3: Sensor importance, �, with respect to three-dimensional Cube (A3-a),
Double Conoid (A3-b), and Distorted Cube (A3-c) as listed in Table 4.1

Figure 4.4: Sensor importance, �, with respect to di¤erent planar array geometries
in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.5: Sensor importance, �, for the �rst antenna in the uniform circular
array with di¤erent value of  given that (�; �) = (45�; 30�); and � = 90�.
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4.3 Array Calibration in Polarization-Sensitive

Antenna Systems

In this section, a novel self calibration method is proposed for a polarization-

sensitive array system. In contrast to the analysis presented in the previous

section, in this section, the issue of uncertainties is investigated from another

perspective, where a calibration method is derived to suppress/overcome the e¤ect

of uncertainties.

The method presenting in this work is derived in accordance to a subspace-

type technique utilizing the concept of diversely polarized array manifold and

the characteristic of signal polarization, where it is assumed that there are time-

disjoint sources present in the environment. This assumption is common and

often used especially in radars and military applications [62]. However, the signal

parameter is unknown and still needs to be estimated. In this work it is assumed

that the array is operating in the presence of uncertainties from

� the position r,

� the complex gain (magnitude �, and phase  ), and

� the error from antenna�s misorientation.

4.3.1 Manifold Vector in the Presence of Uncertainties

Consider an array system operating in the presence of a signal coming from the

direction � with the polarization (; �): The associated diversely polarized array

manifold vector can be expressed as

A(�) = �� exp
�
j 
�
�
�
exp

�
�jrTk(�)

�

 q(�)

	
(4.23)

In the presence of uncertainties, the array parameters will be deviated from

the nominal modelled parameters, where the true parameters can be expressed as

the sum of the nominal and the error parameters. For convention, the symbol b�
is used to denote the nominal parameter, and ~� represents the parameter error.
Thus, the true array position can be expressed as

r = br+ er ; (4.24)

whereas the array�s magnitude � and phase  vectors are given by

� = b�+ e� (4.25)

 = b + ~ (4.26)
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Furthermore, another type of uncertainties that is often encountered in a

practical system is the e¤ect of antenna misorientation. Instead of having all

antennas to position on the same (x; y; z) coordinate system, the pth antenna

8p 2 f1; : : : ; Ng may instead be aligned along the (x0; y0; z0) coordinate system,
where the new coordinate system is formed by rotating ��p degrees anticlockwise

about z-axis, and ��p degrees anticlockwise from the x-y plane.

With the presence of antenna misorientation, the modelled array manifold

vector expressed in Equation (4.23) is no longer accurate. This is due to the

corresponding change in the �eld strengths that each antenna can measure. A

revised expression of the vector A(�) can be given as,

A(�) = �� exp
�
j 
�
�

8>>>><>>>>:exp
�
�jrTk(�; �)

�



0BBBB@
q(�;��1;��1)

q(�;��2;��2)
...

q(�;��N ;��N)

1CCCCA
9>>>>=>>>>; ; (4.27)

where the �eld component vector q(�;��p;��p) of the p
th antenna is given by

q(�;��p;��p) = T(�; �;��p;��p) p(; �) (4.28)

with the matrix T(�; �;��p;��p) is de�ned as

T(�; �;��p;��p) =

0B@� sin(� ���p); � cos(� ���p) sin(����p)
cos(� ���p); � sin(� ���p) sin(����p)

0; cos(����p)

1CA (4.29)

The main di¤erence between the diversely polarized manifold vector expressed

here and the one shown in Equation (4.23) is that the �eld component vectors

q(�;��p;��p);8p 2 f1; : : : ; Ng are no longer identical, and are depended on
the orientation errors (��p;��p): Alternatively, the manifold vector in Equation

(4.27) can be written in the form,

A(�) = Q
�
�� exp

�
j 
�
�
�
exp

�
�jrTk(�; �)

�

 q(�)

	�
; (4.30)

where the matrix Q 2 C3N�3N is de�ned as a compensation matrix due to the

antenna misorientation. The algorithm presented here will not try to compute

the antenna�s misorientation angles (��p;��p), however, it will instead estimate

the matrix Q to compensate for this orientation error.
It is assumed that the uncertainties are small such that the actual manifold

vector A(�) in Equation (4.30) can be approximated using the �rst-order Taylor

series expansion, given as

A(�) = bA(�) + ~� _A� + ~ _A + ~� _A� (4.31)

=
h bA(�); Jjaci 1e�

!
(4.32)
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where Jjac = [ _A�; _A; _A�] is the Jacobean matrix; and e� = h~�; ~; ~�iT represents
the parameter error accordingly.

4.3.2 The Proposed Array Calibration Technique

The proposed algorithm contains two parts, namely the signal parameter esti-
mation, and the calibration steps. The �ow diagram of the proposed algorithm
is shown in Figure 4.6, and summarized as follows.

� The Signal Parameter Estimation step (Section 4.3.2.1) The proposed
method utilizes the concept of diversely polarized array manifold and the

property of signal polarization to search for a set of signal parameters

(�; ; �).

� In the �rst iteration, the signal parameters b�ini are crudely estimated
to begin the calibration process.

�After that, an optimization technique is processed to estimate the
signal parameter errors e� in order to update b� for the next iteration.

� The Parameter Calibration step (Section 4.3.2.2) A technique is pre-
sented to estimate the array position br, magnitude b� and phase b , as well
as the matrix Q.

The detailed procedure will be explained step-by-step as follows.

4.3.2.1 Signal Parameter Estimation

The proposed parameter estimation is derived based on a search along the di-

versely polarized array manifold V,

V =
�
A(�; ; �) 2 C3N ;8(�; ; �) 2 


	
(4.33)

to �nd a set of corresponding manifold vectors that lies in the signal subspace (or

orthogonal to the noise subspace En), de�ned from the eigendecomposition of the
covariance matrix Rxx = E

�
x (t) xH (t)

	
: Hence, the MUSIC-type cost function

�(�) is modelled as

�(�) = AH(�) EHn En A(�); (4.34)

where the parameter set � is given by

� = b�+ e� = hb� + e�; b + e; b� + e�iT : (4.35)

The minima of the cost function � can be found through a multi-dimensional

search over the parameter set b�+ e�.
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Figure 4.6: Diagram of the proposed array calibration technique.

Initialization In the �rst iteration, the initial nominal values for the signal

parameters b�ini = (b�ini; bini;b�ini)T are crudely estimated through an optimization
of the cost function �ini(b�ini);

�ini(b�ini) = bAH(b�ini) EnEHn bA(b�ini); (4.36)

where an expression of the manifold vector bA is given in Equation (4.23) using

the nominal array parameters (br;b�; b ) with the antennas are assumed perfectly
oriented. Obviously, the obtained signal parameters will be deviated from the true

values due to the e¤ect of uncertainties. However, these parameters (b�ini; bini;b�ini)
should give a good initial point for the calibration process, before being later

updated during the iterative processing.

According to Equation (4.36), the minima of the function �ini can be found

through a multi-dimensional search over (�; ; �) : However, it is shown in Ap-

pendix 4A that if a certain characteristic of the signal polarization is employed,

then the dimensionality of a search can be greatly simpli�ed. The cost function

�ini can then be expressed as a function of a single parameter �;

�ini (�) = trace
�bC��rhtrace�bC�i2 � 4 det�bC�; (4.37)

where the matrix bC is de�ned as
bC (�) ,  c11 c12

c21 c22

!
= bAHEnEHn bA (4.38)
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and the matrix bA , hbA(�; 1; �1); bA(�; 2; �2)i with arbitrary polarizations (1; �1) 6=
(2; �2) :

Iterative Processing Step After the initial iteration, the signal parametersb�ini are then passed to the calibration step in Section 4.3.2.2, where the array
position, gain and phase, the the antenna misorientation are estimated, as shown

in Figure 4.6. For the next iteration, the obtained signal and array parameters are

fed back to this point to update the signal parameters b� . The process continues
like this until the convergence is reached.

Let again consider the MUSIC cost function in Equation (4.34), where the

manifold vector is approximated using the �rst-order Taylor series expansion in

Equation (4.32). With the obtained signal parameters b� to form a nominal

manifold vector bA, the minimization of the cost function �itr involves a three-
dimensional search over the signal parameter errors e� = (e�; e;e�); where the cost
function can be written as

�itr(e�) =
"
1e�
#T hbA; JjaciH EHn En hbA; Jjaci

"
1e�
#

"
1e�
#T hbA; JjaciH hbA; Jjaci "1e�

# (4.39)

To reduce the computational complexity, the cost function �itr is broken into

three separate processes executing in parallel, where the parameter errors e�; e;e�
are obtained individually. For the sake of simplicity, let us de�ne a new variable e'
to represent one of the parameter errors from the set

ne�; e;e�o : Then, the revised
single-variable MUSIC cost function can be given as

�itr;'(e') =
"
1e'
#T hbA; _A'iH EHn En hbA; _A'i

"
1e'
#

"
1e'
#T hbA; _A'iH hbA; _A'i

"
1e'
# (4.40)

It can be observed that the cost function in Equation (4.40) is in a quadratic

form, where the solution is found when

e' = �X2+
p
X2
2�4X1X3

2X1
(4.41)

where the variables X1; X2; and X3 are functions of the matrices bC and bD; with
bC =

 
c11; c12

c21; c22

!
=
hbA; _A'iH EHn En hbA; _A'i ; (4.42)

bD =

 
d11; d12

d21; d22

!
=
hbA; _A'iH hbA; _A'i ; (4.43)
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and

X1 = c22(d12 + d21)� d22(c12 + c21) (4.44)

X2 = 2d11c22 � 2c11d22 (4.45)

X3 = d11(c12 + c21)� c11(d12 + d21) (4.46)

Using Equation (4.41), the parameter errors e' can be found 8e' 2
ne�; e;e�o.

Subsequently, the nominal signal parameters b�; can be updated as,
b� = b�+ e� (4.47)

4.3.2.2 Parameter Calibration

To estimate the array position br, magnitude b� and phase b vectors, as well as
the compensation matrix Q, it is shown that these parameters can be found using
the associated signal eigenvectors bEs;i obtained from the covariance matrix Rxx;i
of the ith source, i = 1; : : : ;M . Let assume that all the characteristics of one

element in the array are known (i.e. the reference antenna.) The �rst antenna is

chosen in this case.

To proceed, let �rst decompose the associated signal eigenvectors bEs;i into
three subvectors bExs;i; bEys;i and bEzs;i of size (N � 1); each represents the array
response vectors with respect to the x-; y-; and z- dipoles respectively. The sub-

vector is then normalized with respect to the �rst elements in the vectors (i.e.

the reference antenna).

Gain Vector Estimation From an expression of the manifold vector, it is

obvious that the array�s gain vector b� can be estimated from the magnitude of

the manifold vector. That is

b� = 1

M

X
�2fx;y;zg

MX
i=1

j bE �

s;ij 
 w� 2 (3N � 1) (4.48)

where M is the number of signals, and the vectors w� are in one of the following

forms, wx = [1; 0; 0]
T ; wy = [0; 1; 0]

T ; and wz = [0; 0; 1]
T :

Array Position and Phase Vector Estimation The array position br; and
the phase vector b can be found by

brT =
�brx; bry; brz� = 1

3

X
�2fx;y;zg

�br �x ; br �y ; br �z � ; 2 (N � 3) (4.49)

b =
X

�2fx;y;zg

b 
�

 w�; 2 (3N � 1) (4.50)

where the position matrix
�br �x ; br �y ; br �z � and the phase vector b � are given as
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h
�br �x ;�br �y ;�br �z ; b �i = � hbKT ; 1Miy	�

�T
2 (N � 4) (4.51)

According to this expression, the matrix bK = [bk1;bk2; : : : ;bkM ] 2 R3�M consists

of M column vectors, where bki represents the wave vector impinging from the

nominal direction b�i: Meanwhile, the matrix 	� = [v�1; : : : ; v�M ]
T 2 (M � N)

represents the phase of the manifold matrix, where v�i = \ bE�s;i:
Antenna Misorientation At this point, all the nominal signal parametersb�i;8i 2 1; : : : ;M and array parameters

nbr; b�; b o have been obtained. Hence the
corresponding manifold matrix bA can be formed as

bA = hbA1; bA2; ; : : : ; bAMi ; 2 C3N�M (4.52)

where the nominal manifold vector bAi corresponding to the ith signal can be
computed using Equation (4.23): Let de�ne a matrix bEs whose columns represent
the signal eigenvectors, given as

bEs = h bEs;1; bEs;2; : : : ; bEs;Mi 2 C3N�M (4.53)

Then, to compensate with the error caused by the antenna�s misorientation, the

block diagonal matrix Q is de�ned as

Q =

0BBBB@
Q1 0 � � � 0

0 Q2 � � � 0
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 � � � QN

1CCCCA 2 C3N�3N (4.54)

where Qp is a (3� 3) square matrix and can be computed as

Qp = bEs;pbA y
p 2 C3�3 (4.55)

with bEs;p and bAp denote (3�M) submatrices corresponding to the response with
respect to the pth antenna, and (�)y is the pseudo-inverse operator. Once the block
diagonal matrix Q has been calculated, it can be used to update the manifold

matrix bA in Equation (4.52) for the next iteration, i.e.
bA = QbA (4.56)
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4.3.2.3 Proposed Array Calibration Procedure

The proposed array calibration technique described in this section can be sum-

marized as follows.

1. Signal Parameter Estimation

(a) Initialization: Estimate a set of initial nominal directional and polar-

ization parameters b�ini using a cost function � ini shown in Equations
(4.37).

(b) Iterative processing: Compute the parameter errors e� using the Equa-
tion (4.41), and update the nominal parameters b� in Equations (4.47).

2. Parameter Calibration

(a) Estimate and update the nominal parameters b�; b and br using Equa-
tions (4.48)�(4.51)

(b) Compute the matrix Q to compensate for the antenna misorientation
using Equations (4.54)-(4.55), then update bA using Equation (4.56)

3. Repeat steps 1� 2 until the termination criterion is satis�ed.

4.4 Simulation Studies

To evaluate the performance of the proposed calibration method, a computer

simulation is presented in this section.

4.4.1 Computer Simulation Parameters

Considers a planar array of N = 5 tripole antennas in a nominally uniform

circular con�guration of radius half-wavelength. For the purpose of simulations,

the array is assumed to be operating in the presence of 3 times-disjoint sources.

The data is collected over an observation interval of 300 QPSK data symbols,

and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is 20 dB. The signal parameters of all sources

are as shown in Table 4.3.

4.4.2 Performance Analysis

For the purpose of simulation, the position error is assumed to be within 0.2

half-wavelength of the nominal location. The gain error is not exceeding 20% of

the nominal, while the phase is �10 degrees of the nominal. Furthermore, the
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DOA Polarization
signal �i (i; �i)

1 30� (20�; 20�)
2 80� (30�; 30�)
3 120� (40�; 40�)

Table 4.3: Signal parameters for the simulated environment for three time-disjoint
signals.

antenna misorientation is within �3 degrees from the assumed (x; y; z) coordinate
system.

The array calibration is performed following the proposed procedure. The

iterative processing is repeated until the convergence is achieved. The criteria

used to evaluate when to terminate the iteration is based on a cost function,

�2 =
3X
i=1

bAH(b�i) EnEHn bA(b�i); (4.57)

where the iteration procedure is repeated until
�2;prev � �2;current

2 < thres:

The performance of the proposed calibration technique has shown to be supe-

rior. The nominal parameters have satisfactory converged to the real parameter

values within a short iteration period. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the nominal array

position before and after the calibration, where it is seen that the position after

the calibration is su¢ ciently converged to the real position.

In Figure 4.9, the mean square error (MSE) of the antenna�s phase parameter

with respect to the number of iterations is depicted. The result again is shown

to be impressive. Meanwhile, the MSE of the gain response is found to reduced

from 1:04� 10�2 initially to 1:78� 10�4:
A comparison of the true and estimated signal parameters is provided in

Table 4.4. As shown in Figure 4.10, the MSE of the DOAs is large initially

due to the array parameter errors on the position as well as the gain and phase.

As the iteration continues, these array parameters start to converge to the true

parameters. With a more precise knowledge on the manifold vector, the accuracy

of the proposed MUSIC-type algorithm is improved.

True Parameters Estimated Parameters
DOA Polarization DOA Polarization

Signal �i (i; �i) b�i (bi; b�i)
1 30� (20�; 20�) 30:02� (20:02�; 19:65�)
2 80� (30�; 30�) 80:03� (30:13�; 30:25�)
3 120� (40�; 40�) 120:24� (39:87�; 40:23�)

Table 4.4: Comparison of the true and estimated signal parameters
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of the antenna array position before and after the cali-
bration
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Figure 4.8: Mean Square Error of the array position with respect to the number
of iterations.
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Figure 4.9: Mean Square Error of the phase parameter estimation with respect
to the number of iterations.
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Figure 4.10: Mean Square Error of the DOA estimation with respect to the
number of iterations.
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4.5 Summary

In this chapter, issues regarding the presence of array uncertainties in diversely po-

larized antenna arrays are addressed from two di¤erent but interrelated perspec-

tives. First, the impact of array con�guration on the robustness to uncertainties

was investigated, where the framework was derived according to the sensitivity

analysis of the manifold shape property. The signi�cance of individual antennas

that contributes to the overall performance of the array was also discussed via

using the concept of sensor importance function.

In the second part of the chapter, a novel self array calibration method was

proposed for a polarization-sensitive antenna array utilizing the concept of di-

versely polarized manifold and the characteristic of signal polarization. The

method assumes the availability of time-disjoint sources to self calibrate the ar-

ray in the presence of position, magnitude, and phase uncertainties, as well as

the antenna�s misorientation. Using the �rst-order Taylor series expansion to

model the actual manifold vector, it was shown that the proposed method can

simultaneously estimate the array and signal parameters through an e¢ cient iter-

ative minimization procedure. The theoretical framework was supported by the

computer simulations where the results reveal the superior performance.
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Appendix 4A. Derivation of a Single-Parameter

Cost Function for Initial Parameter Estimation

In the �rst iteration, it is aimed to obtain the initial nominal values for the signal

parameters b�ini in order to start the calibration process. It is seen in Equation
(4.36) that the parameters may be found through a multi-dimensional search over

(�; ; �) : However, it will be shown in this Appendix that the dimensionality of a

search can be reduced signi�cantly if the following characteristic of the signal po-

larization is employed. It is well known that a manifold vector corresponding to

the signal from the parameters (�; ; �) can always be written as a linear combina-

tion of two manifold vectors from the same direction but arbitrary polarizations

(�; 1; �1); and (�; 2; �2); where (1; �1) 6= (2; �2): That is,

bA(�; ; �) = c1bA(�; 1; �1) + c2bA(�; 2; �2) (4.58)

=
hbA(�; 1; �1); bA(�; 2; �2)i

"
c1
c2

#
(4.59)

= bA c; (4.60)

where the vector c = [c1;c2]T ; and the matrix bA is de�ned as
bA = hbA(�; 1; �1); bA(�; 2; �2)i

Using this property, the cost function �ini in Equation (4.36) can be expressed as

�ini(�) = c
T bAH EnEHn bA c (4.61)

According to this expression, it can be shown that the minimization of the cost

function �ini can be obtained when the vector c is equal to an eigenvector corre-

sponding to the minimum eigenvalues of the matrix bC (�) ; where
bC (�) ,  c11 c12

c21 c22

!
= bAHEnEHn bA (4.62)

Hence, the cost function �ini can be simpli�ed to the search over a single dimension

of �; where

�ini (�) = trace
�bC��rhtrace�bC�i2 � 4 det�bC� (4.63)

The polarization parameters can also be computed accordingly.



Chapter 5

Manifold Ambiguities

When estimating directions�of�arrival in subspace�based direction �nding sys-

tems, it is important that a unique and consistent set of solutions is obtained. In

general, signals from di¤erent sets of DOAs give di¤erent responses to an antenna

array (i.e. di¤erent manifold vectors.) However, when this mapping relationship

is not one�to�one, a confusion is caused wether which directions the signals were

actually impinged from. This undesirable behavior is known as �manifold ambi-

guity."

Array ambiguity is the inability of an array to distinguish a set of signal

parameters from at least one of its subsets (or one subset from another) [5]. It

is a common problem that often arises due to the presence of linear dependence

amongst manifold vectors in the signal subspace. For this purpose, manifold

ambiguity may be considered as another class of uncertainties, where the problem

is mainly due to the fundamental constraint of subspace-based DF algorithms.

5.1 Introductory Background

The issue regarding the presence of manifold ambiguity was �rst introduced by

Schmidt in [40]. Because an underlying concept of MUSIC algorithm involves a

search for the set of array response vectors in the signal subspace, it is inevitable

that the proposed algorithm will fail if there exists a case when a spatial manifold

vector can be written as a scalar multiple of another vector from a di¤erent

direction. That is,

a(�1; �1) = c a(�2; �2); (5.1)

where (�1; �1) 6= (�2; �2); and c is a constant. This is referred to as a trivial,

or rank-1, ambiguity. On the other hand, a class of non�trivial ambiguity is

de�ned as a scenario where a manifold vector a(�n; �n) can be written as a linear
combination of two or more di¤erent manifold vectors, i.e.

a(�n; �n) = c1a(�1; �1) + c2a(�2; �2) + : : :+ cn�1a(�n�1; �n�1); (5.2)
92
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where c1;c2; : : : ;cn�1 are constants. In another word, the vector a(�n; �n) is lying
in the subspace spanned by

�
a(�1; �1);a(�2; �2); : : : ;a(�n�1; �n�1)

�
:

The geometrical shape of the array manifold certainly plays a crucial role in

the presence of ambiguities. For instance, from the analysis of spatial manifold

curve, a trivial ambiguity is said to occur when the manifold curve crosses upon

itself.

To further illustrate the signi�cance of the problem, let us consider a linear

array system consisting of 4 polarization-insensitive antennas located at

rx =
�
�2:0; �0:5; 1:0; 1:5

�T
(5.3)

measured in half wavelength, operating in an environment where there are three

sources present from the set of azimuths f30:62�; 73:20�; 106:40�g. Using MUSIC
algorithm to estimate the DOAs, the spectrum shown in Figure 5.1 seems to

suggest that there are four sources, instead of three, with another one impinging

from the direction 148:62�, causing a confusion to decide which directions the

sources are in fact impinging from. According to the framework presented in [5],

this ambiguous scenario is just one of the in�nitely many ambiguous situations

associated with this array geometry.

The work relating to manifold ambiguity has been previously focused on the

performance analysis of speci�c arrays, or array design strategies to be free of

ambiguities up to a certain tank. For example, Baygun and Tanik demonstrated

in [66] that the chance for a circular array to su¤er in an ambiguous scenario

is increased when enlarging the array�s aperture. Tan, Goh, et al. then showed

that the spacing between any two adjacent sensors must not exceed half wave-

length in order for a uniform circular array to be free from rank-2 ambiguity [67].

Meanwhile, a condition for an array to be free of rank�1 ambiguity was proposed

by Godara and Cantoni in [68], before being extended to cover an array free of

rank-2 ambiguity in [69].

However, a major ground-breaking work comes from the identi�cation and
classi�cation of manifold ambiguities based on the use of di¤erential geom-
etry to analyze the geometrical properties on the manifold curve [5], [70]. Prior

to this work, the ambiguity problem has often been overlooked by mistakenly

believing that the chance for such an ambiguous situation to occur is rare and

very limited. The claim was proved to be wrong as it has been shown that, in

fact, there are in�nitely many ambiguous sets in practice according to the arc

length rotational property [5].

The detail of the theorem is stated as follows. Suppose an array su¤ers in an

ambiguous situation, where a set of directional parameters is expressed in terms
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Figure 5.1: A manifoldly ambiguous scenario for a linear array listed in Equation
(5.3) with 3 sources present in the environment. The peak at � = 148:62� is
ambiguous and does not represent a real source.

of manifold curve�s arc lengths,

s = [s1; s2; : : : ; sc]
T (5.4)

with the rank of manifold matrix is equal to �a; then it can be shown that any

set of arc lengths represented by

[s1 +4s; s2 +4s; : : : ; sc +4s]T ; (5.5)

with s1 +4s � 0 and sc +4s � lm; where lm denotes the total length of the

manifold curve, is also an ambiguous set with the same rank �a: Since the value of

4s can vary arbitrary, the implication is that there are in�nitely many ambiguous
sets in practice, and, consequently, it is impossible to identify all of them.

The de�nition of Ambiguous Generator Set (AGS) is therefore presented to

classify these ambiguous sets into a �nite number of generator sets according to

the arc length property that they share. Based on this framework, two classes

of AGS are de�ned depending on how the manifold curve is partitioned. First,

a uniform�partitioned AGS is constructed based on partitioning the manifold

length into uniform arc lengths of

s4rij =

�
0;

lm
4rij

; 2
lm
4rij

; : : : ; (c� 1) lm4rij

�T
(5.6)
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where 4rij denotes the sensor spacing between the ith and jth sensors, and

c =

8<: 1 + b4rijc; if 4rij =2 N+

4rij; if 4rij 2 N+
(5.7)

The set of arc length s4rij ; known as the Uniform Basic Set (UBS), is said to be

an AGS if it satis�es the prescribed AGS de�nition listed in [5]. Meanwhile, a

class of nonuniform�partitioned AGS is constructed based on the characteristic

point property of the array manifold curve for a uniform linear array. In [71], the

concept was extended to a planar array, where it investigates manifold ambigui-

ties along a �-curve, as well as the manifold parameterized based on cone-angle

parameters.

Regarding themanifold ambiguity in polarization-sensitive arrays, the
literatures seem to be very limited. To the best of our knowledge, only the

studies of linear dependence amongst diversely polarized manifold vectors in [72],

[73] can be found. In [72], Tan, Ho, and Nehorai proposed various conditions

with respect to the existence of linear dependent manifold vectors for a single

vector sensor. They showed that, for every three manifold vectors with distinct

DOAs, the vectors are linearly independent. Whereas, for any �ve manifold

vectors, there exists an array response vector that is linearly dependent to the

�ve vectors. The study with respect to multiple vector sensors has not been

considered, however. In [73], a similar framework was presented, but focusing on

tripole antennas. The study is mainly focused on analyzing the rank properties

of the manifold matrix to obtain series of upper bounds for the number of linear

dependent manifold vectors associated with a tripole array. The most important

result comes from the �nding that for any (3N � 1) manifold vectors, where N is

the total number of tripoles in an array, there exists another manifold vector that

is linearly dependent to these (3N � 1) manifold vectors. This provides an upper
bound that it is impossible to estimate the signal parameters once the number

of signals exceeds M > (3N � 1): Nonetheless, a concrete framework on how to
identify these ambiguous sets is not provided.

The work on resolving manifold ambiguities has been investigated in
[74],[75],[76] by Abramovich, Spencer, and Gorokhov based on a matrix�valued

transform of the intersensor covariance matrix Rxx: For the �rst technique, known
as an association method, the ambiguity is resolved through an association of two

sets of MUSIC estimates. The �rst set corresponds to the MUSIC spectrum of

the covariance matrix Rxx, which is ambiguous but has high resolution. The
second set is obtained from the spectrum of a transformed matrix Txx, that has
been proven to be unambiguous, but has lower resolution. By associating these

two sets of estimates, the identi�cation capability is improved [75], [76]. As for

the second method referred to as the model �tting technique, the approach is
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essentially derived based on the signal power estimation associated with each of

the directions, including the ambiguous ones. A linear programming routine is

adopted to �nd the best �t amongst the set of estimated spatial covariance lags

and the source powers. The pseudo sources are subsequently identi�ed according

to the estimated signal powers.

In this chapter, issues regarding the presence of manifold ambiguities in polarization-

sensitive arrays shall be investigated from two perspectives, as shown in Figure

5.2.

� Identi�cation and Classi�cation of Manifold Ambiguities in Polarization-
Sensitive Arrays (Section 5.2):

For the �rst time, the analysis of diversely polarized manifold ambiguities is

presented in a general framework, where it has been taken into account the

signi�cance of both the array geometry and the signal parameters including

the polarization.

� Resolving Manifold Ambiguities (Section 5.3):

Two novel techniques are proposed to resolve ambiguities in both polarization-

insensitive and sensitive arrays. These techniques are aimed to improve the

resolving capability, while maintain the feasibility, and minimum computa-

tional complexity. The �rst approach is based on an array cooperation

between neighboring systems in the network, while the second is derived

according to the properties of an MVDR estimator.

5.2 Manifold Ambiguities in Polarization-Sensitive

Antenna Arrays

In this section, the identi�cation and classi�cation of manifold ambiguities asso-

ciated with polarization-sensitive antenna arrays will be presented.

5.2.1 Modelling of Diversely Polarized Manifold Ambigu-
ities

It is well known that the presence of manifold ambiguities is fundamentally related

to both,

� the array con�guration (especially the intersensor spacings), and

� the signal parameter condition (for both direction and polarization)
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Figure 5.2: An outline of Chapter 5

So far, the analysis of linear dependence conditions is limited to evaluating

only subsets of these parameters. For instance, in [5], a class of manifold am-

biguities is identi�ed according to a partition of spatial manifold curve that is

expressed as a function of the array position and the signal�s direction. However,

the polarization parameter does not get explored. Meanwhile, in [72], [73], the

analysis entirely ignores the signi�cance of the array geometry. The study mainly

assesses the conditions of linear dependences as a function of the number of an-

tennas and a certain type of signal parameters. Various series of upper bounds

are presented, however, a concrete framework on identifying these ambiguous sets

is not provided. The major �ndings in [73] are

� Given any (3N � 1) manifold vectors of an N tripole array, then for any

DOA there exists a manifold vectors which is linearly dependent on the

(3N � 1) manifold vectors.

� Consider an N -element tripole array and M =
�
3N
2

�
+ 1 signals with ar-

bitrary DOAs. It can be shown that there exists a set of polarizations

(1; �1); : : : ; (M ; �M) associated with the signals such that theM manifold

vectors are linearly dependent.

In this work, the aim is to integrate the array geometry, the signal�s direction,

and polarization together to provide a general framework that can be used to
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identify a class of diversely polarized manifold ambiguities. The main contribu-

tions for this section are listed as follows.

� First, a class of polarization-sensitive manifold ambiguities based on a uni-
form partition of a diversely polarized manifold curve expressed as a func-

tion of � is presented. The framework maybe considered as an extension of

the analysis of spatial manifold ambiguities presented in [5]. The key step is

to showing that a diversely polarized �-cuve, when the polarization is �xed

at (90�; �0); has the exact same geometry to a spatial manifold curve, but

is embedded in a higher-dimensional complex space.

� Based on the extended framework, two corresponding corollaries are pre-
sented. First, it will be shown that, by integrating the signal�s polarization

into the extended framework, a diversely polarized manifold ambiguity with

a lower rank of ambiguity can be obtained. Whereas, in the second corol-

lary, a tighter bound on the number of linearly dependent manifold vectors

is provided (as compared to the bound in [73]), given that a condition of

the array con�guration is satis�ed.

To proceed, an identi�cation of manifold ambiguities associated with polarization-

sensitive antenna arrays can be presented through the following statement.

Consider a linear array (or Equivalent Linear Array, ELA) consisting of N

tripole elements located at rx = [rx1 ; rx2 ; : : : ; rxN ]
T ; where 4rij ,

��rxi � rxj
�� rep-

resents the intersensor spacing between the ith and jth antennas. For signals with

arbitrary polarizations, if the directional set of arc lengths s4rij is formed by

s4rij =

�
0;
2� krxk
4rij

; 2
2� krxk
4rij

; : : : ; (c� 1)2� krxk4rij

�T
(5.8)

with

c =

8<:1 + b4rijc ; if 4rij =2 N+

4rij; if 4rij 2 N+
(5.9)

and c > 3(N � 1); then any subset of s4rij ;8i; j with 3(N � 1) elements is an
ambiguous set.

To distinguish the statement presented here from the one proposed in [5], the

following should be noted.

� First, the set of arclengths s4rij presented here is based on a uniform
partition of diversely polarized �-curve when the polarization parameter

(0; �0) = (90
�; �0) corresponding to the vertical polarization state. Whereas

in [5], the set of arclengths is formed based on the use of the spatial manifold

curve.
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� Second, the total number of elements c that satis�es the su¢ cient condition
for the presence of ambiguity is c � 3(N�1):Whereas, in [5], the condition
is satis�ed when c � N:

The proof for this statement is provided in Appendix 5A. According to this

statement, the following can be noted. First, the statement provides a su¢ cient

condition that the diversely polarized manifold ambiguity is guaranteed to occur

if an array aperture, i.e. 4r1N is greater than or equal to 3(N � 1): Second,
an upper bound for the number of linearly independent manifold vectors with

respect to this array con�guration is provided. That is, if the aperture is greater

than or equal to 3(N � 1); then there exists a manifold vector that is linearly
dependent with the other M manifold vectors, where M > 3(N � 1). Note that
this bound is tighter than the bound proposed in [73], where M > 3N � 1:
The next corollary will show that, by incorporating the signal�s diverse polar-

ization, the presence of ambiguity with lower rank may be formed.

Corollary 1 Consider an array system as explained earlier, where the directional
set of arc lengths s4rij is formed using Equation (5.8). Suppose these directions

are associated with the signal polarizations given as

�
; �
�
=

 
1 2 : : : c
�1 �2 : : : �c

!T
; (5.10)

where the parameter (m; �m) of the m
th source is in one of the following forms,

(a) 
m
= tan�1 j' (4rij � 2m)j ; and �m = \' (4rij � 2m) ; or

(b) m = tan
�1
h
j'j
p
m (4rij �m)

i
; and �

m
= \'

with ' being an arbitrary constant. If c � 2(N � 1); then any subset of s4rij
with (2N � 1) elements is an ambiguous set.

Corollary 2 Consider an array system, as described earlier, operating in the
presence of the directional set of arclengths shown in Equation (5.8). Suppose c >j
3(N�1)

2

k
+1; then there exists a set of polarization parameters (1; �1); : : : ; (c; �c);

that the corresponding set of c diversely polarized manifold vectors are linearly

dependent.

The proof of Corollaries 1 and 2 can be found in Appendix 5B-5C. According

to Corollary 1, with the signal polarization constraint as shown in Equation (5.10),

the diversely polarized manifold ambiguity is guaranteed to occur as soon as the

number of sources is greater than or equal to 2(N � 1); as compared to 3(N � 1)
in the arbitrary polarization case. It should also be noted that the component

ratio ' is arbitrary. In that sense, there exist in�nitely many sets of polarizations

that satisfy the ambiguity condition. Meanwhile, in Corollary 2, it is shown that

when incorporating the condition of the array geometry, a tighter bound on the

number of linear dependent manifold vectors can be attained.
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5.2.2 A Representative Example

In this section, a representative example associated with an identi�cation of di-

versely polarized manifold ambiguities is provided.

To proceed, let consider a linear tripole antenna array consisting of three

elements located at

rx = [�2:5;�0:2; 2:7]
T (5.11)

measured in half wavelengths, where the intersensor spacings between the three

antennas are �r12 = 2:3; �r13 = 5:2; and �r23 = 2:9 accordingly. The manifold

curve length lm of the �-curve for a �xed (0; �0) = (90�; �0) is equal to lm =

2� krxk = 23:15: Using the proposed framework, the UBSs can be computed

based on uniform partitioning of the manifold curve length lm by the intersensor

spacings, given as

s�r12 =
�
0; 10:07; 20:13

�T
(5.12)

s�r13 =
�
0; 4:45; 8:91; 13:36; 17:81; 22:26

�T
(5.13)

s�r23 =
�
0; 7:98; 15:97

�T
(5.14)

5.2.2.1 Case-I: Signals with Arbitrary Polarizations

It can be shown that the corresponding ranks of the manifold matrices associated

with the UBSs are,

rank
�
A
�
s�r12

��
= 3 (5.15)

rank
�
A
�
s�r13

��
= 5 (5.16)

rank
�
A
�
s�r23

��
= 3 (5.17)

This implies that the sets of arclengths s�r12 and s�r23 are not ambiguous sets.

Whereas for s�r13 ; this represents an ambiguous set of directions. Further exam-

ination also illustrates that s�r13 is an ambiguous generator set.

In Table 5.3, a comparison of ambiguous generator sets for the array listed

in Equation (5.11) is provided between a polarization-insensitive and a tripole

antenna arrays. Several points can be noted.

� The manifold curve length and the corresponding UBSs for both arrays are
the same due to the fact that the �-curves for the polarization-insensitive

array and the tripole array with (0; �0) = (90�; �0) have the exact same

geometry.

� Ambiguity is said to occur if the number of elements in the UBSs,

� for polarization-insensitive array is c � N ,
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� for tripole array is c � 3(N � 1).

� This implies that the UBSs with respect to �r12 and �r23 represent am-
biguous sets in the polarization-insensitive array , but not for the tripole

array.

� In addition, there are
�
c� 1
N � 1

�
=

�
5

2

�
= 10 ambiguous generator sets

produced by s�r13 for the polarization-insensitive array; while there is only

one AGS for the tripole array.

In Figure 5.4, the MUSIC spectrum associated with the set of arclength s4r13
with �s = 0:22 is shown, where there are �ve sources impinging from the direc-

tions

f11:19�; 53:39�; 77:77�; 99:95�; 123:88�g (5.18)

with arbitrary polarizations. This creates an extra peak at 160:40�; which does

not represent the presence of a real source. Figures 5.5 (a)-(f) show the spectrums

as a function of (; �) for each corresponding direction. The peaks shown in these

�gures represent the polarizations that are arbitrary chosen, given as

�
; �
�T
=

 
10�; 38�; 76�; 40�; 68�; 5�

�10�; �90�; 170�; �45�; 67�; 45�

!
(5.19)
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manifold curve length
lm = 2� krxk = 23:15

Uniform Basic Sets
s�r12 =

�
0; 10:07; 20:13

�T
s�r13 =

�
0; 4:45; 8:91; 13:36; 17:81; 22:26

�T
s�r23 =

�
0; 7:98; 15:97

�T
Polarization-Insensitive Tripole Antenna Array

Array

AGS Rank AGS Rank

�
0; 10:07; 20:13

�T
2

�
0; 4:45; 8:91; 13:36; 17:81; 22:26

�T
5�

0; 4:45; 8:91
�T

2�
0; 4:45; 13:36

�T
2�

0; 4:45; 17:81
�T

2�
0; 4:45; 22:26

�T
2�

0; 8:91; 13:36
�T

2�
0; 8:91; 17:81

�T
2�

0; 8:91; 22:26
�T

2�
0; 13:36; 17:81

�T
2�

0; 13:36; 22:26
�T

2�
0; 17:81; 22:26

�T
2�

0; 7:98; 15:97
�T

2

Figure 5.3: Comparisons of ambiguous generator sets for the array listed in Equa-
tion (5.11) with respect to polarization-insensitive antennas, and tripole antennas
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Figure 5.4: The MUSIC spectrum with respect to the diversely polarized antenna
array listed in Equation (5.11) in the presence of �ve sources from the directions
11:19�; 53:39�; 77:77�; 99:95� and 123:88�. The pseudo peak at 160:40� does not
represent the presence of a real source.
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(a) � = 11:19� (b) � = 53:39�

(c) � = 77:77� (d) � = 99:95�

(e) � = 123:88� (f) � = 160:40�

Figure 5.5: The MUSIC spectrum with respect to the diversely polarized antenna
array listed in Equation (5.11) in the presence of �ve sources from the directions
listed in Equation (5.18). Figures (a)-(f) show the surface plots of the spectrum as
a function of the polarization for directions 11:19�; 53:39�; 77:77�; 99:95�; 123:88�

and 160:40� respectively. The peak at (�; ; �) = (160:40�; 5�; 45�) on Figure (f)
does not represent the presence of a real source
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5.2.2.2 Case-II: Signals with the prescribed set of polarizations

Suppose now that the signal polarizations are found using Equation(5.10), where

the component ratio ' is equal to 1: given as

�
; �
�T
=

 
44:45�; 30:81�; 11:96�; 9:81�; 29:14�; 43:29�;

0�; 0�; 0�; 180�; 180�; 180�;

!
(5.20)

With this set of polarizations, the array responses with respect to y� and z�
dipoles are linearly dependent. Hence, the corresponding rank of manifold matrix

A(s�r13) is equal to 4. This implies that any subset of
�
s4r13 ; ; �

	
with 5 or 6

elements represents an ambiguous set. Consequently, the list of AGSs associated

with this set of polarizations with rank-4 ambiguity can be found in Table 5.1.

AGS s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 Rank
(1) 0 4:45 8:91 13:36 17:81 22:26 4
 44:45� 30:81� 11:96� 9:81� 29:14� 43:29�

� 0� 0� 0� 180� 180� 180�

(2) 0 4:45 8:91 13:36 17:81 � 4
 44:45� 30:81� 11:96� 9:81� 29:14�

� 0� 0� 0� 180� 180�

(3) 0 4:45 8:91 13:36 22:26 � 4
 44:45� 30:81� 11:96� 9:81� 43:29�

� 0� 0� 0� 180� 180�

(4) 0 4:45 8:91 17:81 22:26 � 4
 44:45� 30:81� 11:96� 29:14� 43:29�

� 0� 0� 0� 180� 180�

(5) 0 4:45 13:36 17:81 22:26 � 4
 44:45� 30:81� 9:81� 29:14� 43:29�

� 0� 0� 180� 180� 180�

(6) 0 8:91 13:36 17:81 22:26 � 4
 44:45� 11:96� 9:81� 29:14� 43:29�

� 0� 0� 180� 180� 180�

Table 5.1: List of AGSs and the corresponding polarizations with rank-4

Figure 5.6 shows the MUSIC spectrum associated with the set of arclength

s4r13 with �s = 0:22; where there are four sources impinging from the directions

f11:19�; 53:39�; 77:77�; 99:95�g (5.21)

with the polarizations corresponding to the �rst four columns from the Equation

(5.20). This creates two extra peaks at 123:88� and 160:40� respectively. Figures

5.7 (a)-(f) show the spectrums as a function of (; �) for each corresponding

direction.
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Figure 5.6: The MUSIC spectrum with respect to the diversely polarized antenna
array listed in Equation (5.11) in the presence of four sources from the directions
listed in Equation (5.21) and polarizations from Equation (5.20). The pseudo
peaks at 123:88�; and 160:40� do not represent the presence of real sources.
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(a) � = 11:19� (b) � = 53:39�

(c) � = 77:77� (d) � = 99:95�

(e) � = 123:88� (f) � = 160:40�

Figure 5.7: The MUSIC spectrum with respect to the diversely polarized antenna
array listed in Equation (5.11) in the presence of four sources from the directions
listed in Equation (5.21) with the polarization in Equation (5.20). Figures (a)-
(f) show the surface plots of the spectrum as a function of the polarization for
directions 11:19�; 53:39�; 77:77�; 99:95�; 123:88� and 160:40� respectively.
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5.3 Resolving Manifold Ambiguities

The fact that there are in�nitely many ambiguous scenarios in practical array

systems indicates that the ambiguity problem should not be overlooked during the

DOA estimation process. While the identi�cation and classi�cation of ambiguities

are presented in the previous section, in this section, the focus is on resolving

manifold ambiguities.

Although several techniques have been proposed in [74], in this work, novel

methods are derived aiming to satisfy the following speci�cations. First, the

new techniques should improve the ambiguity resolving capability in terms of

the correct identi�cation rate. Second, the computational complexity should be

kept at minimum that it can be implemented in a practical system. Finally, the

proposed techniques should be feasible for the use in an arbitrary con�guration,

including planar and three-dimensional arrays.

For these aforementioned reasons, the proposed techniques are now presented.

In the �rst method, manifold ambiguity is resolved based on an array cooperative

method, where a service from adjacent array can help identifying the presence

of real sources. For the second method, the approach is derived according to

the Minimum Variance Distortionless Response (MVDR) criterion. The pre-

senting techniques will be �rst applied to resolve ambiguities in polarization-
insensitive arrays, before adopting for diversely polarized arrays.

5.3.1 Resolving Ambiguities by Array CooperativeMethod

Our �rst technique is developed based on the cooperation between two adjacent

arrays in the environment. The fundamental is due to the fact that it is very

unlikely for any two arrays to su¤er in the same ambiguous scenario at the same

time given that they have di¤erent array con�guration or locate in di¤erent coor-

dinate systems. Hence, a service from one array can help resolving ambiguity of

another. Under an assumption that the two arrays are positioned closely to each

other that both can see the incoming signals arriving as the plane waves, then

a set of directions corresponding to the real sources can be identi�ed using the

subspace projection of estimated array manifold matrix. The proposed technique

is summarized into a step-by-step procedure as follows.

5.3.1.1 The Proposed Procedure

1. Host Array: Ambiguity Detection

An ambiguous situation is detected when a number of peaks, (M +Mamb);

estimated from the MUSIC spectrum is greater than the dimensionality of
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the signal subspace M; where Mamb denotes the number of pseudo sources.

2. Host Array ) Neighboring Array: Service Enquiry

Once an ambiguous situation is detected, the host array searches in a close

neighborhood for an available array. A service enquiry is then sent to the

chosen array along with a set of signal parameters
�
�
HA
; �

HA

�
, where

�
�
HA
; �

HA

�
=

 
�1; �2; : : : ; �M+Mamb

�1; �2; : : : ; �M+Mamb

!T
(5.22)

consisting of both real and pseudo sources. The subscript (�)
HA
is used to

denote the signal parameters with respect to the Host Array. Upon receiving

the service enquiry, the neighboring array retrieves the signal parameters�
�
HA
; �

HA

�
; and then translates into

�
�
NA
; �

NA

�
; where�

�
NA
; �

NA

�
=
�
�
HA
; �

HA

�
+ (��;��)
 1; (5.23)

The parameter set
�
�
NA
; �

NA

�
represents the directional set

�
�
HA
; �

HA

�
with

respect to the coordinate system of the Neighboring Array. This is due to

the fact that the two arrays may have di¤erent coordinate systems. The

parameters (��;��) essentially represents the azimuth and elevation angle

di¤erences between the two coordinate systems.

3. Neighboring Array : Identi�cation of Pseudo Sources

The pseudo sources can then be identi�ed using the projection of manifold

matrix S
NA
with respect to the signal parameters

�
�
NA
; �

NA

�
;

S
NA
=
h
a
�
�
NA;1

; �
NA;1

�
; : : : ;a

�
�
NA;(M+Mamb)

; �
NA;(M+Mamb)

�i
(5.24)

onto the noise subspace obtained from the eigendecomposition of the neigh-

bor�s received signal�s covariance matrix Rxx;NA = E
�
x
NA
(t)xH

NA
(t)
	
:

Suppose the matrix Es = [E1; E2; : : : ; EM ] representsM signal eigenvectors

of Rxx;NA: Then, the indices of the ambiguous directions can be identi�ed
simply by checking the non�zero columns of the corresponding matrix

D = P?S SNA (5.25)

=
�
I� Es

�
EHs Es

��1 EHs � SNA (5.26)

4. Neighboring Array ) Host Array: Decision

To complete the procedure, indices of the pseudo sources are reported back

to the host array. Under a very special circumstance, where the neighboring

array fails to resolve the ambiguity (i.e. the array also su¤ers in the same

ambiguous situation), an enquiry to the next neighboring array may be

required. In any case, the probability for both arrays to su¤er from the

same ambiguous scenario is very small.
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5.3.1.2 A Representative Example

Consider two adjacent array systems both consisting of 5 antennas located at

�
rx; ry

�T
HA

=

 
�0:88 �0:56 0:18 0:60 0:69

�0:97 1:29 �1:25 �0:67 1:62

!
(5.27)

�
rx; ry

�T
NA

=

 
1:50 0:46 �1:21 �1:21 0:46

0:00 1:43 0:88 �0:88 �1:43

!
(5.28)

measured in half wavelengths, receiving three plane wave signals from the far �eld

sources with the azimuths-elevations

f (75�; 16:42�) ; (75�; 81:06�) ; (255�; 61:66�) g :

According to the MUSIC spectrum shown in Figure 5.8 with respect to the host

array (top �gure), it is shown that the array is su¤ering in an ambiguous scenario

with a spurious peak at (255�; 10:41�): Consequently, the host array invokes a

service to the second array, and sends out a set of signal parameters

�
�
HA
; �

HA

�
=

 
75� 75� 255� 255�

16:42� 81:06� 61:66� 10:41�

!T
: (5.29)

Following the procedure, it can be shown that the corresponding matrix D is

given by

kDk =
P?S SNA (5.30)

=

0BBBBBB@
0 0 0 0:7931

0 0 0 0:8272

0 0 0 0:6188

0 0 0 0:3944

0 0 0 0:4114

1CCCCCCA (5.31)

Since the last column of the matrix that corresponds to the signal from the

direction (255�; 10:41�) is non�zero, this indicates the signal from this direction

is not present in the environment. For the purpose of illustration, the MUSIC

spectrum with respect to the neighboring array is shown in Figure 5.8. However,

it should be noted that a complete search is not necessary because only samples

of the responses from the four directions are of interest here.

Using the proposed method, it is clear that the method can be applied to

an arbitrary array. The only major computational complexity comes from the

point-to-point communication between arrays, which is already well established.

Hence, this method has shown to be simple but yet very e¤ective.
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Figure 5.8: The MUSIC spectrums associated with the host (top), and neighbor-
ing (bottom) arrays.
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5.3.2 Resolving Ambiguities using MVDR Estimator

Another technique proposed in this section is based on the use of Minimum Vari-

ance Distortionless Response (MVDR) estimator to identify the signals according

to its powers [77].

The MVDR estimator is a class of adaptive beamforming technique, where the

weight vector is derived based on minimizing the overall output power, subject

to the unit response along the "look" direction (�d; �d): That is

min
w
Efjy(t)j2g subject to jwHa(�d; �d)j = 1 (5.32)

where y(t) = wHx(t) denotes the beamformer�s output, and w is the weight

vector.

The solution of this optimization problem can be found using the method of

Lagrange multipliers, and is expressed as

wMV , wMV (�d; �d) =
R�1xxa(�d; �d)

aH(�d; �d)R�1xxa(�d; �d)
(5.33)

Using the weight vector wMV , the array response corresponding to a signal from

(�i; �i) is given by

gMV (�i; �i) = wHMV a(�i; �i) (5.34)

The array pattern is essentially referred to as the locus of all gMV (�i; �i);8i in
the signal parameter set.

Using this method, two novel ambiguity resolving techniques are proposed.

The �rst approach is based on an observation of the array pattern, while the

second approach is via an estimation of the signal power.

5.3.2.1 Array Pattern Observation

The directions of pseudo sources can be identi�ed intuitively by observing an

array pattern. Due to the nature of an MVDR beamformer, which attempts

to minimize the overall output power, the nulls are placed at all the directions,

besides the �look�direction,�that are associated with non�zero energy. However,

the directions corresponding to the ambiguous signals do not have any real energy

attached, and hence the gain responses will not be suppressed. Using this fact,

the pseudo sources can be identi�ed intuitively by observing these gain responses.

The procedure is summarized as follows.

1. Form a weight vector wMV (�d; �d) with main lobe steered toward direction

(�d; �d), where d 2 f1; : : : ;M +Mambg ; and �nd the corresponding array
pattern.

2. Record the absolute values of the beam responses gMV (�i; �i) for i 2 f1; : : : ;M +Mambg :
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3. Select Mamb directions that have the maximum gain responses as pseudo

source candidates. Note that this set must exclude the response from the

"look" direction (�d; �d).

4. Repeat steps 1�3 with di¤erent (�d; �d) for all (M +Mamb) directions.

5. Based on the sets of candidates selected in each iteration, do a majority

vote to decide the Mamb pseudo sources.

5.3.2.2 Power Estimation

Using the weight vector obtained in Equation (5.33), the estimated signal power

is given by

PMV (�; �) =
1

aH(�; �)R�1xxa(�; �)
(5.35)

According to this expression, the signal power can be used as an indicator to

identify the presence of the source, where the M highest powers will represent

the directions of real sources, and the remainingMamb will be identi�ed as pseudo

sources.

5.3.2.3 Simulation Studies

The use of MVDR estimator concept to resolve manifold ambiguities in polarization-

insensitive arrays is analyzed in this section through a number of computer simu-

lations. Representative examples for linear and planar arrays are �rst presented.

Then, the performance analysis of the proposed techniques shall be compared

with the model �tting technique proposed in [74] to examine the e¤ectiveness in

term of the identi�cation capability.

Linear Arrays Let �rst consider an ambiguous situation in an array consisting

of 5 elements located at

rx = [�4:8;�2:8; 0:2; 3:2; 4:2]T (5.36)

measured in half wavelengths. The array receives 3 signals from the azimuth

directions 138:59�; 104:48�; and 75:52� accordingly. However, according to the

MUSIC spectrum shown in Figure 5.9, it seems to suggest that there is another

source impinging from the direction � = 41:41�: This is referred to as rank-(N�2)
ambiguity, where the number of sensors N is equal to 5 in this case.

Using the proposed MVDR criterion, let �rst observe the beam patterns in

Figure 5.10 when the weight vectors are formed according to the looking directions

at 138:59�; 104:48�; 75:52�; and 41:41� accordingly (a�d). While the nulls are
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Figure 5.9: A manifoldly ambiguous situation for a linear array of 5 elements
listed in Equation (5.36) with 3 sources are present.

placed at the directions corresponding to the real sources, the gain at 41:41� does

not get suppressed. Using the majority vote as described in the procedure, this

implies that the signal corresponding to this direction does not have any power

attached to it, and is identi�ed as a pseudo source.

The result is con�rmed with the power estimation plot shown in Figure 5.11.

In this case, the signal powers corresponding to the directions 75:52�; 104:48�;

and 138:59� are equal to one, which are their actual powers, while the power with

respect to the direction 41:41� is small but non�zero. This can be explained by

observing a beam pattern in Figure 5.10 (d). When the looking direction is at

41:41�, the gains of the beam responses according to the real sources do not get

completely suppressed. This is due to a linear dependence of the manifold vector

from this direction and those from the other three directions. Nonetheless this

power is very small as compared to the powers from the true directions, and does

not have much e¤ect on the identi�cation performance, as shall be later shown.

Planar Arrays Now consider a planar array of 5 elements located at

[rx; ry] =

 
�0:88 �0:59 0:18 0:59 0:69

�0:97 1:29 �1:25 �0:69 1:62

!T
(5.37)
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Figure 5.10: Array beam patterns in an ambiguous situation for the linear array
listed in Equation (5.36). Figures (a)�(d) represent the patterns when the main-
lobe points at the directions 138:59�,104:48�,75:52�, and 41:41� accordingly. A
red dot denotes the gain response of the ambiguous direction in 41:41�; while an
arrow indicates the beam�s looking direction.
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Figure 5.11: A plot of estimated signal powers from the output of a MVDR
beamformer in the linear array listed in Equation (5.36). The signal from the
direction 41:41� is identi�ed as a pseudo source because it has a minimum power.

measured in half wavelengths. Suppose the array is operating in the presence of 3

signals with directions (75�; 16:42�); (75�; 81:06�); and (255�; 61:66�) respectively.

From the MUSIC spectrum shown in Figure 5.12 it is clear that there exists

another peak at (255�; 10:41�):

To resolve this ambiguous situation, �rst, the array patterns corresponding to

four di¤erent weight vectors are observed. Table 5.2 summarizes array response

gains corresponding to each weight vector. Based on the majority vote, it indi-

cates that the fourth signal from the direction (255�; 10:41�) does not represent

a real source, and thus can be removed.

w (�d; �d) jg(�1; �1)j jg(�2; �2)j jg(�3; �3)j jg(�4; �4)j
w(�1; �1) 1.0000 0.0004 0.0001 1.3032
w(�2; �2) 0.0004 1.0000 0.0003 1.5387
w(�3; �3) 0.0001 0.0003 1.0000 0.8984
w(�4; �4) 0.2673 0.3156 0.1843 1.0000

Table 5.2: Array patterns according to 4 di¤erent weights vectors

The result is con�rmed in Figure 5.13 where the signal power estimation plot

is shown. In this �gure, the three highest peaks correspond to the true sources,

while the lowest peak at (255�; 10:41�) is identi�ed as a pseudo source. Simi-
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Figure 5.12: A manifoldly ambiguous situation for the planar array in Equation
(5.37). A pseudo peak at (255�; 10:41�) (with a cross) does not correspond to a
real source.

Figure 5.13: A plot of estimated signal powers from the output of a MVDR
beamformer in the planar array listed in Equation (5.37). The signal from the
direction (255�; 10:41�) is identi�ed as a pseudo source because it has a minimum
power.
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lar to the result in the previous example, the estimated power at (255�; 10:41�)

is small, but non�zero. As shown in the last row of Table 5.2, the gain re-

sponses for the true directions cannot get completely suppressed when the look�

direction is at (255�; 10:41�) due to the linear dependence. The presence of power

at (255�; 10:41�) is, therefore, a result of power leakage from other directions.

It should be emphasized that plots of array patterns and signal powers shown

in this work are for illustrative purpose only. In practice, only samplings of the

responses and powers according to the (M +Mamb) points of directions need to

be evaluated.

Performance Analysis The capability of the proposed techniques is now as-

sessed in a situation where an ambiguous direction is signi�cantly close to one of

the true sources, under a �nite number of snapshots (time samples of the received

signal). The performance is to be compared with the model �tting method in

[74]. In this simulation, sources are assumed to be uncorrelated, and the number

of sources is determined prior to the estimation. Only a conventional scenario

where a number of sources is less than the number of sensors is considered in this

paper. Let us now revisit the linear array example. Suppose now there are 4

sources, instead of 3, transmitted from the directions 43:11�; 75:52�; 104:48�;and

138:59� accordingly. Notice that the �rst direction is only 1:7� away from the

pseudo source at 41:41�. In this simulation, the noise power is set to �2 = 0:01,

and di¤erent size of snapshots L = f10; 20; 50; 100g is examined.
Using the practical covariance matrix

R̂xx =
1

L

LX
l=1

x(tl)x
H(tl); (5.38)

a set of data is collected over a number of trials, where (M+Mamb) highest peaks

in MUSIC spectrum correspond to the speci�ed directions, and no main peaks

were merged. The number of regular trials was set to 5000.

Snapshot size (L) 10 20 50 100
Model Fitting 0.732 0.859 0.961 0.991
MVDR�Pattern 0.867 0.964 0.998 0.999
MVDR�Power 0.921 0.991 1.000 1.000

Table 5.3: Comparison of the probability of correct identi�cation for the modelling
�tting, and the MVDR beamforming methods in the linear array example.

The criterion examined here is the capability for the proposed techniques to

correctly identify and remove the set of pseudo sources. The probability of correct

identi�cation is de�ned as the ratio of the number of trials that successfully resolve

the ambiguities over a total number of trials. The result is shown in Table 5.3.
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As expected, the probability of correct identi�cation is increased when snapshot

size is larger. The proposed MVDR beamforming techniques show an excellent

ambiguity resolving capability even when the snapshot size is very small.

Consider again the planar array described by Equation (5.37), operating in

the presence of four incoming signals with equal unit powers from

(�; �) =

 
75� 75� 255� 258�

16:42� 81:06� 61:66� 7:00�

!T
(5.39)

This generates an ambiguous peak at the direction (255�; 10:41�), which is only

approximately 4:5� away from (258�; 7:00�). The noise power �2 is set to 30 dB be-

low the signal power, and di¤erent sizes of observation intervals L = f30; 50; 100g
are examined. The probability of correct identi�cation is presented in Table 5.4

in which our proposed MVDR beamforming methods has again shown to be very

promising. In fact, over 5000 trials, no case has been detected where the power

estimation failed to resolve the ambiguities.

Table 5.5 illustrates the average powers and standard deviations for each direc-

tion based on the model �tting and the MVDR beamforming techniques. Notice

the output power from the pseudo source at (255�; 10:41�) in the last row of the

Table. The average power found by the beamformer is slightly larger than that by

the model �tting technique, however it has a signi�cantly smaller standard devi-

ation. Figure 5.6 shows the distributions of powers at the direction (255�; 10:41�)

when L = 30 for the model �tting and MVDR beamformer accordingly. Al-

though, in most trials, the power estimated by model �tting technique converges

to zero (3129 trials out of 5000), the distribution spreads in a wide range. This

is because there were cases when the linear programming failed to converge, and

resulted in a large value of powers. Consequently, the estimated power of the

pseudo source was higher than that from one of the true sources, so the tech-

nique fails to identify the correct pseudo source. On the other hand, the average

power by MVDR beamformer is very concise around the mean. The maximum

power is found to be less than 0.5.

From this simulation study, the results showed the improved performance in

terms of the correct identi�cation capability over the previously proposed model

�tting method. The computational complexity is also kept at minimum as the

methods involve a one�step calculation, rather than a linear programming routine.
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Snapshot size (L) 30 50 100

Model Fitting 0.8380 0.9050 0.9742

MVDR�Pattern 0.9924 0.9996 1.0000

MVDR�Power 1.000 1.000 1.000

Table 5.4: Comparion of the probability of correct identi�cation for the modelling
�tting, and the MVDR beamforming methods in the planar array example

DOAs / Model Fitting MVDR Power
sample size (L) 100 50 30 100 50 30
(75�; 16:42�)

avg 0:971 0:999 1:031 1:062 1:041 1:013
std 0:228 0:302 0:358 0:142 0:196 0:250

(75�; 81:06�)
avg 0:937 0:914 0:912 1:101 1:087 1:055
std 0:202 0:268 0:322 0:143 0:201 0:259

(255�; 61:66�)
avg 0:891 0:846 0:784 1:018 0:995 0:960
std 0:182 0:264 0:327 0:136 0:197 0:240

(258�; 7:00�)
avg 1:074 1:099 1:091 1:016 0:992 0:950
std 0:253 0:334 0:452 0:145 0:190 0:240

(255�; 10:41�)
avg 0:140 0:169 0:204 0:258 0:256 0:250
std 0:213 0:294 0:374 0:024 0:036 0:046

Table 5.5: Mean (avg.) and standard deviation (std.) of the powers estimated
by model �tting, and MVDR beam forming techniques.
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Table 5.6: Histogram of the power distribution at (255�; 10:41�) estimated by (a)
the model �tting method, (b) the MVDR beamforming technique, L=30
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5.3.3 Resolving Diversely PolarizedManifold Ambiguities

The proposed MVDR beamforming technique is now adopted to resolve manifold

ambiguities in polarization-sensitive arrays. Based on the MVDR beamforming

technique, the power can be estimated as

PMV (�) =
1

AH(�)R�1xxA(�)
(5.40)

where � denotes the azimuth direction that the beam is pointing to, and Rxx
represents the covariance matrix of the received signal.

Let �rst consider a linear antenna array consisting of three tripole elements

located at

rx = [�3;�0:2; 3:2]
T (5.41)

measured in half wavelengths. It can be shown that the corresponding uniform

basic set s�r13

s�r13 = [0; 4:45; 8:90; 13:35; 17:80; 22:25; 26:70]
T (5.42)

represents an ambiguous set of directions with rank
�
A
�
s�r13

��
= 6 for arbitrary

polarization: Figure 5.14 shows the MUSIC spectrum associated with this array

where there are six sources impinging from the directions

f9:77� ; 48:48� ; 70:10�; 88:98� ; 107:75� ; 128:86�g (5.43)

This creates an extra spurious peak at 161:80� that does not represent the pres-

ence of a real source. This ambiguous set of directions is based on the set of arc

lengths s�r13 when �s = 0:2:

Using the proposed method, one of the array patterns with respect to the

weight vector of the "look" direction at 70:10� is shown in Figure 5.15. It is clear

that, only the gain at the direction 161:80� does not get suppressed. The result

is con�rmed in Figure 5.16, where the power spectrum is plotted.

To analyze the performance of the proposed MVDR beamforming technique,

suppose the array is operating in the presence of 7 sources from the directions,

f9:77� ; 48:48� ; 70:10�; 88:98� ; 107:75� ; 128:86� ; 164:00�g ; (5.44)

where the last direction is only 2:2� away from the pseudo source at the direction

161:80�: The simulation is carried out with di¤erent SNRs, and sample sizes

over 1000 trials. The results, shown in Table 5.7, again illustrates the superior

performance of the proposed method.
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Figure 5.14: The MUSIC spectrum that represents an ambiguous situation in the
diversely polarized antenna array listed in Equation (5.41), where there are six
sources present in the environment as shown in Equation (5.43). The peak at
161:80� is ambiguous and does not represent the presence of a real source.

Figure 5.15: An array pattern with respect to the linear tripole array in Equation
(5.11) with the "look" direction is at 70:103�: Note that the gain corresponding
to the ambiguous direction 161:80� does not get suppressed.
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Figure 5.16: Estimated power from the MVDR estimator in the diversely polar-
ized array listed in Equation (5.41). The power corresponding to the ambiguous
direction 161:80� is at minimum.

Sample Size SNR = 15dB SNR = 20dB

20 0:717 0:966

50 0:943 1:000

100 0:990 1:000

Table 5.7: Probability of correct identi�cation of the proposed MDVR power
estimation in the diversely polarized array listed in Equation (5.41)
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5.4 Summary

In this chapter, issues regarding the presence of manifold ambiguities in polarization-

sensitive arrays are investigated from two di¤erent perspectives. First, an iden-

ti�cation and classi�cation of diversely polarized manifold ambiguities was ad-

dressed, where the presented framework has taken into account the signi�cance

of array geometry as well as the signal parameters including the polarization.

It was shown that a class of polarization-sensitive manifold ambiguities can be

formed based on a uniform partition of a corresponding diversely polarized man-

ifold curve expressed as a function �: In addition, two corollaries were presented

illustrating that, by integrating the signal�s polarization into the extended frame-

work, the presence of manifold ambiguities with lower ranks, and a tighter bound

on the number of linearly dependent manifold vectors can be found.

In the second part of the chapter, two novel techniques were proposed to

resolve ambiguities. The �rst is based on the cooperation between two adjacent

arrays in the environment. The fundamental is based on the fact that it is very

unlikely for any two arrays to su¤er in the same ambiguous scenario at the same

time. Hence, a service from one array can help resolving ambiguity of another.

The second method is derived according to the properties of an MVDR estimator,

where a signal power is used as a key to identify the presence of real sources. The

theoretical framework was supported by computer simulations.
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Appendix 5A. Manifold Ambiguity based on a

Uniform Partition of Diversely Polarized Mani-

fold Curve

To prove that the array manifold ambiguity can be found based on a uniform

partition of diversely polarized �-curve, when (0; �0) = (90�; �0); the following

steps need to be shown.

STEP 1: An equivalent condition for the presence of diversely polarized mani-
fold ambiguities

STEP 2: The geometric properties of diversely polarized �-curve when (0; �0) =
(90�; �0)

STEP 3: Partitioning the diversely polarized �-curve into sengments of equal
lengths

STEP 1: An equivalent condition for the presence of diversely po-

larized manifold ambiguities
Consider a manifold matrix A consisting of c diversely polarized manifold

vectors Ai , A(�i; i; �i) 2 C3N ;8i = 1; : : : ; c; given as

A =
�
A1; : : : Ac

�
2 C3N�c (5.45)

For the manifold matrix A to be linearly independence, it must be able to show
that rank(A) = min(3N; c):
As already shown in Chapter 4, it is well-known that the diversely polar-

ized manifold vector A(�i; i; �i) can always be written as a linear combina-

tion of two manifold vectors from the same direction but arbitrary polarizations

A(�i; i;1; �i;1); and A(�i; i;2; �i;2); where (i;1; �i;1) 6= (i;2; �i;2): Suppose the ver-
tical (i;1 = 90�) and horizontal (i;2 = 0�) polarizations are chosen, then the

vector Ai can be expressed as

A(�i; i; �i) = ci1 A(�i; 90
�; �i;1) + ci2 A(�i; 0

�; �i;2) (5.46)

=
�
A(�i; 90

�; �i;1); A(�i; 0
�; �i;2)

� ci1
ci2

!
(5.47)

For the sake of simplicity, let use the subscripts (�)h and (�)v to denote a manifold
vector with respect to the vertically and horizontally polarized signals accordingly,

i.e.

Av;i = A(�i; 90
�; �i;1); and

Ah;i = A(�i; 0
�; �i;2)
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Now, let de�ne a new matrix �A composing of

�A =
�
Av;1; Ah;1; : : : Av;c; Ah;c

�
2 C3N�2c (5.48)

To study the linear dependence condition of the manifold matrix A in Equation
(5.45), it has been shown [72] that this is equivalent to showing that

rank (�A) < min(3N; 2c) (5.49)

The proof presented here will be derived based on this condition.

STEP 2: The geometric properties of diversely polarized �-curve
when (0; �0) = (90�; �0)

The framework to identify a class of manifold ambiguities presented in [5] is

based on a partition of a spatial manifold curve that has been shown to have

hyperhelical shape. In general, the �-manifold curves associated with diversely

polarized array do not have hyperhelical geometry. However, it will be shown here

that the �-curve corresponding to a �xed polarization at (90�; �0) has
the exact same geometry as the spatial manifold curve. Hence, this is
an essential step to showing that the framework in [5] can be adopted due to the

fact that the curves share the same geometry.

First of all, let consider a �-curve associated with a diversely polarized array

manifold, de�ned as

A� j (;�)=(0;�0) =
�
A(�; 0; �0) 2 C3N : 0 � � � �; 0; �0 = constant

	
(5.50)

To investigate the geometry of this �-curve, according to the diversely polarized

manifold metric found in Chapter 3, the rate-of-change of arc length _s(�) can be

given as

_s(�) =
 _A�(�; 0; �0) (5.51)

=

q
_k
T

� rr
T _k� +N

�
cos2 0 + sin

2 �0 sin
2 0
�

(5.52)

For a case of a linear array with �0 = 0
�; an expression of _s(�) is simpli�ed to

_s(�) =

q
�2 sin2 � krxk

2 +N cos2 0 (5.53)

= � sin � krxk
s
1 +

N cos2 0
�2 sin2 � krxk

2 (5.54)

The arc length s(�) along the manifold curve A is de�ned as

s(�) =

�Z
0

_s(�) d�; (5.55)
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According to an expression of _s(�) in Equation (5.54), it is seen that, when

 = 90�; the rate-of-change _s(�) can be simpli�ed to

_s(�) = � sin � krxk = k _a�k ; (5.56)

which is equivalent to the rate-of-change of the �-curve for spatial array manifold,

and the arc length can be given by

s(�) = � krxk (1� cos �) (5.57)

In fact, when 0 = 90�; the corresponding diversely polarized manifold vector

A(�; 0; �0) can be written in the form

A(�; 90�; �0) = a(�)
 T(�)p(90�; �0) (5.58)

= a(�)


0B@� sin � 0

cos � 0

0 1

1CA cos 90�

sin 90� exp(j�0)

!
(5.59)

= a(�)


0B@ 0

0

exp(j�0)

1CA (5.60)

From this expression, the polarized manifold vector A(�; 90�; �0) can be expressed

via a complex mapping of the spatial manifold vector a(�); i.e.

a(�) 2 CN ff�g��! A(�; 90�; �0) 2 C3N : (5.61)

That is,

A(�) , A(�; 0; �0) = L a(�); (5.62)

where the matrix L;

L = IN 


0B@ 0

0

exp(j�0)

1CA 2 C3N�N (5.63)

denoting the linear mapping matrix from CN to C3N : It can be shown that this
represents a class of isometric linear mapping due to the fact that,

dL
d�
= O; (5.64)

and

LHL =

264IN 

0B@ 0

0

exp(j�0)

1CA
375
H 264IN 


0B@ 0

0

exp(j�0)

1CA
375 (5.65)

= IHNIN 

h
0; 0; exp(�j�0)

i0B@ 0

0

exp(j�0)

1CA (5.66)

= IN (5.67)
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Based on this relationship, it implies that the manifold curve associated with this

vertical polarization state has the exact same geometry (hyperhelical shape) as

compared with the spatial manifold curve, except that it is embedded in a higher-

dimensional complex space C3N : Consequently, the proposed framework in [5] can

be adopted to identify ambiguous sets according to the partition of the manifold

curve.

STEP 3: Partitioning the diversely polarized �-curve into segments
of equal lengths

Consider now a set of arclengths s4rij based on a uniform partition of the

diversely polarized �-curve, given as

s4rij =

�
0;
2� krxk
4rij

; 2
2� krxk
4rij

; : : : ; (c� 1)2� krxk4rij

�T
(5.68)

with

c =

8<:1 + b4rijc ; if 4rij =2 N+

4rij; if 4rij 2 N+
; (5.69)

where the vertically polarized manifold vector Av;i(si) with respect to the ar-

clength si is given by

Av;i(si) = a(si)


0B@ 0

0

exp(j�0)

1CA (5.70)

It is simple to show, using the similar method as shown in [5], that the rows (3i)th

and (3j)th of the matrix �A associated to the z- dipoles of the ith and jth antennas
are linearly dependent, i.e.

row3i

�
�A
�
= row3j

�
�A
�

(5.71)

In addition,

row3i�2

�
�A
�
= row3j�2

�
�A
�

(5.72)

row3i�1

�
�A
�
= row3j�1

�
�A
�

(5.73)

Hence, this implies that rank(A) � 3(N � 1):
Next, let now examine linear dependence amongst the columns of manifold

matrix A: Consider the matrix; where the �rst (c� 1) columns corresponding to
the manifold vectors from the set of directional arc lengths [s1; s2; : : : ; sc�1]

T with

arbitrary polarizations, and the last two columns denoting a(sc)
T(sc); given as�
A (�1) ; : : : ; A

�
�c�1

�
; a(sc)
 T(sc)

�
2 C(3N�(c+1)) (5.74)
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By decoupling the DOA parameter from the polarization [72], it is obvious that

if c > 3 (N � 1) ; then the columns of this matrix are linearly dependent because
the dimensional of columns now exceeds the row dimensions. This implies

�1A (�1) + : : :+ �c�1A (�c�1) + a(sc)
 T(sc)
 
�c1

�c2

!
= 0 (5.75)

Using the signal polarization property, this gives

�1A (�1) + : : :+ �cA (�c) = 0 (5.76)

Therefore, the corresponding rank of the matrix A is less than 3(N � 1); and any
subset of s4rij with 3(N � 1) elements is an ambiguous set.

Appendix 5B. Proof of Corollary 1

The proof for Corollary 1 can be provided as follows.

Proof. Let consider a submatrix Ai 2 C3�c of A with respect to the ith

antenna 8i 2 f1; : : : ; Ng; given as

Ai =

0B@ai1 

264Ex1Ey1

Ez1

375 ; ai2 


264Ex2Ey2

Ez2

375 ; : : : aic 


264ExcEyc

Ezc

375
1CA (5.77)

=

0B@A
T
ix

ATiy
ATiz

1CA (5.78)

where the vectors Aix; Aiy; Aiz denote the response vectors of the x-, y-, and z-

dipoles respectively. Consider the case when the vectors Aiy; and Aiz are linearly

dependent. Then the following condition must be satis�ed,

Ey1
Ez1

=
Ey2
Ez2

= : : : = Eyc
Ezc

: (5.79)

Recall the expression of the �eld component vector, where

q
m

= [Exm ; Eym ; Ezm ]
T (5.80)

=

0B@� sin [�(sm)] 0cos [�(sm)] 0

0 1

1CA cos m
sin m exp (j�m)

!
(5.81)

=

0B@� sin [�(sm)] cos mcos [�(sm)] cos m
sin m exp (j�m)

1CA (5.82)
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Substituting the expression of the components Eym and Ezm into Equation (5.79),

this gives

cos [�(s1)]

tan 1 exp(j�1)
=

cos [�(s2)]

tan 2 exp(j�2)
= : : : =

cos [�(sc)]

tan c exp(j�c)
(5.83)

Using the relationship between the parameter � and arc length s in [5], where

�(sm) = cos
�1
�
1� sm

� krxk

�
(5.84)

and from Equation (5.8) that sm = m
2�krxk
4rij ; then the Equation (5.83) can be

further written as�
1� s1

�krxk

�
tan 1 exp(j�1)

=

�
1� s2

�krxk

�
tan 2 exp(j�2)

= : : : =

�
1� sc

�krxk

�
tan c exp(j�c)

(5.85)

4rij
tan 1 exp(j�1)

=
4rij � 2

tan 2 exp(j�2)
= : : : =

4rij � 2c
tan c exp(j�c)

=
1

'
(5.86)

Suppose this equation is equal to 1='; where ' is a scalar constant denoting the

�eld component ratio, then the equation is satis�ed when

m = tan
�1 j' (4rij � 2m)j ; and �

m
= \' (4rij � 2m) (5.87)

Consequently, if the linear dependence condition of the component vectors Aiy;

and Aiz;8i 2 f1; : : : ; Ng are satis�ed, then the corresponding rank of submatrix
Ai is equal to 2. Together with the result carried out in the previous corollary,
then if c � 2(N � 1); any subset s4rij with (2N � 1) elements is an ambiguous
set.

A similar approach is shown for the linear dependence amongst the x- and z-

component vectors Aix; and Aiz: That is the linear dependence occurs when

sin �(s1)
tan 1 exp(j�1)

= sin �(s2)
tan 2 exp(j�2)

= : : : = sin �(sc)
tan c exp(j�c)

= 1
'

(5.88)

Using the trigonometry property, it can be shown that

sin [�(sm)] =
p
1� cos2 [�(sm)]

=

s
1�

�
1� sm

� krxk

�2
=

2

4rij
p
m(4rij�m)

Substituting sin [�(sm)] into Equation (5.88) and solve for ; �; the condition is

satis�ed when


m
= tan�1

h
j'j
p
m (4rij �m)

i
; and �

m
= \' (5.89)
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Appendix 5C. Proof of Corollary 2

The proof for Corollary 2 can be provided as follows.

Proof. Consider a matrix �A written in the form

�A = [a(s1)
 T(s1); : : : ;a(sc)
 T(sc)] 2 (3N � 2c)

It is already shown in the previous corollary that the block matrix Aj is a scalar
multiple of Ai: As a result, if c >

j
3(N�1)

2

k
+ 1; then the columns of the matrix

�A are linearly dependent. This implies

a(s1)
 T(s1)
 
�11

�12

!
+ : : :+ a(sc)
 T(sc)

 
�c1

�c2

!
= 0 (5.90)

�1A(�1) + : : :+ �cA(�c) = 0 (5.91)



Chapter 6

Applications to
Polarization-Sensitive DS-CDMA
Systems

6.1 Introductory Background

At present, code division multiple access technology has been chosen as an air

interface for the Third-Generation communication network to meet a surging

demand both in terms of data rate and capacity. In this chapter, the use of

polarization-sensitive antenna array in a CDMA-based system is investigated.

The framework is essentially based on an integration of polarization-sensitive

antennas, space-time array processing, and the spread-spectrum multiple access

technology.

The use of polarization-sensitive antennas in a CDMA system is not a new

subject, and in fact several key issues have been previously investigated especially

for the channel parameter estimation and reception. For instance, in [78], a

MUSIC-type algorithm is presented for a joint polarization-angle-delay channel

parameter estimation in an asynchronous multiuser and multipath environment

for crossed-dipole antenna array. In [79], a near-far resistant array receiver is

proposed for asynchronous DS-CDMA systems, where the diversely polarized

antennas are employed.

In this chapter, a further analysis for the polarization-sensitive asynchronous

DS-CDMA systems will be provided, where several issues will be specially ex-

amined both from the theoretical and practical perspectives. These issues are

summarized in a diagram shown in Figure 6.1 and also listed as follows.

� Di¤erential Geometry of Polarization-Spatial-Temporal ARray (Polar-
STAR)Manifold. In Section 6.2, the geometrical shape and properties as-
sociated with Polar-STAR manifold are assessed using the three-parameter

133
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Figure 6.1: Outline of the Chapter 6.

di¤erential geometry framework proposed in Chapter 3. Polar-STAR man-

ifold is a class of array manifolds modelled with respect to the polarization

information and the Pseudo-Noise (PN) code sequence inherent in the re-

ceived signal. It will be shown that, instead of deriving a new framework to

speci�cally analyze this class of manifold, its properties can be intuitively

examined based on its direct relationship with the diversely polarized man-

ifold.

� Array�s Detection Capabilities in Polarization-Sensitive Antenna
Arrays. In Section 6.3, the array�s ultimate detection performance that
represents the ability of an array to correctly estimate the number of sources

that are located close together in the space is presented. It will be shown

that a detection bound can be expressed in terms of the �rst fundamen-

tal coe¢ cient I of the diversely polarized manifold previously analyzed in
Chapter 3. The framework is then extended to examine the detection ca-

pability for polarization-sensitive DS-CDMA system.

� Self Array Calibration in Polarization-Sensitive Asynchronous DS-
CDMA System. In Section 6.4, a novel array calibration method is pro-
posed for a polarization-sensitive asynchronous DS-CDMA system in the

presence of multipath. The proposed method is essentially an extension of

the calibration technique proposed in Chapter 4 with further generalization

to use the information of the obtained path delay to aid the calibration

process. The concept of Polar-STAR manifold, as well as the characteristic

of the signal polarization, will be utilized for the estimation process.

To proceed, the signal modelling associated with anM -user asynchronous qua-

ternary phase-shift keying (QPSK) CDMA-based system can be �rst presented.
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In the presence of multipaths, where the signal from the ith user is arrived via Ki

distinct paths, the baseband received signal vector is modelled as

x(t) =
MX
i=1

KiX
j=1

�ijAijmi(t� � ij) + n(t); 2 C3N (6.1)

where the parameters �ij and � ij denote the complex path coe¢ cient and the

path delay from the jth path of the ith user respectively.

The 3N -dimensional received signal x(t) is then sampled at chip rate and

passed through a bank of tapped-delay lines (TDL�s) to form a discretized received

signal vector x [n] 2 C6NNc�1 that captures one data symbol of the desired user
and its corresponding multipath components. (For a more detailed treatment on

the signal modelling, and channel parameter estimation, readers are referred to

Appendices 6A-6B.)

To model such a contribution of the received signal vector x [n], the con-

cept of diversely polarized array manifold is further extended to the notion of

Polarization-Spatio-Temporal ARray (Polar-STAR) manifold. Its corresponding

manifold vector is expressed as

h(�; ; �; l) = A(�; ; �)
 Jlc; 2 C6NNc�1 (6.2)

where l =
l
�
Tc

m
represents the discretized equivalent of the path delay, J is a shift

operator matrix, and c represents one period of the PN sequence padded with Nc
zeros at the end, given that Nc is the length of a PN code.

6.2 Di¤erential Geometry of Polar-STAR man-

ifold

The locus of all Polar-STAR manifold vectors expressed in Equation (6.2) forms a

class of four-parameter array manifold embedded in a 6NNc-dimensional complex

space, de�ned as

VP�STAR ,
�
h(�; ; �; l) 2 C6NNc�1;8(�; ; �; l) : � 2 [0�; 360�) ;  2 [0�; 90�] ;

� 2 [�180�; 180�) ; l = 1; : : : ; Ncg

To one extent, the three-parameter array manifold considered in Chapter 3 may be

thought of as just a single slice of this four-parameter manifold�s "hyper-volume"

lying in a much larger dimensional complex space.

To analyze the Polar-STAR manifold, a possible option is to extend the frame-

work to handle four-parameter array manifold. However, this may cause several

fundamental issues including,
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� the increase in computational complexity, and, more importantly,

� the possible violation of the regular parametric representation condition of
the Riemannian geometry due to the fact that the modelled path delay is

discrete rather than being continuous.

Consequently, rather than attempting to de�ne a new framework to study

four-parameter array manifold, the geometrical properties of Polar-STAR mani-

fold can be analyzed through establishing a mapping relationship with other class

of manifold where its properties are already well de�ned or simple to analyze.

The geometric study of extended manifolds using complex mappings was �rst

addressed in [43] where various extended manifold curves (1-parameter) and sur-

faces (2-parameters) are discussed. In contrast, the framework presented in this

section, is based on three-parameter array manifold, where the Polar-STAR man-

ifold vector h is expressed through the complex linear mapping of the diversely

polarized manifold vector A, i.e.

A(�; ; �) 2 C3N ff�g��! h(�; ; �; l) 2 C6NNc (6.3)

According to this complex mapping, the Polar-STAR manifold vector can also be

written in the form,

h(�; ; �; l) = L(l) A(�; ; �); (6.4)

where the matrix L , L(l) is given by

L , L(l) = I3N 
 Jlc 2 R6NNc�3N (6.5)

denoting the linear mapping matrix from C3N to C6NNc :
The four-parameter Polar-STAR manifold that is being examined here is

known to be a conformal extended manifold of the associated three-parameter

diversely polarized manifold. This is due to the fact that the mapping function

does not involve any signal parameters from the set f�; ; �g ; where it is simple
to illustrate that

@L
@�

=
@L
@

=
@L
@�

= O (6.6)

Furthermore, it can be shown that

LHL = (I3N 
 Jlc)H(I3N 
 Jlc) (6.7)

= IH3NI3N 
 (Jlc)H(Jlc) (6.8)

=
Jlc2 I3N (6.9)

= �2LI3N ; (6.10)

where �2L =
Jlc2 : Hence, the magnitude of �2L depends on the size of the

PN-code.
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Based on this linear mapping relationship between the manifold vectors h

and A; the intrinsic properties of the Polar-STAR manifold can be examined

accordingly. For convention, the subscripts (�)h and (�)A are used to denote the
parameters with respect to the Polar-STAR and the diversely polarized manifolds

accordingly. The derivations of these intrinsic parameters are quite straightfor-

ward, which are shown in Appendix 6C and the summary is listed in Table 6.1.

Jacobean matrix Jjac;h = LJjac;A

Manifold metric Gh = �2LGA

Determinant of the manifold metric detGh = �6L detGA

The �rst fundamental coe¢ cient Ih = �2LIA

manifold volume segment volh = �3L volA

Table 6.1: Intrinsic parameters of the Polar-STAR manifold in terms of diversely
polarized manifold parameters

According to the relationships between the Polar-STAR and the diversely po-

larized manifolds, it is seen that, for a �xed l0; the Polar-STAR manifold can be

thought of as an expansion of the diversely polarized manifold where its geomet-

rical shape and properties remain the same, just a scaling of the whole manifold

shape into a higher dimensional complex space. For instance, the manifold vol-

ume segment of Polar-STAR manifold is �3L times of the volume of the polarized

manifold. If the PN-code is of length Nc = 31 chips, then the volume of the

Polar-STAR manifold is 313=2 = 172:6 times larger than the volume of the po-

larized manifold. Similarly, the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient associated with the

Polar-STAR manifold is �2L = 31 times larger than the coe¢ cient for the polar-

ized manifold implying that the distance between two neighboring points on the

manifold is being stretched by a factor of 31.

6.3 Array�s Detection Capabilities in Polarization-

Sensitive Antenna Arrays

In this section, the array�s ultimate detection capabilities will be evaluated for

polarization-sensitive arrays.

By de�nition [5], array detection threshold is referred to a performance�s lower

bound of the system�s ability to determine the number of sources. To one extent,

it is an evaluation of the array�s capability to estimate the dimension of the signal
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subspace, especially in the presence of two sources that are located close together

in space.

Previous studies have shown that this performance bound is fundamentally

related to the geometry of the manifold [5], [45]. In [5], the detection threshold

was derived according to a property of the manifold curve, where the bound of

any two closely located sources can be determined given that the sources are

lying on the same hyperhelical curve. Its derivation is provided according to the

use of an approximation method to determine the shape of the manifold curve in

conjunction with the concept of uncertainty sphere.

The concept of uncertainty sphere, �rst introduced in [5], was de�ned to

re�ect the fact that, in the presence of random noise (with variance �2) and a

�nite number of sample size L, the actual manifold vector will be slightly deviated

from the modelled condition, where its variation can be modelled using a small

probability sphere with radius �e;

�e =

r
�2

2LP
=

1p
2(SNR� L)

; (6.11)

with the parameter P denoting the source power.

The detection threshold between two closely located sources is de�ned at the

point where the two uncertainty spheres just make the contact. It can be shown

that the array�s detection capability can be given by

(SNR1 � L) =
1

24s2

 
1 +

r
P1
P2

!2
(6.12)

where the parameters P1; and P2 represent the powers for the �rst and second

sources respectively, and4s denotes the source separation (in terms of arclength)
[5].An interpretation of this detection bound is that, given that two sources are

located at 4s apart, in order to detect both sources, it will need at least the
minimum product of (SNR1 � L).

According to this framework, it can be used to analyze the detection capabili-

ties of any sources that lie in the same hyperhelical curve, for instance, a �-curve.

To examine the detection performance where the directions of the two sources

are arbitrary, i.e. from (�1; �1) and (�2; �2); the concept must be extended to de-

�ne a hyperhelical curve passing through the two sources on the manifold surface

using a cone-angle parametrization [45]. The approach, however, involves the

coordinate transformation from (�; �)-system to the cone-angle parametrization.

In contrast, a new framework was proposed in [43] based on the use of manifold

surface�s intrinsic parameters. The method is derived based on the fact that, for

any two closed sources to be successfully detected, the two estimated manifold

vectors must be linearly independent, i.e. the dimension of the subspace spanned
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by the manifold vectors is equal to two. Using the concept of uncertainty sphere

in conjunction with the �rst order Taylor expansion to approximate one manifold

vector in terms of another, a simpler expression for the detection threshold can

be found.

In this work, the purpose is to evaluate the array�s detection performance in

the presence of two closely located sources from (�1; 1; �1) and (�2; 2; �2). This

scenario is practically of interest due to the fact that, in the wireless channel

conditions, either caused by re�ection, di¤raction, or scattering, the signal arrived

at the array may contain replicas of multipaths, where the two paths come in from

a slightly di¤erent angle with deviated polarization, i.e.

�� = �2 � �1 (6.13)

� = 2 � 1 (6.14)

�� = �2 � �1; (6.15)

To distinguish the work presented in this section and the one proposed in [43],

the main di¤erences are

� in this work, the array�s detection performance is derived according to the
use of intrinsic property of the three-parameter diversely polarized manifold.

Whereas, in [43], the derivation was based on the property of array manifold

surface.

� In addition, the framework presenting here evaluates the detection of two
sources coming from (�1; 1; �1) and (�2; 2; �2):Whereas in [43], the frame-

work is provided for a detection of two sources with uniform polarization,

but with di¤erent directions (�1; �1) and (�2; �2):

To proceed, in the following section, the derivation of the detection threshold

for two sources corresponding to the manifold vectorsA(�1; 1; �1) andA(�2; 2; �2)

shall be �rst presented before extending the framework to examine the detection

capability in a polarization-sensitive CDMA system for the case of two sources

from h(�1; 1; �1; l0) and h(�2; 2; �2; l0):

6.3.1 Detection Threshold as a function of Diversely Po-
larized Manifold

The threshold between any two closely located sources (�1; 1; �1) and (�2; 2; �2)

is de�ned at the point where the two uncertainty spheres just make a contact, as

shown in Figure 6.2. Geometrically, this occurs when the distance between the

centers of the spheres is equal to the sum of uncertainty spheres�radii. That isA(�1; 1; �1)� A(�2; 2; �2)
 = �e1 + �e2 (6.16)
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where �e1 + �e2 denotes the sum of the uncertainty sphere�s radii. Under an

assumption that the two sources are closely located, then the �rst order Taylor

expansion can be used to approximate A(�2; 2; �2) in terms of A(�1; 1; �1); where

A(�2; 2; �2) = A(�1 +��; 1 +�; �1 +��) (6.17)

= A(�1; 1; �1) +
@A

@�
�� +

@A

@
� +

@A

@�
�� (6.18)

= A(�1; 1; �1) +
h
@A
@�
; @A

@
; @A

@�

i0B@���
��

1CA (6.19)

By substituting an expression of the vectorA(�2; 2; �2) back into Equation (6.16),

this gives

�e1 + �e2 =
@A@��� + @A

@
� + @A

@�
��
 (6.20)

Because the Jacobean matrix is de�ned as Jjac =
h
@A
@�
; @A

@
; @A

@�

i
; hence this

equation can be simpli�ed to

�e1 + �e2 =
Jjacdx (6.21)

where dx = [��;�;��]T : Furthermore, this equation can be written as

�e1 + �e2 =
q
dxT RefJHjacJjacgdx (6.22)

=

q
dxTGdx (6.23)

=
p
I (6.24)

where the parameter I denotes the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient of the diversely
polarized array manifold de�ned in Chapter 3. By substituting the expression of

the uncertainty sphere �e in Equation (6.11), this gives

1p
2(SNR1 � L)

+
1p

2(SNR2 � L)
=

p
I (6.25)

1p
2(SNR1 � L)

 
1 +

r
P1
P2

!
=

p
I (6.26)

Hence, the detection threshold can be given in the form

(SNR1 � L) = 1
2I

�
1 +

q
P1
P2

�2
(6.27)

If the power for both sources are equal, then

(SNR1 � L) = 2
I (6.28)
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Figure 6.2: A detection threshold

6.3.2 Analysis of Detection Threshold in Diversely Polar-
ized Antenna Arrays

The analysis of detection threshold is now presented. The two antenna arrays

previously used to analyze the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient of polarized manifold

in Chapter 3 are again employed here for the comparison purpose. The positions

of these arrays are

rcube =

0B@0:5; �0:5; �0:5; 0:5; 0:5; �0:5; �0:5; 0:5

0:5; 0:5; �0:5; �0:5; 0:5; 0:5; �0:5; �0:5
0:5; 0:5; 0:5; 0:5; �0:5; �0:5; �0:5; �0:5

1CA (6.29)

rarb =

0B@�0:03; 0:94; �0:73; �0:14; 0:78; �0:83;
�0:26; �0:13; �0:14; 0:67; 0:01; �0:14;
�0:98; 0:49; �0:12; 0:86; �0:08; �0:17;

1CA (6.30)

Assume that the array is operated in the presence of two closely located

sources separated by �� = � = �� = 1�: The results are shown in Figures

6.3-6.8 with the details as follows.

� In Figures 6.3-6.5: The surface plots of the required (SNR1 � L) with

respect to the array rcube are presented

�Figure 6.3: a surface as a function of (; �); where � = 0�

�Figure 6.4(a): a surface as a function of (; �); where (�; �) = (90�; 30�)

�Figure 6.4(b): a surface as a function of (�; ); where (�; �) = (30�; 90�)

�Figure 6.5(a): a surface as a function of (�; �); where (�; ) = (30�; 45�)

�Figure 6.5(b): a surface as a function of (�; �); where (; �) = (45�; 90�)
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� In Figures 6.6-6.7: The surface plots of the required (SNR1 � L) with

respect to the array rarb are presented

�Figure 6.6(a): a surface as a function of (; �); where (�; �) = (90�; 30�)

�Figure 6.6(b): a surface as a function of (�; ); where (�; �) = (30�; 90�)

�Figure 6.7(a): a surface as a function of (�; �); where (�; ) = (30�; 45�)

�Figure 6.7(b): a surface as a function of (�; �); where (; �) = (45�; 90�)

� Figure 6.8: Surface plots of the required (SNR1 � L) with respect to the

array rcube; con�gured with (a) crossed-dipoles, (b) vertical dipoles, as a

function of the directional parameters (�; �): The polarization is assumed

to be from (; �) = (45�; 90�):

Several points can be observed here based on the results. First of all, since

the detection threshold (SNR1 � L) has an inverse relationship with
the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient of the manifold, the results shown here
are simply the inverse of the coe¢ cient I previously analyzed in Chapter 3. For
instance, it has been shown in Chapter 3 that the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient

with respect to the array rcube when � = 0� is uniformly constant for all az-

imuths � and polarizations (; �): Hence, in this case, the detection threshold is

independent of the signal parameters, as shown in Figure 6.3.

Focusing on Figure 6.4(a), where it shows the surface plots of the detec-
tion threshold as a function of the polarization parameters, it reveals that
the required (SNR1 � L) is minimum when the polarization parameter � = 0�

(i.e. linear polarization). However, the di¤erence of the required (SNR1 � L)

for di¤erent polarization states is relatively small. Suppose the SNR1 = 10 dB,

then the di¤erence between the required number of snapshots for the �rst array

is within an interval of around 3 samples. Comparing the bounds between the

�rst and second arrays in Figure 6.6(a), the required (SNR1 � L) is lowered for

the �rst array. The surface plots as functions of (�; ); and (�; �) are also shown

in Figures 6.4(b) and 6.5(a), where the similar observation can be given.

Now, consider the detection performance bounds as a function of an
azimuth-elevation shown in Figures 6.5(b), and 6.7(b) for the two antenna
arrays. The detection threshold is derived according to the three-parameter di-

versely polarized manifold as a function of (�; �; ); where the two sources are

assumed to be separated by �� = �� = � = 1�: The required (SNR1 � L) for

the �rst array in Figure 6.5(b) is independent of �; and is monotonically increasing

with � as already shown in the analysis in Chapter 3. The required (SNR1 � L)

for the �rst array is much lower than the (SNR1 � L) for the second array.

Next, the detection capability with respect to di¤erent antenna types
are considered. Comparing the required (SNR1 � L) shown in Figure 6.5(b) and
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Figure 6.3: A surface plot of the required (SNR1 � L) with respect to the array
rcube; for two sources being separated by �� = � = �� = 1�; where the surface
is a function of (; �) with � = 0�:

Figures 6.8(a)-(b), where the array rcube is con�gured with the tripoles, crossed-

dipoles, and vertical dipoles respectively. The results agree with our expectation

that the required (SNR� L) is minimum for the tripole array, and maximum

when the array consists of vertical polarized antennas. In Figure 6.8(a), the

detection performance varies across the azimuth direction. This is due to the

fact that the crossed-dipoles are arranged along the x� and z�axes. Hence the
detection performance deteriorates as the signal tends to � = 0�; 180� because

there is no dipole along the y-axis to pick up the horizontal component of the

�eld. Meanwhile, the performance is constant over the azimuth direction when

the vertical dipoles are used. However, the required (SNR� L) is noticeably

much larger than the other two cases. This is because the antennas can only

detect the �eld along the vertical dipoles.

6.3.3 Detection Threshold for Polar-STAR Systems

The presented framework for the detection capability of the diversely polarized

antenna array can now be extended to consider the detection threshold for the

Polar-STAR system.

Following the similar line of thought, shown in the previous section, it is

simple to see that the detection threshold associated with two sources from
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(a) (�; �) = (90�; 30�)

(b) (�; �) = (30�; 90�)

Figure 6.4: The surface plots of the required (SNR1 � L) with respect to the
three-dimensional array rcube, for two sources being separated by �� = �� =
� = 1�: where the surfaces are functions of (a) (; �) with (�; �) = (90�; 30�),
and (b) (�; ) with (�; �) = (30�; 90�)
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(a) (�; �) = (30�; 90�)

(b) (; �) = (45�; 90�)

Figure 6.5: The surface plots of the required (SNR1 � L) with respect to the
three-dimensional array rcube, for two sources being separated by �� = �� =
� = 1�: where the surfaces are functions of (a) (�; ) with (�; �) = (30�; 90�),
and (b) (�; �) with (; �) = (45�; 90�)
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(a) (�; �) = (90�; 30�)

(b) (�; �) = (30�; 90�)

Figure 6.6: The surface plots of the required (SNR1 � L) with respect to the
three-dimensional array rarb, for two sources being separated by �� = �� =
� = 1�: where the surfaces are functions of (a) (; �) with (�; �) = (90�; 30�),
and (b) (�; ) with (�; �) = (30�; 90�)
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(a) (�; �) = (30�; 90�)

(b) (; �) = (45�; 90�)

Figure 6.7: The surface plots of the required (SNR1 � L) with respect to the
three-dimensional array rarb, for two sources being separated by �� = �� =
� = 1�: where the surfaces are functions of (a) (�; ) with (�; �) = (30�; 90�),
and (b) (�; �) with (; �) = (45�; 90�)
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(a) crossed dipoles

(b) vertical dipoles

Figure 6.8: Surface plots of the required (SNR1 � L) with respect to the array
rcube; con�gured with (a) crossed-dipoles, (b) vertical dipoles, as a function of the
directional parameters (�; �): The polarization is assumed to be from (; �) =
(45�; 90�):
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h(�1; 1; �1; l0) and h(�2; 2; �2; l0) can be written in the form,

(SNR1 � L)h =
1

2Ih

 
1 +

r
P1
P2

!2
; (6.31)

where Ih is the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient associated with the Polar-STAR
manifold. Since, in Section 6.3, it is shown that the �rst fundamental form can

be written in the form

Ih = �2LIA; (6.32)

this implies that

(SNR1 � L)h =
1

2�2LIA

 
1 +

r
P1
P2

!2
(6.33)

=
1

�2L

0@ 1

2IA

 
1 +

r
P1
P2

!21A (6.34)

As a consequence, the detection threshold for the Polar-STAR system can be

given by

(SNR1 � L)h =
1
�2L
(SNR1 � L)A (6.35)

For instance, if the PN-code is of length Nc = 31 chips, then the required

(SNR1 � L)h will be reduced by a factor of 31.
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6.4 Array Calibration in a Polarization-Sensitive

DS-CDMA Systems

In this section, the self array calibration method proposed in Chapter 4 is being

extended for a polarization-sensitive asynchronous DS-CDMA array system op-

erating in the presence of multipaths. The following items are listed to draw the

main similarities and di¤erences between the original method in Chapter 4 and

the algorithm presented here.

� Both methods are derived based on a self calibration concept where the
methods can self calibrate the array and simultaneously estimate the signal

parameters without the use of pilot signals.

� The method in Chapter 4 assumes sources are time-disjoint. This assump-
tion is discarded in this section, where the proposed method utilizes the

information of the path delay to aid the calibration process.

� Both arrays are assumed to be operating in the presence of uncertainties
from the position, array gain and phase vectors, as well as the error from

antenna�s misorientation.

� The proposed method utilizes the concept of Polar-STAR manifold to esti-
mate the channel parameters. Whereas the method in Chapter 4 uses the

concept of diversely polarized manifold. The main di¤erence is on an inte-

gration of the polarization to the spread-spectrum spatio-temporal scheme.

6.4.1 The Proposed Array Calibration Technique

To proceed, let recall an expression of the baseband received signal vector x(t)

modelled in Equation (6.1) in an M -user DS-CDMA system, each contains Ki

multipaths, i = 1; : : : ;M: The detailed treatment of the channel modelling can be

found Appendix 6A. The only di¤erence, in the presence of array uncertainties,

is that the actual array manifold vectors will be deviated from the modelled

condition, where the corresponding diversely polarized array manifold vector can

be expressed in the form,

A(�) = Q
�
�� exp

�
j 
�
�
�
exp

�
�jrTk(�; �)

�

 q(�)

	�
; (6.36)

where the array position r; gain �; and phase  vectors are modelled as a sum of

the nominal and the error parameters. The matrix Q is given to compensate the
error from the antenna misorientation.

In contrast to the procedure presented in Chapter 4, after the received signal

vector x(t) passing through a bank of tapped-delay lines, the discretized signal
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x[n] �rst needs to be preprocessed before proceeding to the actual calibration

steps. This is due to the fact that the manifold vectors corresponding to Ki

multipaths of the ith user are linearly combined by the path coe¢ cient �
i
; hence

the preprocessing operation is essential in order to separate the desired component

from the rest of the signal. Consequently, the proposed algorithm will consist of

three parts, namely

� the preprocessing operation,

� the signal parameter estimation (�; ; �; l), and

� the calibration step (position, gain, phase, an antenna misorientation)

In the signal parameter estimation step, the proposed method utilizes the

concept of Polar-STAR manifold and the property of signal polarization to search

for a set of signal parameters. The information of the path delay can then be

used to aid the calibration process, where the array position, gain and phase are

estimated. The detailed procedure of the proposed calibration is now presented.

6.4.1.1 Preprocessing Operation

Without loss of generality, let assume User 1 is the desired user (i = 1). To

separate a path with delay l from the rest of the multipath components, a pre-

processing matrix is derived using a projection operator Pl to project all the
contributions, other than the component from path delay l; to a null space. It is

de�ned as [80]

Pl = I3N 
 P?[C1l]; 2 C6NNc�6NNc (6.37)

where the matrix C1l is formed by removing the lth column from the matrix

C1 = [J1c1; : : : ; Jlc1; : : : ; JNcc1]; (6.38)

and P? is the projection operator onto the complement subspace, i.e.

P?[C1l] = I2Nc �C1l

�
CH
1lC1l

��1
CH
1l (6.39)

Subsequently, the preprocessed signal y
l
[n],

y
l
[n] = Plx[n] 2 C6NNc�1 (6.40)

will contain only a single path component from the desired user and the trans-

formed ISI, MAI, and noise.
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6.4.1.2 Signal Parameter Estimation

In terms of the procedure, the estimation process remains the same as the method

presented in Chapter 4. That is,

� in the �rst iteration, the initial nominal parameters (b�ini; bini;b�ini) are es-
timated to begin the calibration process.

� After that the parameter errors (e�; e;e�) will be computed via an iterative
processing to update the nominal parameters (b�; b;b�).

However, the cost functions and some derivations will be slightly di¤erent.

This is mainly because

� the path delay l needs to be estimated, in addition to the parameters

(b�; b;b�), and
� the MUSIC-type cost function will be derived according to a search along
a transformed Polar-STAR manifold.

To proceed, let consider the MUSIC cost function. The fundamental concept

is to search along the transformed Polar-STAR manifold de�ned as,

Vt�P�STAR =
�
Pl
�
A(�)
 Jlc1

�
; 8� 2 


	
; (6.41)

The search is essentially aimed to �nd a Polar-STAR manifold vector of the

desired user that is orthogonal to the noise subspace de�ned from the eigende-

composition of the covariance matrix Rlyy = E
n
y
l
[n]yH

l
[n]
o
: The cost function

can be modelled as

�(�; l) =

�
Pl
�
A(�)
 Jlc1

��H EHn;lEn;l �Pl �A(�)
 Jlc1��
[Pl (A(�)
 Jlc1)]

H [Pl (A(�)
 Jlc1)]
(6.42)

=
AH(�)BHl EHn;lEn;lBlA(�)

AH(�)BHl BlA(�)
(6.43)

where the parameter set � = b� + e� = hb� + e�; b + e; b� + e�iT : The matrix En;l
is the estimated noise subspace obtained from the eigenvalue decomposition of

Rlyy; and
Bl = I3N 
 (P?[C1l])Jlc1 2 (6NNc � 3N) (6.44)

The minima of the cost function � can be found through a multi-dimensional

search over the parameters (�; l).
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Initialization In the �rst iteration, the initial nominal values for the signal

parameters are crudely estimated to start the calibration process. As shown in

Equation (6.43), the cost function involves a search in multi-dimensional para-

meters, the idea is to break this search down into a simpler process. First of all,

because the vector A(�) 6= 0; a minimum of � is obtained when the vector A(�)

is equal to the minimum eigenvector Umin; where�
BHl EHn;lEn;lBl

�
Umin = �min

�
BHl Bl

�
Umin (6.45)

Therefore, the multipath delay-spread may be found through the following opti-

mization,

(bl1; : : : ;blK) = argmin
8l

�
eigmin

�
BHl EHn;lEn;lBl; BHl Bl

�	
(6.46)

Based on this path delay estimation, the vectors Emin;1; : : : ; Emin;K that corre-

spond to the associated eigenvectors of the minimum eigenvalues are also kept

(as this will be used during the calibration process.)

Next, the initial signal parameters (b�ini; bini;b�ini) can be computed through
the following optimization,

�ini(�; ; �) =
bAHBHl En;lEHn;lBlbAbAHBHl BlbA ; (6.47)

where the manifold vector bA is expressed using the nominal array parameters

(br;b�; b ): Note that the cost function in Equation (6.47) is based on a search in

three-dimensional parameter (�; ; �): It was shown in Chapter 4 that the cost

function can be simpli�ed by using the characteristic of the polarization, where

the cost function �ini in Equation (6.47) is simpli�ed to

�ini(�) =
�T bAHBHl En;lEHn;lBlbA�

�T bAHBHl BlbA� ; (6.48)

where the matrix bA = hbA(�; 1; �1); bA(�; 2; �2)i and the vector � = [�1; �2]
T

denotes a constant.

The minimum of �ini is obtained when the vector � is equal to the minimum

generalized eigenvector Umin; where�bAHBHl En;lEHn;lBlbA�Umin = �min

�bAHBHl BlbA�Umin (6.49)

By applying the quadratic formula, the cost function �ini can be simpli�ed to the

search over a single-dimension �: That is

�ini (�) =
��

q
�2 � 4 det bC (�) det bD (�)

det bD (�) (6.50)�b�1; : : : ;b�K� = argmin
8�
f�ini (�)g (6.51)
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where the matrices bC (�) and bD (�) are expressed as
bC (�) =

 
c11 c12

c21 c22

!
= bAH (�)BHl En;lEHn;lBlbA (�) (6.52)

bD (�) =

 
d11 d12

d21 d22

!
= bAH (�)BHl BlbA (�) (6.53)

and � = (c11d22�c12d21)+(c22d11�c21d12): The polarization parameters can also
be computed accordingly.

Iterative Processing Step The purpose for the iterative preprocessing step

is to estimate the parameter errors (e�; e;e�) in order to update the nominal pa-
rameters. Using the �rst order Taylor series expansion, the cost function �itr(e�)
for the iterative processing can be written in the form.

�itr(e�) =
"
1e�
#T hbA; JjaciH BHl EHn EnBl hbA; Jjaci

"
1e�
#

"
1e�
#T hbA; JjaciH BHl Bl hbA; Jjaci

"
1e�
# (6.54)

Similar to the approach taken in Chapter 4, the cost function �itr is broken into

three separate processes executing in parallel to simplify the search, where the

parameter errors e�; e;e� are obtained individually. Suppose a variable e' is de�ned
to represent one of the error parameters from the set

ne�; e;e�o : It can be observed
that the solution of these minimizations is found when

e' = �X2 +
p
X2
2 � 4X1X3

2X1

(6.55)

The variables X1; X2; and X3 are functions of the matrices bC and bD; where
bC =

 
c11; c12

c21; c22

!
=
hbA; _A'iH BHl EHn EnBl hbA; _A'i ; (6.56)

bD =

 
d11; d12

d21; d22

!
=
hbA; _A'iH BHl Bl hbA; _A'i ; (6.57)

and

X1 = c22(d12 + d21)� d22(c12 + c21) (6.58)

X2 = 2d11c22 � 2c11d22 (6.59)

X3 = d11(c12 + c21)� c11(d12 + d21) (6.60)

Using Equation (6.55), the parameter errors e' can be found. Subsequently, the
nominal signal parameters b'; 8b' 2 nb�; b;b�o can be updated as,

b' = b'+ e' (6.61)
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6.4.1.3 Parameter Calibration

To estimate the array position br, gain b� and phase b vectors, as well as the

compensation matrix Q for the antenna misorientation, these parameters can

be obtained in the exact same procedure as shown in Chapter 4 based on the

set of associated eigenvectors Emin;1; : : : ; Emin;K obtained from the path delay

estimation. Hence, the procedure will not be shown here in order to not repeat

with the material in Chapter 4.

6.4.1.4 Proposed Array Calibration Procedure

The proposed array calibration technique described in this section can be sum-

marized as follows.

1. Preprocessing : Pass the received signal x[n] into a parallel bank of pre-
processors using Equation (6.40), and then compute the associated covari-

ance matrix Rlyy from the preprocessed signal y
l
[n] of the lth branch.

2. Signal Parameter Estimation

(a) Initialization:

i. Path Delay Estimation: Estimate the path delays blj for j 2 f1; : : : ; Kg
using Equation (6.46) and keep the corresponding eigenvectorsbEmin;j:

ii. Use Equations (6.50)-(6.53) to initially �nd the nominal direc-

tional and polarization parameters

(b) Iterative processing: Use Equation (6.55) to compute the parameter er-

rors
�
~�; ~; ~�

�
. Then, update the nominal parameters using Equations

(6.61).

3. Array Parameter Estimation:

(a) Estimate and update the nominal parameters b�; b and br respectively
using Equations (4.48)�(4.51)

(b) Compute the matrix Q using Equations (4.54)-(4.55), and then update
the manifold matrix using Equation (4.56)

4. Repeat steps 2� 3 until the termination criterion is satis�ed.

6.4.2 Simulation Studies

To evaluate the performance of the proposed calibration method, a computer

simulation is presented in this section.
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6.4.2.1 Computer Simulation Parameters

Considers a planar array of N = 5 tripole antennas in a nominally uniform

circular con�guration of radius half-wavelength. For the purpose of simulations,

the array is assumed to be operating in an environment where there are M = 3

CDMA users in the presence of multipaths (Ki = 5 multipaths per user.) Each

user is assigned a unique Gold sequence PN code of length Nc = 31: To create

a severe near-far scenario the signal�s path coe¢ cients are chosen such that the

interfering signals from the second and third users are much stronger than the

desired signal with the signal-to-interference ratio, where

20 log10

0@
�

1

�
i


1A = �20 dB, for i = 2; 3

and the desired user�s signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is 20 dB. The channel para-

meters of all users are as shown in Table 6.2. The data is collected over an

observation interval of 300 QPSK data symbols. It should be noted that the esti-

mation of the complex path coe¢ cients is not the main focus in this work, though

the parameter can be obtained after the calibration process, using a method such

as in [81].

6.4.2.2 Performance of the Array Calibration

For the purpose of simulation, the position error is assumed to be within 0.2

half-wavelength of the nominal location. The gain error is not exceeding 20% of

the nominal, while the phase is �10 degrees of the nominal. Furthermore, the
antenna misorientation is within �3 degrees from the assumed (x; y; z) coordinate
system.

The array calibration is performed following the proposed procedure. The

iterative processing is repeated until the convergence is achieved. The criteria

used to evaluate when to terminate the iteration is based on a cost function

�2 =
KX
j=1

AH(b�j)BHlj En;ljEHn;ljBljA(b�j)
AH(b�j)BHlj BljA(b�j) (6.62)

The iteration procedure is repeated until
�2;prev � �2;current

2 < thres:

The performance of the calibration has shown to be very e¤ective. The nom-

inal parameters have satisfactory converged to the real parameter values within

a short iteration period. Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show the nominal array position

before and after the calibration, where it is seen that the position after the cali-

bration is su¢ ciently converged to the real position. Figure 6.11 depicts the mean

square error (MSE) of the antenna�s phase parameter with respect to the number
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User 1 (Desired)
DOA TOA Polarization Path Coe¢ cients

Path �1j l1j (1j; �1j) �1j(
�

1

 = 1)
j = 1 50� 2 (20�; 10�) �0:1296 + j0:3153
j = 2 119� 4 (30�; 40�) �0:1952 + j0:0160
j = 3 100� 8 (45�; 90�) �0:0144� j0:2944
j = 4 130� 11 (45�;�90�) �0:0688� j0:0352
j = 5 175� 13 (50�;�45�) �0:3745� j0:7825

User 2
DOA TOA Polarization Path Coe¢ cients

Path �2j l2j (2j; �2j) �2j(
�

2

 = 10)
j = 1 100� 1 (80�; 30�) �1:4041 + j5:5586
j = 2 60� 6 (10�;�70�) �1:7200� j4:2675
j = 3 27� 7 (40�; 120�) 5:5050� j0:7260
j = 4 285� 9 (50�; 90�) 0:2739� j0:6767
j = 5 45� 12 (45�; 0�) �3:6748 + j1:0448

User 3
DOA TOA Polarization Path Coe¢ cients

Path �3j l3j (3j; �3j) �3j(
�

3

 = 10)
j = 1 50� 3 (10�; 0�) �1:4245 + j5:4492
j = 2 210� 5 (60�; 100�) �1:1160 + j1:3252
j = 3 129� 8 (20�; 50�) �5:4743 + j3:0154
j = 4 15� 13 (70�;�90�) �0:8838 + j3:5519
j = 5 125� 14 (35�;�20�) 0:4477 + j3:5519

Table 6.2: Polarization-Space-Time channel parameters for the simulated envi-
ronment for three users, each has 5 multipaths
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Figure 6.9: Illustration of the antenna array position before and after the cali-
bration

Initial Errors Errors after Calibration
Position 1:52� 10�2 7:39� 10�5
Gain 1:04� 10�2 4:99� 10�5
Phase 1:18� 10�2 8:55� 10�4

Table 6.3: Comparison of Mean Square Errors of the array parameters before and
after the calibration

of iterations. The result again is shown to be impressive. Meanwhile, the MSE of

the gain response is found to reduced from 1:04�10�2 initially to 4:99�10�5: The
MSEs of the position, gain, and phase parameters before and after the calibration

are listed in Table 6.3. The results seem to suggest the reduction of parameter

errors roughly in a factor of 100 (from 10�2 to10�4:)

The Polar-STAR channel parameters for the desired user after the calibration

are shown in Table 6.4. As shown in Figure 6.12, the MSE of the DOAs is large

initially due to the array parameter errors on the position as well as the gain and

phase. As the iteration continues, these array parameters start to converge to

the true parameters. With a more precise knowledge on the manifold vector, the

accuracy of the proposed MUSIC-type algorithm is improved. Figure 6.13 depicts

the MUSIC spectrums before and after the calibration revealing the signal peaks

with a much higher resolution.

Furthermore, it should be noted that the tripole antenna array used in this

simulation is capable of handling various types of polarization states. Unlike the

use of uniformly polarized array, in this simulation, it shows that the tripole array

together with the proposed estimation technique can handle left-hand and right-
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Figure 6.10: Mean Square Error of the array position with respect to the number
of iterations.
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Figure 6.11: Mean Square Error of the antenna�s phase parameter estimation
with respect to the number of iterations.
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Figure 6.12: Mean Square Error of the DOA estimation with respect to the
number of iterations.

True Parameters Estimated Parameters
DOA TOA Polarization DOA TOA Polarization

Path �1j l1j (1j; �1j)
b�1j bl1j (b1j; b�1j)

j = 1 50� 2 (20�; 10�) 49:82� 2 (19:89�; 10:77�)
j = 2 119� 4 (30�; 40�) 119:11� 4 (29:92�; 40:75�)
j = 3 100� 8 (45�; 90�) 100:18� 8 (44:95�; 90:47�)
j = 4 130� 11 (45�;�90�) 129:97� 11 (44:26�;�89:46�)
j = 5 175� 13 (50�;�45�) 174:55� 13 (49:73�;�44:21�)

Table 6.4: Comparison of Mean Square Errors of the Polar-STAR channel para-
meters before and after the calibration
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hand circularly polarized (paths 3 and 4), as well as elliptically polarized signals.

As seen in Figure 6.14, the resolution of the MUSIC spectrum corresponding

to the tripole array is much higher than the spectrum of the same array but

con�gured with vertically polarized antennas.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.13: MUSIC Spectrum associated with the simulated scenario for (a)
before, and (b) after the calibration
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.14: Comparisons of the MUSIC spectrums associated to the simulated
scenario for (a) the polarization-insensitive, and (b) diversely polarized arrays
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6.5 Summary

In this chapter, several issues regarding the use of polarization-sensitive an-

tenna array in a CDMA-based system was investigated. The framework is es-

sentially based on an integration of polarization-sensitive antennas, space-time

array processing, and the spread-spectrum multiple access technology. First, the

geometric properties of Polar-STAR manifold was examined using the linear map-

ping relationship associated with diversely polarized manifold. It was shown that

the intrinsic parameters associated with Polar-STAR manifold can be written in

terms of the diversely polarized manifold parameters, revealing that the shape

and properties of this extended manifold remain the same, just a scaling of the

whole manifold shape into a higher dimensional complex space. Next, the array�s

ultimate detection performance associated with polarization-sensitive array was

addressed, where it was shown that the detection capability can be derived based

on the intrinsic properties of the diversely polarized array manifold previously

assessed in Chapter 3. Finally, a self array calibration method was proposed for

a polarization-sensitive DS-CDMA system utilizing the concept of Polar-STAR

manifold and the characteristic of signal polarization. The information of the

path delay was obtained to aid the calibration process. Simulation results have

shown that the proposed method is capable to self handling the uncertainties as

well as e¤ectively estimate the channel parameters in the multiuser environment

with the presence of multipaths.
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Appendix 6A. Signal Modelling for Polarization-

Sensitive DS-CDMA Systems

Consider an array system of N tripole elements operating in an M user asyn-

chronous quaternary phase-shift keying (QPSK) direct-sequence CDMA-based

environment. In the presence of multipaths, where the signal from the ith user is

arrived via Ki distinct paths, the baseband received signal vector is modelled as

x(t) =
MX
i=1

KiX
j=1

�ijAijmi(t� � ij) + n(t); 2 C3N (6.63)

where the parameters �ij and � ij denote the complex path coe¢ cient and the path

delay from the jth path of the ith user respectively. In addition, the baseband

transmitted signal of the ith user mi(t) can be modelled as

mi(t) =
1X

n=�1
ai[n] cPN;i(t� nTcs); nTcs � t < (n+ 1)Tcs (6.64)

where fai[n];8n 2 Ng is the ith user�s data symbol sequence (�1�j)=
p
2 over Tcs

data symbol period, and cPN;i(t) is one period of the pseudo random spreading

waveform. It is modelled as

cPN;i(t) =
Nc�1X
k=0

�i[k]c(t� kTc); kTc � t < (k + 1)Tc (6.65)

where �i[k] 2 f�1;+1g ; for k = 0; : : : ; Nc � 1; represents the ith user�s PN
sequence of period Nc = Tcs=Tc: Furthermore, c(t) denotes the chip pulse shaping

waveform of duration Tc:

The 3N -dimensional received signal x(t) is then sampled at chip rate and

passed through a bank of 3N tapped-delay lines (TDL�s) of length 2Nc to form

a discretized received signal vector x [n] 2 C6NNc�1 given as

x[n] =
�
xx1 [n]

T ; xy1[n]
T ; xz1[n]

T ; : : : ; xxN [n]
T ; xyN [n]

T ; xzN [n]
T
�T 2 C6NNc�1 (6.66)

The vector xqp[n] denotes the contents from the TDL with respect to the q
th dipole

of the pth antenna, where q 2 fx; y; zg ; and p 2 f1; : : : ; Ng.
Due to the multipath delay and the lack of synchronization, it is obvious

that each TDL contains contributions from not only the current but the previous

and next symbols. To model such contributions, the array manifold vector A is

extended to the Polar-STAR manifold vector, which is modelled as

h = A

�
Jlc
�
2 C6NNc�1 (6.67)

where l = d �
Tc
e is the discretized equivalent of the path delay, c represents one

period of the PN sequence padded with Nc zeros at the end,

c =
�
[� [0] ; � [1] ; : : : ; � [Nc � 1]] ; 0TNc

�T 2 R2Nc�1
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and J is a square matrix, modelled as

J =

 
0T2Nc�1 0

I2Nc�1 02Nc�1

!
2 (2Nc � 2Nc) (6.68)

The matrix J is a shift operator. Every time Jl (or (JT )l operates on a column
vector, the contents of the vector are down-shifted (or upshifted) by l elements,

with zeros being added to the top (or bottom) of the vector.

Taking into account the expression of Polar-STAR manifold vector de�ned in

Equation (6.67), the discretized received signal vector x[n] can be written in a

compact form as

x[n] =
MX
i=1

[Hi;prev�i;Hi�i;Hi;next�i]

0B@ai[n� 1]ai[n]

ai[n+ 1]

1CA+ n[n] (6.69)

where n[n] is the sampled noise vector for the ith user. The matrix Hi is de�ned
as

Hi =
h
h
i1
; : : : ; h

iKi

i
2 C6NNc�Ki (6.70)

whose columns contain the Polar-STAR manifold vectors h
ij
;8j = 1; : : : ; Ki;

while the matrices Hi;prev;and Hi;next are expressed in terms of Hi as

Hi;prev =
�
I3N 


�
JT
�Nc�Hi (6.71)

Hi;next = (I3N 
 JNc)Hi (6.72)

containing the contributions of the previous and next data symbols. Without loss

of generality, the �rst user is assumed the desired user. Subsequently, the received

data vector can be written in terms of the desired signal, Inter-Symbol Interfer-

ence (ISI), Multiple Access Interference (MAI) and noise components respectively

as

x[n] = a1[n]H1�1 + ISI[n] +MAI[n] + n[n] (6.73)

where the �rst term represents contributions from the desired user, n[n] is the

sampled noise vector, and

ISI[n] =
�
H1;prev�1; H1;next�1

� a1[n� 1]
a1[n+ 1]

!
(6.74)

MAI[n] =
MX
i=2

�
Hi;prev�i; Hi�i; Hi;next�i

�0B@ ai[n� 1]
ai[n]

ai[n+ 1]

1CA (6.75)
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Appendix 6B. Polarization-Space-Time Channel

Estimation

According to an expression of the discretized signal x[n], two issues should be

considered before proceeding to the estimation process. The �rst issue is how to

separate the desired signal component from the rest of the signal, i.e. ISI, MAI,

and noise. The second issue is how to restore the dimensionality of the desired

user�s subspace. This is due to the fact that, in the presence of multipaths,

the array manifold vectors in the matrix H1 are linearly combined by the fading
coe¢ cient �

1
; which is resulted in a rank-1 matrix. Without loss of generality,

the elevation �ij is assumed to be zero for every j
th path of the ith user: The

following method was proposed in [78].

To separate the desired user�s contribution from the rest of the signals, a

decoupling technique is presented in [82] using the Fourier transformation, where

the operation matrix Z1 is de�ned as

Z1 = I3N 

�
diag (Fc1)

�1 F
�

(6.76)

The Fourier transformation matrix F is given by

F =
�
�0;�1; : : : ;�2Nc

�
2 (2Nc � 2Nc) (6.77)

where � =
�
1;�1;�2; : : : ;�2Nc�1

�
with � = exp(�j 2�

2Nc
): It is shown that, after

applying the operation, the preprocessed signal

y[n] = Z1x[n] (6.78)

will contain only the contribution from the desired user. This is because it can

be shown that

Z1hij = Aij 

�
diag (Fc1)

�1 diag (Fci) �lij
	

can be simpli�ed to Aij 
 �lij only when i = 1 (desired user).
In order to restore the dimensionality of the desired signal subspace, an ap-

proach known as temporal smoothing technique is proposed in [82]. Similar to

the well-known spatial smoothing technique, the concept of temporal smoothing

method is to �rstly subdivide the TDL into multiple subvectors of length d; then

concatenate these vectors into a submatrix, in which after summing up these

submatrices, the new formed matrix will have the dimensionality of the signal

component restored to K1:

Another preprocessing technique is proposed in [80], where the discretized

signal x[n] is passed through a bank of parallel pre-processors, de�ned as

Pl = I3N 
 P?[C1l] (6.79)
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The matrix C1l is formed by removing the lth column from the matrix C1 =

[J1c1; : : : ; Jlc1; : : : ; JNcc1]: This preprocessing technique essentially projects all the
contributions, other than the component from the path delay l of the desired

user, to a null space. As a result, the preprocessed signal at the end of the lth

preprocessing branch will contain only the desired signal corresponding to the

path delay l.

Suppose the �rst preprocessing method is used, by integrating the concept of

Polar-STAR manifold, the signal parameters can be estimated through a search

in the signal subspace, where the MUSIC-like cost function is expressed as

�(�; l; ; �) =

�
A
 �ld

�H ENEHN �A
 �ld��
A
 �ld

�H �
A
 �ld

� (6.80)

=
pH
�
MT
 �ld

�H ENEHN �MT
 �ld� p
pH
�
MT
 �ld

�H �MT
 �ld� p (6.81)

where �d is a subvector of � with length d, and EN is the matrix whose columns
are the generalized noise eigenvectors of the temporal-smoothed covariance ma-

trix. The minimization of � involves multi-dimensional search over (�; l; ; �)

which is computationally exhaustive. The more e¢ cient approach was proposed

in [38] as it was shown that the search over the polarization space p is equivalent

to satisfying the following minimum generalized eigenvector�
MT
 �ld

�H ENEHN �MT
 �ld�Umin = �min
�
MT
 �ld

�H �MT
 �ld�Umin
(6.82)

By applying the quadratic formula, the cost function is simpli�ed to a two-

dimensional search over (�; l); where

�(�; l) =
� �

q
�2 � 4 det(C) det(B)

det(B)
(6.83)

where the matrices C and B are

C =

 
c11; c12

c21; c22

!
=
�
MT
 �ld

�H ENEHN �MT
 �ld�
B =

 
b11; b12

b21; b22

!
=
�
MT
 �ld

�H �MT
 �ld�
and � = (c11b22+c22b11)�(c12b21+c21b12): The polarization can be later estimated
as

b = tan�1 (j�j) ; (6.84)b� = arg (�= j�j) (6.85)
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where

� =

8<:(�min � 2c11) =2c12; or2c21= (�min � 2c22)
(6.86)

Appendix 6C. Derivations of the Intrinsic Para-

meters associated with Polar-STAR Manifold

First of all, the Jacobean matrix Jjac;h; which forms the basis for the Polar-STAR
manifold is de�ned as

Jjac;h = [
@h

@�
;
@h

@
;
@h

@�
]; (6.87)

Since h = LA; and the matrix L does not depend on �; ;or �; it can be shown
that

@h

@�
=

@

@�
f L A(�; ; �) g = L@A

@�
(6.88)

@h

@
=

@

@
f L A(�; ; �) g = L@A

@
(6.89)

@h

@�
=

@

@�
f L A(�; ; �) g = L@A

@�
(6.90)

Hence the Jacobean matrix for the Polar-STAR manifold can be written
in the form of the spatio-polar manifold as

Jjac;h = L[
@A

@�
;
@A

@
;
@A

@�
] = LJjac;A (6.91)

Based on this Jacobean matrix, the Polar-STAR manifold metric can be
de�ned as

Gh = Re
�
JHjac;h Jjac;h

	
(6.92)

Using the expression of the Jacobean matrix found in Equation (6.91), the metric

is simpli�ed to

Gh = Re
n�
LJjac;A

�H �LJjac;A�o (6.93)

= Re
�
JHjac;ALHL Jjac;A

	
(6.94)

= �2LRe
�
JHjac;AJjac;A

	
= �2LGA (6.95)

where the determinant is given by

detGh = �6L detGA (6.96)

Next, the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient for the Polar-STARmanifold is de�ned
as

Ih = dxTGhdx (6.97)
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where dx = [d�; d; d�]T : It can be shown that

Ih = dxT
�
�2LGA

�
dx (6.98)

= �2L
�
dxTGAdx

�
= �2LIA (6.99)

In addition, the manifold volume is given by

volh =

ZZZ
W

p
detGhd�dd� (6.100)

=

ZZZ
W

q
�6L detGAd�dd� (6.101)

= �3L

ZZZ
W

p
detGAd�dd� = �3L volA (6.102)



Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Thesis Summary

Instead of using a conventional array system where the signal polarization is

assumed to be perfectly aligned with respect to the orientation of the sensors,

polarization-sensitive array system consists of antennas that can measure various

components of the electromagnetic �elds, providing the capability to separate

signals based on their polarization characteristics. In this thesis, it is aimed to

address and explore some of the most important issues regarding the employment

of diversely polarized antennas in an array system ranging from the fundamental

issues such as the array manifold properties to the more practical aspects like

array calibration and ambiguity. The summary for each technical chapter is now

provided.

In Chapter 3, the geometrical properties of diversely polarized array manifold

are studied from the di¤erential geometry perspective. The fact that the array

manifold incorporates all information about the array and signal environments

allows the manifold to completely characterize the whole system. In this work, the

mathematical framework based on the di¤erential geometry of three-parameter

array manifold is presented, where several intrinsic parameters are de�ned to

characterize the geometry of the manifold. In particular, an expression of the

�rst fundamental coe¢ cient is de�ned, giving an insight of how the manifold

geometry is varied with respect to the array and signal parameters.

In Chapter 4, issues regarding the presence of array uncertainties in diversely

polarized antenna arrays are addressed. Uncertainties are a common problem in

practical array systems due to the measurement inaccuracy, physical conditions

of antennas, as well as the channel environment. Because subspace-based DF

techniques are derived based on an assumption that the array manifold is pre-

cisely known, when this requirement is altered, the estimation performance get

severely degraded. This chapter explores the e¤ects of array uncertainties from

171
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two perspectives.

First, the impact of array con�guration on the array robustness to uncer-

tainties is investigated. Using the sensitivity analysis framework of the manifold

geometry, it is shown that di¤erent array con�gurations have di¤erent degrees

of robustness when the uncertainties occur. In addition, the signi�cance of each

antenna that contributes to the overall array performance is also presented. The

concept is known as the "Sensor Importance Function".

The second part of Chapter 4 is devoted to a novel self calibration method

for polarization-sensitive arrays to suppress uncertainties from the position, array

gain and phase responses, as well as the antenna misorientation. The proposed

framework is derived based on the subspace-type channel estimation technique

that utilizes that concept of diversely polarized manifold, and the uncertainties

are assumed to be small that the associated manifold vector can be modelled

using the �rst-order Taylor series expansion. The simulation studies are carried

out to analyze the performance of the proposed technique in which it has been

shown that the array and signal parameters can be precisely estimated.

In Chapter 5, problems regarding the presence of manifold ambiguities in an

array system is addressed. Manifold ambiguity is a common problem in subspace-

based DF systems due to the linear dependence amongst manifold vectors in the

signal subspace. In this chapter, the framework to identify the presence of di-

versely polarized manifold ambiguities is presented. It is shown that the presence

of ambiguity is related to both the array geometry, as well as the signal para-

meters, where a set of arc lengths formed by uniformly partitioning the diversely

polarized �- curve by the intersensor spacing, together with the condition on the

polarization, can produce ambiguous set in polarization-sensitive array. In addi-

tion, two novel techniques are proposed to resolve manifold ambiguities. The �rst

method is based on array cooperation between adjacent arrays. The fundamental

is from the fact that it is very unlikely for any two arrays to su¤er in an ambigu-

ous scenario at the same time given that they have di¤erent array con�gurations

or laying in di¤erent coordinate systems. A service from one array can therefore

help resolving ambiguity of another. A set of directions corresponding to the

real sources is then identi�ed based on the subspace projection of the estimated

array manifold matrix. The second method is based on the use of MVDR estima-

tor. The pseudo sources can be identi�ed either by observing the array pattern

to search for the directions where the gain responses do not get suppressed, or

directly estimate the signal power

In Chapter 6, an application of based on the use of polarization-sensitive

antennas in DS-CDMA systems is analyzed, where the framework integrates

polarization-sensitive antennas, space-time array processing, and the spread-spectrum

multiple access technology together. First, the di¤erential geometry is used to
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examine the geometric properties of the Polar-STAR manifold. It was shown that

the geometry of the Polar-STAR manifold can be investigated based on the linear

mapping relationship from the diversely polarized manifold. Then, the array�s de-

tection capability is de�ned in terms of the manifold�s intrinsic parameters. The

detection threshold represents the array�s ultimate capability to uniquely deter-

mine the number of sources in the environment. Using this performance bound,

the detection capabilities for various array con�gurations are examined. Finally,

a self array calibration method is proposed for a polarization-sensitive DS-CDMA

system, where the method utilizes the concept of Polar-STAR manifold and the

signal polarization characteristics.

7.2 List of Contributions

The main results and the major contributions that have been made in this thesis

are now presented. In Chapter 3, the following contributions are presented.

� A mathematical framework based on the di¤erential geometry of three-

parameter array manifold is proposed to analyze the geometric properties

of diversely polarized manifold expressed as a function of (�; ; �); where the

parameter � is �xed. The notation of diversely polarized manifold metric is

de�ned, followed by other intrinsic parameters such as the �rst fundamental

form, lengths of the curves, and volume.

� The closed-form expression of the manifold metric according to the diversely
polarized manifold expressed as a function of (�; �; ); with � is �xed, is also

provided.

� The �rst fundamental coe¢ cient I which is later used to de�ne the array�s
detection threshold is examined in particular for di¤erent array con�gura-

tions.

The following contributions have been made in Chapter 4.

� The sensitivity framework based on the analysis of three-parameter di-
versely polarized array manifold parameter

p
detG with respect to the po-

sition uncertainty is presented. The overall array sensitivity is used as an

indicator to determine the array robustness to uncertainties, while the con-

cept of "Sensor Importance Function" reveals the signi�cance of each sensor

in an array.

� A self array calibration technique is proposed for a polarization-sensitive

arrays to combat uncertainties from the position, complex response, and

the antenna misorientation.
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The contributions from Chapter 5 are presented next.

� First, a class of polarization-sensitive manifold ambiguities based on the
uniform partition of the diversely polarized manifold curve expressed as a

function of � is presented. It was shown that the framework in [5] can be

extended due to the fact that the diversely polarized �-curve, when the

polarization is �xed at (90�; �0); has the exact same geometry with respect

to the spatial manifold curve.

� Based on the extended framework, two corresponding corollaries are pre-
sented.

� First, it was shown that, by integrating the signal�s polarization parameters
into the extended framework, the diversely polarized manifold ambiguity

with a lower rank of ambiguity can be obtained.

� In the second corollary, it was shown that a tighter bound on the number
of linearly dependent manifold vectors can be obtained (as compared to the

bound in [73]), given that a condition of the array con�guration is satis�ed.

� Two novel techniques are proposed to resolve manifold ambiguities. The
�rst is based on an array cooperative method between two adjacent arrays

in the environment. The second method is proposed based on the use of

MVDR estimator.

The contributions from Chapter 6 are presented next.

� The geometrical properties of the Polar-STAR manifold is analyzed using
complex mapping relationships from the spatio-polar manifold. The analy-

sis shows that intrinsic parameters of the Polar-STAR manifold can be

written in the forms of diversely polarized manifold parameters.

� An expression for the ultimate detection threshold for the polarization-
sensitive array is derived using the concept of uncertainty sphere together

with the �rst order Taylor series expansion to approximate one manifold

vector in terms of another, in which the threshold can be written in term

of the �rst fundamental coe¢ cient.

� The self array calibration method is proposed for polarization-based DS-
CDMA systems. The method assumes the availability of the desired user�s

code sequence, but does not require any other signal parameter information.

Both array and signal parameters are simultaneously estimated through an

e¢ cient iterative minimization procedure.
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7.3 Recommendations for Further Research

There are still a number of interesting and challenging problems that can be

explored as part of the further research. Some are presented here.

Extended work on the geometrical studies of array manifold

The geometric properties of the diversely polarized array manifold was studied in

Chapter 3 based on the di¤erential geometry of three-parameter array manifold

(�; ; �). The framework was derived by assuming that the elevation is �xed.

To characterize four-parameter polarized manifold, one approach is by con-

sidering it as a family of three-parameter manifolds. In another word, the three-

parameter manifold that was analyzed in this thesis is only a single "slice" with

respect to a constant �0 of the four-parameter manifold. The locus of all three-

parameter array manifolds for all � 2 [��=2; �=2] represents a complete mani-
fold. Alternatively, the new mathematical framework based on the analysis of

four-parameter array manifold can be derived given that the class of manifold

described by (�; �; ; �) satis�es the prescribed Riemannian manifold conditions

listed in Chapter 3. The framework extension, however, does come with the cost

of increased computational complexity. The manifold metric, for instance, will in-

crease from a simple (3�3) matrix to a more complicated (4�4) matrix resulting
in the more complex expressions for

p
detG and other intrinsic parameters.

Focusing on the three-parameter array manifold, this framework can be adopted

for other classes of manifold. For example,

� an array manifold expressed as a function of (�; �; f); where f denotes the
frequency of propagation, can be studied. This is for an application, where

signals are transmitted with di¤erent frequencies. Or,

� an analysis of the array manifold associated with a moving source, where
the manifold is expressed as a function of (�; �; fD); given that fD is the

Doppler shift frequency, can be examined.

In case of the STAR manifold, which is expressed as a function of (�; �; l); the

analysis may be di¤erent. This is due to the fact that the path delay is modelled

as being discretized rather than continuous, which violates the regular parametric

representation of the manifold.

On the other hand, to make the analysis useful, further research should also

consider the application aspects from this study. In this thesis, the work on

manifold sensitivity analysis (Chapter 4), manifold ambiguity (Chapter 5), and

array detection capability (Chapter 6) are all derived based on the geometric

properties of the manifold. Some of the following items may be considered.
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� The derivation of diversely polarized array�s resolution threshold can be
examined. It is shown in Chapter 3 that the detection threshold can be

derived in a simple form based on the three-parameter array manifold pa-

rameter. However, the derivation for the resolution threshold is not that

straightforward. Although the performance bound on the resolution may

possibly be derived using the characteristics of the curve as shown in [42],

the task of de�ning a proper curve that passes through two arbitrary points

on the manifold denoting (�1; �1; 1; �1); and (�2; �2; 2; �2) is a challenge.

� An optimal array design algorithm based on intrinsic geometry of the man-
ifold can be explored. For example in [44], an antenna placement strat-

egy is proposed to optimize the array design criteria such as the detec-

tion/resolution capabilities, and the CRB performance.

Extended work on calibration methods for polarization-
sensitive arrays

In this thesis, the proposed calibration technique is derived based on an assump-

tion that the uncertainties are small and can be approximated using the �rst order

Taylor series expansion. The method considers uncertainties from the array posi-

tion, array gain and phase responses, as well as the antenna misorientation. For

extended work, it may include other forms of uncertainties, such as the inter-

sensor mutual coupling, and the directional array complex response. In addition,

the calibration technique in the presence of relatively large uncertainties can also

be considered.

Meanwhile, it is still debatable whether the pilot or self array calibrations are

more suitable to be employed in an array. The pilot calibration has an advantage

of having a superior calibration performance with a minimum computational

complexity, although its main drawback is due to the requirement of pilot sources.

On the other hand, a self calibration method can simultaneously estimate the

array and signal parameters without the use of pilot source. However, the method

typically su¤ers from the computational burden. A further work may look into

the compromising technique between the two, referred as a hybrid calibration, or

a selective calibration technique, where the priority of the calibration is given to

a set of antennas that has more signi�cance on the overall array performance.

More on Manifold Ambiguities

The presence of manifold ambiguities in DF systems is still an attractive area of

research. This thesis takes another step forward especially regarding the identi-

�cation of manifold ambiguities in polarization-sensitive array and the problem
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of resolving manifold ambiguities. However, there are still a number of problems

that has not been explored. So far, only two classes of ambiguities can be clas-

si�ed based on the uniform/nonuniform partition of the hyperhelical manifold

curve. The identi�cation of ambiguities in non-hyperhelical curve is still open.

This includes the polarized manifold curve considered in this framework. In ad-

dition, an array design strategy to minimize the e¤ect of ambiguity is also an

interesting area of research.
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